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What Debs Says 
ABOUT OUR THREE NEW PROPAGANDA BOOKS 

A splendid pamphlet is INDUSTRIAL SOCIALISM, written jointly 
by William D. Haywood and Frank Bohn, and which I heartily com
mend to the working class and to all who are interested in Socialism 
and in the group of vital questions which have sprung from our modem 
industrial development. Every page of this pamphlet is clear, cogent, 
and conviricing. The true revolutionary attitude of the working class 
movement is here maintained. It states the industrial and political 
position of the workers in plain, straightforward terms, in their own 
language, and is well calculated to open the eyes of the workers to the 
weakess of craft unionism and political socialism, and impress upon 
them the necessity of proletarian solidarity, both economic and political, 
and supplementary to each other, as the true basis of the revolutionary 
movement. The pamphlet is especially adapted to the educational 
propaganda of the working class and ought to be spread broadcast 
among the workers. 

Mary E. Marcy's SHOP TALKS ON ECONOMICS ought to be 
put in the hands of every wage-worker. Marx is here introduced to 
the worker in terms he can readily understand and Socialism is made 
so plain that he cannot escape it. Mrs. Marcy has a peculiar faculty 
for this kind of work and in preparing this most excellent primer on 
economics for the education of the workers she has rendered an in
valuable service to the working class. 

Jack London is always clever, brilliant, virile, and always up to 
his best. THE STRENGTH OF THE STRONG, a pamphlet of 30 
pages, is his latest from the press of Kerr & Company, and it is a 
most interesting and illuminating study and a fascinating bit of 
Jack's own writing pointing a fine Socialist moral which ought to be read 
by about twenty millions of social heathens in the Unit~d States. 

EUGENE V. DEBS 

These three books sell for IO cents each, the three for 25 cents, postpaid. For $5 .oo we will 
send roo copies, one kind or assorted, by express prepaid. For $35.00 we will send I,ooo 
assorted copies by freight prepaid. They are the best and biggest propaganda books of the year. 
Nothing equals themfor street meetings except the latest issue of the REVIEW, of which we 
mail 20for $1.00 and more at the same rate. Address, 

Charles H. Kerr & Company 

118 West Kinzie Street Chicago, Ill. 
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The kind 
of hooks 

that 

LINCOLN 
londed for 

RIDPATH'S 
HISTORY 

OF THE 

WORLD 
9 massive volu~es; 4000 paaes; 2000 superb illustrations; beautifully bound in half morocco 

America's Greatest Historian 
J UST about the time when Abraham Lincoln 

became the nation's chief executive, a little Indiana 
boy wrote one day to the President of Harvard. He 
was a boy of the Lincoln type-thirsting for knowl· 
edge. He wanted to know if there was a world's 
history, trustworthy, not too bulky or expensive. The 
reply was that no man had yet appeared with suffi· 
cient ambition, judgment, courage, patience and 
literary skill to construct a practical, useful, reliable 
history of the world. "I'll be that man," said the 
boy to himself. For 22 years he prepared himself 
thoroughly for this task. For 17 years he toiled and 
brought it to completio"n. The boy was John Clark 
Ridpath and his History of the World is, in the opin
ion of every student and scholar,- a masterpiece for 
all time. 

Endorsed by Thousands 
Ridpath's History of the World is strongly endorsed 
by Presidents McKinley, Harrison and Cleveland; 
by Authors like General Lew Wallace, James· Whit
comb Riley and John L. Stoddard; by Ministers like 
Bishop Newman, Dr. Hirsch and Bishop Vincent; by 
the Presidents of Dartmouth, Bates, Brown, Smith, 
Harvard, Yale, and all other American Colleges and 
Universities. It is the opinion of all classes and con
ditions of men that Ridpath's History of the .World 
stands ALONE. There is no other set of books about 
which opinion is so entirely unanimous. Ridpath's 
History is praised for its wealth of learning, its bril
liant style, its fascination as a story, and its edu·
cative value to old and young. To read this work 
is a liberal education. It is a library in itself which 
is already in nearly a quarter of a million of Ameri
can homes, and should be in every home. Mail the 
coupon. 

THE Failure of the Publishers placed the 
entire edition of Ridpath's History in our 

hands for immediate sale. The sets are brand new, 
down to date. Weoffertheremainingsetsatanex
tremely low price and on easy terms. The terms of 
our agreement with the publishers prevent us from 
publishing the price broadcast, as the future sales 
of the work (from which Dr. Ridpath's widow de
rives her income) would be iniured the1eby. We 
will name our price only in personal letters 
to thou who send us the coupon below. 

FREE vVe 'Zi!tll mail .free a beauti/ul 
46-page booklet from Ridpath's 

history to all readers interested in our offer 
who mail us the coupon attached. No 
agent will call. The sample pages will 
be sent by mail. They contain WESTERN 

NEWSPAPER 
ASSOCIATION, 

140 So. Dearbor• St., 

Dr. Ridpath's famous Race Chart 
in colors, the best map of the 
Panama Canal ever printed, 
together with portraits of Chicage, Ill. 
Socrates, Caesar, Napo
leon, Shakespeare and 

Please mail , without 

other great historical 
characters; also 
specimen pages 
which will give you 
some slight idea 
of the beau
tiful style in 
which the 
work is 
written. 

cost to me, 41i·P8le baok of 
sample pages from llldpatb's His

tory of the World containing his 
famous "Race Chart" in colors, 

map of Panama Canal, etc., and 
write me full particulars of your 

special offer to International Socialist 
Review readers. 
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A NEW LAND OF PROMISE 
Western Canada ·Beats Al·l Records for 

Money Made by Quick Growth 

The world is a rather old place for any
thing new to happen in, but out in Western 
Canada there is a wonderful condition of 
affairs which could not have existed in any 
other than this modern year of 1911. 

Other new countries have been developed 
before, but with comparative slowness, be
cause the railroads have been slow· to ex
tend their lines, but in Can~da things are 
not done that way. When they once start 
they never stop until the job is done and 
the tremendous energy -and wealth of the 
people drive every project through with 
almost incredible speed. 

Consider the new Grand Trunk Pacific 
Railroad, which is almost literally stalk
ing across Canada with seven-league boots. 
Begun only a short time ago, it has fairly 
leaped forward until now it is all com-

. pleted except the last four hundred miles. 
Grading camps are already within a few 
miles of Fort Fraser, which is destined to 
be one of the largest cities in this ric-h 
territory. 

Everything points to an even greater de
velopment here than in Calgary, which, a 
few years ago, was opened up by the Ca
nadian Pacific Railway and now has 40,000 
people-and original $100 to $500 lots are 
now worth from $1,500 to $30,000. 

Fort Fraser gives every indication of 
starting out to make a new record in the 

rise of land values. Its splendid loc~tion 
on the registered right of way of the new 
railroad, in the center of a vast, rich terri
tory, and bounded on two sides by a big 
navigable river, ·gives it every natural ad
vantage necessary to quick growth. 

But so fast do things move that few peo
ple yet realize what tremendous opportuni
ties confront them in this future great city. 
Lots there can be bought now from $150 
to $200 and up on easy terms of 10 per cent 
down and 5 per ce~t ··a month, with the 
splendid chance that they · will double or 
triple in value before the last payment is 
due. No interest is charged, or taxes, until 
lots are fully paid for. The British Colum
bia government guarantees the titles. 

As soon as the news about Fort ~raser 
becomes known, there '-'ill be a rush for 
lots, and prices will bound upward. · And 
when the railroad comes-as it must under 
contract in 1913 and probably will much 
sooner-values will go sky-high, and if 
you own one of these lots it should make 
you a tidy fortune. 

Write quickly to Spence, Jordan & Co., 
Dept. M, 312 Marquette Bldg., Chicago, 
the official representatives of the townsite 
in Chicago, and ask for free map, etc., of 
Fort Fraser. It will surprise you what 
a small investment will do if put in the 
right place. 

t 
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DEBS SAYS: 
"The Library of Universal History is a work of admirable style and 

great excellence. It embraces in 151arge volumes, highly illustrated, 'a record 
of the human race from the earliest historical period to the present time.' 
I have found the work exceedingly helpful and in every way satisfactory, and 

I take pleasure in adding my testimonial to its worth to the long list of 
well known persons who have already given it their unqualified 

endorsement.'' 

~/~ -, 

This Superb World History 
Which Telle ot Socialism's Crowth 

Shipped to Your Home 
1 5 Big Volumes 
Weight 75 pounds 
Up.to·date 

-

Send Free Coupon for Great Sacrifice Price 
which this failure necessitates 

for 51 
SOOO Pages 

700 Illustrations 
De Luxe Edition 

Library of Universal History --Comrades in Socialism, here is the greatest opportunity ever offered you, an opportu-
nity to have shipped to your home, for only $1.00 down, remainder in Easy Monthly Payments, these fifteen beautifully bound vol• 
umes of the Library of Universal History. This is the one history which treats the growth of Socialism with fairness and 
appreciation. We, as underwriters, obtained a limitro number of these books upon the failure of the publisher, a large Chicago ~ 
firm. We will quote price only in direct letters, for we are not allowed to injure future sales by printing our sensation· ~~ 
ally low pnce here. This handsome editiOn is bound in genuine Maroon English Buckram, embellished with more than 100 ~ ~ ~qr 
double page maps and plans. Seven hundred full page illustrations, many of which are in colors. More than 5,000 pages of ~ -}·'#' q 
solid reading matter. It tells every Socialist the truth about history that he should know without distortion. You actually V ~ ~'l>';._~ 
can see in you: own mind's eye the social unrest and corruption that caused the rise and fall of oligarchies, empires and -~ ~ 'l>• ~ 
republics. • ~v ~· ~ ~· 

FR£E-If You Wrtte at Once! 0+~-t~..Pc~ 
Send this free coupon and we will mall you a full, complete and comprehensive map ~ "'-~~'l 

and profile of the Panama Canal, showing dams, locks and cuts-a handsome art picture of President ~~ ~~ ~ ~~~· 
Taft and a genuine colored territorial map of the United States; besides a sample book showing pages from ~ ~·· ~~~0 .. o 
the history and the beautifully colored illustrations of those scenes which have molded the world's destiny. 0 ~~ '~~ d-~r/11 • • 
Just send the coupon. You are under no obligations. After we quote our marvelously low price (a ;:,~ ~.,#~'l> ~ 
price we are not allowed to name here), you can make up your mind whether you wish us to 0 J:-"'4" ~<il4,o.:::; 
send the library. Send the free coupon now. '!#/~b. d-

AMERICAN UNDERWRITERS CORPORATION $"~~u~~l' 'l> •• •· A>. 
Dept. 5931, 175 North State Street, Chicago, Ill. -.:ff~~ ~Jf' .:;;..P ~b-b-~ •• •• •• 
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WHY 
ARE 
YOU 

A 
SOCIALIST? 
Do you know enough about Socialism to answer 
this question intelligently and convincingly? Or 
are your ideas based upon a few socialistic phrases 
picked"" up at random? The ultimate success of 
Socialism has been greatly retarded because many 
of the comrades are ignorant of the fundamental 
causes back of the movement. 

The average Socialist knows he 
is right but doesn't know why. 

But it is time he should know why. The 
statements of Capitalistic writers and speakers are 
apparently upheld by the ordinary world-histories 
-works that simply recount the spectacular feat
ures of each period -the struggles of vast armies 
and the magnificence of kings and courts. But 
the real, vital truth under the surface is either 
unrevealed or grossly misrepresented. And it is to 
the truth under the surface that the Socialist must 
go for. his facts- the facts that show why 
Socialism is inevitable. 

MAIL THIS CO- OPERATIVE 
COUPON TODAY 

University Research Extension Company, 
Milwaukee, \Vis. · 

Tell me about the Library of Original Sources and how I can 
get a set on the co-operative plan. 

Name 

Address ------------------------------------

Victor L. Berger 
says: "A few Socialist 

phrases are not 
enough to make a scientific 
Socialist. In order to know 
why Socialism is coming, 
a Socialist should have an 
idea of evolution- the 
manner in which one system 
has grown out of another. 
To show how the Socialist 
Republic will develop out of 
the present system, the 
Library of Original Sources 
has been published." 

The Library of 
Original Sources 

This is the only work ever compiled that so definitely 
and completely meets the needs of every com
rade in the great struggle against capitaL It sweeps 
aside that which is superficial and distorted, and 
traces the evolution of social progress through the 
past 7,000 years, giving complete in their original 
form the documents (translated) containing all the 
ideas that have influenced civilization and shaped 
history; the work of the original thinkers and 
investigators who have been in the thick of the 
fight for truth and equality. 

It is the most important contribu
tion to freedom and individuality 
of thought that the centuries have 
produced. 

Thousands of the comrades own and love this 
wonderful library. It is used as a reference by 
Socialist writers and speakers; it is read by farmers, 
miners, mechanics, blacksmiths and cobblers; it is 
the greatest work extant for Socialists and every 
owner of the library says so. 

If you want to know why Socialism is· coming; 
if you want to know how the Socialist Republic will gradually 
develop out of the present system read the Library of Original 
Sources. It will tell you all this and more; it will make you a 
Scientific Socialist. . 

To give you an idea of the nature of this great work we will 
send you free an "original document" telling of a popular 
uprising in mediaeval England, and how the people got their 
rights. A rare document of greatest interest and importance to 
Socialists. Send us the attached coupon immediately and a 
copy will reach you by return mail. 
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A FORTY-VOLUME 
SOCIALIST LIBRARY for $10 

No such offer was ever advertised before. No such offer was ever possible before. Ten years 
ago American Socialism had scarcely any literature. Socialist books were scarce, expensive, and of doubtful 
quality. Our publishing house has brought the writings of the world's greatest socialist writers within the reach 
of American readers, and its growth has made possible the publication of many valuable books by American 
socialists which otherwise would never have seen the light. The books in this library are sold separately at fifty 
cents each, postpaid. They are strongly and neatly bound in cloth, and most of them are equal in value to books 
sold by capitalist publishers at $1. 00 or $1. 50 a volume. We will send the entire library by express prepaid to 
any address on receipt of $10.00. It includes the following books: 
Origin of the Family, Engels. Shows the evolution of Class Struggles in America, Simons. A condensed in-

man in his sex relations. dustrial history of the United States, with references 
Socialism, Utopian and Scientific, Engels. One of the to authorities. 

few indispensable books; explaining how revoln- The American Farmer, Simons. The pioneer work on 
tionary socialism diffe,·s from reforms. this subject from the Socialist point of view. 

Feuerbach: The Roots of the Socialist Philosophy, Socialism, Positive and Negative, Lal\Ionte. A series 
Engels. Translated and edited by Austin Lewis. of brilliant essays, full of suggestions for thinkers. 

The Communist Manifesto, ~1arx and Engels. The Anarchism and Socialism, Plechanoff. A historical 
\.: first and best of socialist platforms. Also in the study of the two movements, with cdticisms of the 

same volume, No Compromise, Liebknecht. Anarchist writings. 
Value, Price and Profit, .Marx. The classic statement Evolution, Social and Organic, Lewis. How the evolu-

of the vital things wage-workers need to know about tion theory arose and how Marx applied it to 
economics. society. 

Revolution and Counter-Revolution, ~[arx. Lessons for Ten Blind Leaders of the Blind, Lewis. Criticisms of 
present-day revolutionists from the successes and prominent reformers and theorists. 
defeats of 1848. Vital Problems in Social Evolution, Lewis. Socialist 

The Class Struggle ( Erfurt Program), Kautsky. What principles applied to various questions of the day. 
the Socialists want and how they mean to get it. 1 

The Social Revolution, Kautsky. The world-wide dif- The Art of Lecturing, Lewis. A practica handbook for 
ference between Reform a·nd Revolution clearly ex- Socialist speakers, revised and enlarged. 
plained. Goethe's Faust, a Fragment of Socialist Criticism, 

Ethics and the Materialist Conception of History, Hitch. Shows that even "greaf' writers are the 
Kautsky. product of definite economic conditions. 

Socialism, Its Growth and Outcome, l\Iorris and Bax. The Evolution of Man, Boelsche. Darwin's great 
One of the classics; sold until lately at $1.25. theory explained in simple language with complete 

Social and Philosophical Studies, Lafargue. Why proofs and with pictures of many of the types 
capitalists are religious and where the idea of "good- through which man has evolved. 
ness" came from fully explained. Germs of Mind in Plants, France. Facts proving that 

The Right to Be Lazy and Other Studies, Lafargue. plants receive sensations and act on them, just as 
Caustic satire and clear thinking. people do. 

The Evolution of Property, Lafargue. An industrial The End of the World, Meyer. Describes the destruc-
history of the world, from savagery to capitalism. tive forces that will in time end all life on the 

The Sale of an Appetite, Lafargue. A realistic story earth. 
1 of modern Paris, showing what wage-workers may The Making of the World, Meyer. Describes the 
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SPYING ON STRIKE SYMPATHIZERS. 

The Strike of the Scavengers 
BY 

WILLIAM D. HAYWOOD 

I F 4,000 Wall street brokers or 4,000 as
sorted employers suddenly left their of
fices or were carried off by a pesti
lence in New York, the life and activ

ities of that city, after the first sensation, 
would go on much as usual. Society and 
industry would proceed with but little in-

terruption. But when 4,000 humble street 
cleaning employes suddenly quit work in 
the metropolis in the second week in No
vember the entire administration of the sec
ond greatest city in the world was upset . 
and for a time demoralized. High-salaried 
officials could do little but gnash their teeth 

Sill 
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and issue numerous orders which couldn't 
be carried out. Rich and powerful mer
chants shrieked and groaned at the sight 
of the piles of odoriferous g~rbage stand
ing untouched in front of their palaces of 
profit. Comfortable and well-fed house
holders and property owners held their 
noses · and begged the agitated city 
government to do something. Four mil
lion people were threatened with pestilence 
and disease, which inevitably would have 
been widespread had not these despised and 
usually silent workers chosen a cold and 
freezing period in which· to strike. 

On the night of November 8 these gar
bage· wagon drivers went out, their demand 
being·a return to the daylight collection of 
garbage instead of the continental system 
of night work recently installed by Mayor 
Gaynor. The inen contended that they were 
imposed upon by this continental system, 
the work at night being much more of a 
strain, and that in addition the hours had 
been increased from eight to ten or eleven 
without any additional pay. 
Wh~n the demand Ior a change was first 

made of Commissioner Edwards the gar
bage cleaners received the following bull
dozing reply, duly expressive of the feel
ings of a politician toward his underlings : 

I understand that there is some dissatisfac
tion on the· part of the drivers on account of 
night work. I want the drivers in the Depart
ment of Street Cleaning to thoroughly under
stand that night work will go on as usual, 
and any absentees or men failing to· go to 
work will be dismissed from the Department 
of Street Cleaning and never be allowed to 
return. 

Stable foremen will suspend any men fail
ing to go to work and will forward charges 
to the main office. 

WILLIAM H. EDWARDS, 
· Commissioner. 

This reply was backed up by the follow
ing communication from Mayor Gaynor 
to Edwards: 

Sir: · In regard to the threatened strike of 
the drivers and garbage collectors of your 
department, be so good as to notify them at 
once by general order to strike just as soon 
as they see fit. And see to it that not one of 
the strikers gets gack into the city employ
ment again. We can get along without them. 
It will inconvenience the householders for a 
few days, but they will stand it patiently. Let 
the contract system be resorted to, if neces
sary. 

The city pays the men of your department 
the highest wages for the shortest hours, and, 
in addition, a pension law was passed for 

them last winter. If they think they can make 
the city conform to their dictation by striking 
they will find themselves grievously mistaken. 
The city's business has to be done as the char
ter prescribes, and no strike can force it to 
be done in any other way. The city is not in 
a position of a private employer and able to 
make any terms with its employes it sees fit. 

W. ]. GAYNOR, Mayor. 
In the face of official opposition and 

stern determination as expressed by ·the 
foregoing communications, the men them
selves stood firm, with at least the result 
that the political scientists have a practical 
lesson to help solve as well as discuss. 

Thousands of wagon loads of garbage 
were piling up in the streets, and in the 
congested districts of the east side there 
were some streets almost impassable. Ex
traordinary efforts were made to remove 
garbage from business centers and elite 
residential districts. It is in this instance 
as in all others that the poor and uninfluen
tial are discriminated against. The fashion
able localities look.ed fairly clean, while just 
a few squares away in the tenement dis
tricts the fermenting piles of cast-off filth 
were breeding disease germs that would 
first attack the poor, but that might indeed 
ravage the city. 

The city officials made every effort to 
break the strike, and although they resort
ed to the brutal tactics the employing and 
ruling classes are accustomed to use every
where in like cases, they met with little suc
cess. 

Detective agencies were enlisted and 
were paid $5 for each man they secured, 
the strikebreaker receiving for his serv
ices $3 per day. It requires at least three 
scabs to do the work of one husky garbage 
driver, in addition to the number of police 
required for guard duty .. The change was 
an expensive experiment on the part of the 
city authorities. 

There were many bitter popular demon
strations against the strikebreakers. One 
man was knocked senseless bv a brick 
thrown from a near-by roof, and was then 
run over by a wagon that broke both of 
his legs. He died shortly after being taken 
to the hospital. A child was run over and 
killed by one of the mayor's scabs. Some 
policemen were injured, but this is not 
worthy of particular mention, as they are 
all still alive. Many arrests were made and 
strikers were cruelly beaten 
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GUARDING THE SCABS. 

One of the chief lessons to be learned is 
the inefficiency of scab labor. This is ob
vious on every hand. While no particular 
skill is required in the collection of garbage 
and sweeping of streets, it requires a cer
tain physical standard that is not reached 
by the casually employed, who do the work 
slowly, gingerly, spilling at least a third 
on the street in their clumsy efforts. This 
same inefficiency prevails in every shop 
strike, but there the bosses are able to fur
tively conc..eal their helplessness behind 
closed doors. The spirit of many a strike 
has been broken by apparent success which 
perhaps is as much of a failure as New 
York's strike-breaking department. 

The importance of the least considered, 
even the scavenger in the machinery of 
modern living is another lesson to be 
learned. If this strike had occurred in the 
summer season the sweltering heat envel
oping the piles of filth on the streets would 
have borne this home with deadly emphasis. 

But the piles of garbage in the streets 
of America's greatest city grew higher and 
higher. Abominable enough in other parts 
of town, the stench in east side streets was 

almost unendurable. So bad did the situ
ation become that the Merchants' Associa
tion issued an appeal to "good citizeQs" to 
come out and take the strikers' places. 

So frightened did the city officials become 
that they allowed the piles of garbage to be 
set afire, though this could not fail to do 
great damage to the streets and endanger 
lives and dwellings from flying sparks. 
Gaynor and Edwards declared they would 
never take the strikers back, but would turn 
over the street cleaning to· private contrac
tors. Such is the deal handed to the work
ers under capitalist "municipal operation." 

The Socialist Party was quick to take a 
hand in the fight and held a big.mass meet
ing in Cooper Union at which the treatment 
accorded the strikers was denounced. 

The teamsters' and truck drivers' unions 
also pledged their "moral support.,'' but 
they didn't give the strikers the kind of 
support they needed most. A general walk
out of all the teamsters in the city-"a 
stoppage of everything on wheels," as one 
speaker put it-would have ended the fear 
of pestilence and won the garbage collec
tors' strike for them in about one day. But 
that, though "threatened," never came. 
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VICEROYS ESCAPING TO SAFETY. 

The Chinese Rebellion 
BY 

TIOKA YAKAMA 

T HE wide world had long given up 
hope that China would ever awake 

.. to the marvels of science and mod-
ern production when · the Celestial 

Empire was.- already wiping the sleep of 
centuries frotn her eyes. ' 

Those who:m Old · China still. calls the 
learned men of the riation eire insisting to 
this day that old ways ·are best. They are 
still searching the. musty past for the solu
tion of present .problems. 

But . the ·rebels of China represented the 
N,ew Era. They have Necessity :and Prog
ress on their side, and whether ·it .be tha~ 
rising from the laSt great massacre. of their 
fellows,· or fighting a year or so hence, vic
t()ry is bound t() be their portion. · 
'Pekin~, des_ites _a. trained police and. a 

stre,ngtlte,ned a~my and navy_ that will keep 
the Powers· off and perinit them to continue 
in the. enjo)rmenf of the exploitation and 
unequaled graft of the hundred million 

hard-working Celestials. The Chinese 
Government is opposed to the westerniza
tion or modernization of the empire, with 

. the exception of the promotion of railroads. 
Like the pioneer railroad kings of America, 
th~y care nothing for the building of these 
roads, but favor them only because of the 
remarkable opportunities they offer for of
ficial graft. They have not yet learned 
that the exploitation of wage workers is 
the most profitable graft in the world. 

"Reform" is upon the tongues of the 
government officials as it is in the mouths 
of the rebel patriots. But the government 
ureforms',. are such only as will open new 
sources of revenue to the officials. They 
have. not yet thought of the possibilities of 
"legitimate" profit taking. The patriots of 
China, on the other hand, are fighting for 
industrial training, universal education, im
proved agriculture, freedom of the press, 
the expenditure of taxes for the benefit of 

lt4 
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the workers instead of in huge salaries to 
the idling government job holders and the 
responsibility of the government to repre
sentatives chosen by the people. 

Were it not for its advocacy of the rail
roads, the government would be wholly re
actionary, while on every side the rebels 
stand for more freedom in industrial and 
educational matters. 

Prof. Ross, writing on China in a recent 
number of The Independent, says: 

In a gorgeous native restaurant in Pe
king I sat at meat with five men, and four 
languages were needed for communication. 
The one white man was born in China, the 
son of a missionary. The rest were foreign
educated Chinese retained in government 
service as experts. One was a Berlin Ph. D., 
another a Cornell doctor of philosophy, a 
third came from the University of London 
and had spent two years in the British post
office. The fourth was an A. M. of the 
Antwerp School of Commerce, licentiate of 
the University of Paris and had served two 
years in the Banque de France. They 
had been in government service for from 
two to six months. 

"How do you like it?" I asked. 
They threw up their hands in despair. 

They were patriotic, eager to apply their 
hard-won knowledge ·to their country's 
need, but all had found that the Manchu 
blocks the way. "What is the use," said 
one, "of my studying the gathering of sta
tistics in the various countries and t:eport:
ing a plan for the coming imperial census, 
when my chief is an ignorant Manchu who 
will light his fire with it?" "How can I put 
any heart into working out a reform for the 
postoffice," said the London man, "after I 
realize that my recommendations are not 
even read?" "We now see," said another 
disgustedly, "that the government gives us 
posts and salaries in order to keep us edu
cated men under surveillance here at Pe-

. king where we can't reach or influence the 
people. 'Reform' is all for show and the 
one absorbing thought of our rulers is to 
keep their graft." 

The head of a provincial college, a ripe 
scholar, a Han-lin man, in fact, told me he 
could hardly endure his position. "How can 
I keep my self-respect," he broke out, 
"when constantly the Board of Education 
at Peking forces me to do foolish things ? 

Here is an applicant thirty years old, who 
passes a brilliant entrance examination ; 
but Peking won't let me admit him to my 
college because, forsooth, he is not 'a grad
uate of a middle school.' " 

The Manchus are not a cultured people, 
mark you, and when they climbed into the 
saddle o.f empire about the time of Crom
well, they were on a level with the Afghans 
of today. They are to the Chinese what 
the Goths were· to the Romans; and ~:Man
chu directing the new education of China 
is as out of place as a Goth presiding over 
the schools of Athens in the fourth century. 
It is the brilliant Chinese, not the Manchus, 
who travel and study abroad. Yet when 
they return they are balked by the huge 
pervasive Manchu machine. 

Sometimes high Manchu officials are to
tally illiterate, and I heard of one Manchu 
"literary chancellor" who could not even 
read the examinatiOIJ. essays submitted for 
provincial honors. So he piled them on top 
of his bed canopy, poked them with his cane 
as he lay smoking, and the thirteen that 
slid off first were declared winners ! 

In the Board of War at Peking are six 
hundred employes_; but fifty do all the work. 
The rest are Manchus who sit in a chair, 
suck the pipe and watch the clock. 

One of the directors of the Shanghai
Hangchow Railway-a purely Chinese line 
-told me their chief trouble in building the 
road was the harrassing "inspections" 
which obliged them· to bribe the officials in 
order to go on with the work. Moreover, 
Peking forced upon the company a large, 
unneeded foreign loan which would have 
been expended by government men without 
the stockholders knowing how much stuck 
to the fingers of the officials. So, instead of 
using the money for building the road, the 
company loaned it out in small amounts at 
a high interest and will repay it as soon as 
the terms of the loan permit . 

Not long ago a queue-cutting movement 
starting. at Hongkong spread among the 
people.· But the stupid government, which 
had obliged its soldiers and its foreign 
representatives to cut their queues, re
called that in the old days the Manchu 
conquerors had forced the queue upon the 
Chinese as a badge of submission. Ac-

. cerdingly~ they construed the unauthorized 
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cutting of the queue as a kind of treason. 
They persecuted the short-haired ; false 
queues came into style and the movement 
ceased; but imagine the disgust ! 

But even the Chinese Government is 
eager to learn new methods of warfare and 
desires a practical army and navy. Ever 
since the Russo-} apanese war she has 
sent her sons to Japanese military acad
emies, for she realized that China must 
change her fighting tactics if she meant to 
hold her provinces. But her acceptance of 
anything modern depends solely on its 
practicability in keeping out the foreigner; 
in suppressing her people and in the oppor
tunities offered for securing more money 
for official pie. 

Over 10,000 young Chinese are sent 
yearly to Japanese universities. Many are 
educated in France and Germany and still 
more attend American schools and colleges. 
Hence the youth of China educated along 
modern lines returns. home to swell the 
army of rebellion against the reactionary 

· policies of the government. 
You may travel to the farthest corner of 

the empire, but you cannot go far enough 
to escape the Standard Oil Company. Rude 

huts may be seen in out-of-the-way villages 
with roofing of German manufacture, Ger
man clocks, and German -lamps burning 
Standard Oil from America. The Chinese 
workers have nearly ·all been touched and 
captured by things Western. Many of 
these ally themselves with the coming and 
New Regime. . 

· Big Business is growing slo~ly in CJ:!~, 
owing to the obstacles constantly being put 
in its way by the old graft" or Manchu ad
ministration; consequently every modern 
Celestial enterprise has thrown in its cause 
with the rebels. 

Ultimately Big Business and Modern In
dustry will throw off the yoke of the Man
chu and will establish a government that 
will give. it freedom for full development, 
as they have done everywhere the world 
over. 

More power and more strength to the 
Chinese rebels ! More speed to the modern
ization of Celestial industry! For it is only 
modern industry that ·obliterates the classes 
of past ages ancl divides the world into 
two great irreconcilable classes-proleta
rian and capitalist. And the next step is 
Socialism. 

REBELS FIRING A TOWN. 
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T HIS article is inspired by the re
port I have just read in a morning 
paper of a two days' conference 
held in Washington by the "Me

N amara Ways and Means Committee of 
the American Federation of Labor," and 
telling of the cowardly and contemptible ac
tion of that body, with Samuel Gompers pre
siding over it; i~ denouncing the MeN amara 
brothers and exonerating. themselves; and 
not only this, but "expressing the satis
faction of organized labor that the culprits 
have been commensurately punished for 
their crime"; and all of this abject syco
phancy to curry favor with the capitalist 
class. 

It is truly a spectacle to see these 
national leaders of the American Federa
tion of Labor joining the Otises, the 
Posts, the Parrys and the Kirbys in sav
age denunciation of their own union 
brethren, whose crime consists in their 
having carried out the policy of Gompers 
craft unionism to its logical conclusion. 

The MeN amara brothers, whatever 
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else may be said of them, are at least, in 
this respect, more decent and self-respect
ing than their former official ·associates ; 
their lips are sealed. They have accepted 
the penalties imposed upon them without 
a word and they have refused to impli
cate anyone but themselves. 

The acts to which the McNamaras have 
confessed and for which they are now in 
pri.son I do not approve, nor does any 
other Socialist; and such acts would never 
be committed if it were in our power to 
prevent them. But realizing as I do, as 
a working-class brother of the McNam
ara brothers after as well as before 
their confession and conviction, that there 
are mitigating circumstances of a vital 
nature to take into consideratiml, I abso
lutely refuse to join in the capitalist clam
or and craft union claque of denunciation 
of these condemned unionists. 

First of all, I am not caring what the 
capitalist class think of me and I am not 
tempering my judgment or shaping my 
acts to meet their favor. I am concerned 
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only with what is right and with what is 
my duty, and the. rest can take care of 
itself ... 

Admitting that the MeN amaras are 
guilty of all they are charged with in the 
way of dynamiting buildings and bridges, 
their acts are the logical outcome of the im
potency and hopelessness of the craft form 
of unionism, typified by Samuel Gompers 
and his official associates in the Amer
ican Federation of Labor, and of which 
the condemned men are faithful disciples 
and loyal devotees. 

The McNamara brothers were not "So
cialist fanatics" and "unbelievers" ; they had 
no sympathy with industrial unionism; 
~but they were members of the Democratic 
party, and of the Catholic church, and of 
the pure and simple labor union. They 
were active allies of Gompers in the sup
port of the Democratic ticket, and with 
their chieftain they believed in "reward
ing their friends and punishing their en
emies." 

And then they saw the representatives 
of pure artd simple unionism kicked out 
of congress and out of all the state legis
latures, year after year, under both re
publican and democratic administrations; 
they saw their unions paralyzed by court 
injunctions; they heard the president de
nounce union men as "undesirable citi
zens," deserving of the gibbet; they saw 
governors calling out the militia and sher
iffs swearing in deputies to shoot union 
men dead in their tracks for striking 
against famine and picketing to save their 
jobs; they saw- the Steel Trust crushing 
one union after another, discharging and 
blacklisting .their members, throwing 
them into jail and putting human blood
hounds on their tracks to .deprive them 
of employment and literally starve them 
And their wives and drive their daughters 
into prostitution; and un<;Ierstanding lit
tle or nothing ·of the philosophy of the 
class struggle and of the enlightened 
methods of working-class warfare, reflect
ed in the class-conscious movement of the 
workers, based upon the unity, not of the 
craft but of the entire class, who shall 
say that these craft unionists, the Me
N ainara brothers, defeated at every turn 
and threatened from every side by the re
m<::>rseless power of the trusts and the 
forces of government, are conscienceless 

criminals when in such a desperate ex
tremity they resort to the brutal m.ethods 
of self-preservation which the masters and 
exploiters of their class have forced upon 
them? 

As between this blind and cruel ex
treme and the opposite extreme of abject 
and cowardly surrender, the former is in
finitely preferable; for at least the spirit 
of resistence . to oppression, and the pov
erty and . misery which spring from op
pression, keep the hope alive that the hor
rors. of shivery shall not endure forever. 
But for that spirit the sun of labor, if it 
ever had one, ha.d long since set in. ever
lasting gloom, and if unfortunately, or 
tragically as in the present case, that 
spirit is expressed in blind , ferocity and 
brutal revenge, at least those who ar.e 
morally responsible by having inc.~lcated 
the teaching and doctrine which Jed to 
crime, should have humanity enough in 
their hearts to restrain their cruel hands 
from stoning the victims and rejoicing in 
their calamity. If they lack the moral 
fiber to avow their own responsibility and 
accept it as becomes men they should at 
least preserve the d"e.cency of silence. 

Samuel Gompers and his official asso
ciates should be the very last" to join the 
labor-crushing magnates of the trusts and 
their swarms of mercenary hirelings in 
condemning the MeN amara brothers ~nd 
expressing satisfaction over their tragic 
fate. Rather should they weep in anguish 
that in their moral cravenness they not 
only deserted their own deluded followers, 
but joined their enemies in the cry to 
crucify them to exculpate themselves. 
And here I leave them, the prey of their 
own remorse, whose keen' pangs will tor
ment them in the days to come if their 
hearts are not dead and their moral sen
sibilities turned to stone. 

We Socialists are making no apology 
for any word or deed of ours in the Mc
Namara cas€, and as for myself personally 
I shall not denounce them. I condemn the 
crime, but I pity all the victims, all of 
them, the MeN amaras included. 

Jim McNamara said he did not· intend 
to take life in the blowing up of the 
Times. I believe him against all the. cor-
poration detectives on earth. ' 

Jim McNamara pleaded to go to the 
gallows, loaded with infamy, accepting it 
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all to himself, to save the life of his 
brother. The love and fidelity of these 
two brothers for each other in the shadow 
of the gallows put to shame the spirit of 
those good Christians (!)who now traduce 
~hem, and if the Nazarene of twenty cen
turies ago, who was also crucified for op
posing the rich, were here his voice would 
not be heard mingling with the voices of 
the Pharisees in the cry for their blood. 

· We are not forgetting in this hour of 
wholesale denunciation that the MeN am
aras were kidnaped ; that an outrageous 
crime was perpetrated upon them, and we 
are not unmindful of the fact that their 
kidnapers have not been and will not be 
punished~ nor of the reason why. We are 
going. to see to it, moreover, that that fact 
is not forgotten, no matter how long it 
may be, until that crime against the work
ing class has also been atoned for. 

We Socialists are revolutionists. not 
murderers; 'Y'e stand for education and or· 
ganization, not assassination; and for that 

· very reason we are opposed to capitalism, 
the prolific breeder of all these revolting 
crimes. 

Roosevelt, who morally is still in the 
jungle, says that "Murder is Murder" in 
denouncingthe McNamaras and c~:mgrat
ulating Burns, but murder is not murder 
when it is for capitalism, and killing is 
not killing whenit is for capitalist profit. 

More than half a million of American 
wage-slaves, men,. women and childt:en, 
are killed, maimed and lacerated in in
dustry every year, but this is not murder. 

The capitalist owners of the St. Paul 
mine at Cherry, Ill., buried nearly three 
hundred miners aliv·e two years ago, some 
of them surviving for over a week. Com
pared with this heart-breaking catastrophe 
the Los Angeles Times affair pales into in
significance, but this is not murder. The 
coroner's jury fixed the responsibilty 
upon the capitalists, but they are not 
guilty· of crime. _ · 

The capitalist proprietors of the Bayless 
mill at Austin, Pa. as deliberatly killed 
'their employes in the dam disaster there, 
according to the coroner's inquest, as if 
they had placed dynamite under their hov
els, but this is not murder, and not one 
of them will be punish~d. 

The capitalist mine owners of Pennsyl
vania had the sheriff and his deputies 

massacre a body of miners who were 
marching peaceably along the road near 
Latimer, with an American flag at the 
head of their procession,· but this is not 
murder. 

Under the ethical code of capitalism the 
slaying of workingmen who tesist capital
ism is not murder, and as a workingman 
I absolutely refuse to condemn men as 
murderers under the moral code of the 
capitalist clas~ for fighting according to 
their light on the side of the working 
class. 

If the MeN a.mara brothers had been 
corporation detectives and had shot d~ad 
twenty~one inoffensive union pickets, in
stead of placing dynamite under the Los 
Angeles Times, they would have been 
protected by the law and ·hailed by ad
miring capitalists as her()es. 

I utterly abhor murder, but I hav~ my 
own ideas as to what constitutes murder. 
John Brown. was .. an atrocious murderer 
in· the eyes .of the· slave power, but today 
he is one of the greatest heroes . of his~ . 
tory. Shennan blew· up and· :otherwis¢ 
destroyed all the property· within his 
reach, . kill~d · in'discrimip.ately, and spread 
desolation · an:d ·despair all the way from 
Atlarita to th~ sea, but he was a hero and 
not a murderer .. 
·Do the capitalists ever rave and tear 

their hair . ove·r killings committed by 
them,. or their mercenaries, in their inter
ests·. and for their profit? 

Does· an Otis ever howl with rage when 
workingmen are· buried alive or blown. to 
atoms in .. a. mine through the criminal 
greed of their capitalist masters?-

It is only. when a killing interferes with 
their piracies that it is. murder. All their 
tender sensibilities are then aroused and 
in. frenzied conceit they cry about "the 
law'f and invoke all · its terrors to glut 
their merciless .vengeance. 

I nave not-changed my mind about the· 
theory. that • the dynamiting of the Los 
Angeles Times· ·was instigate4- . by· the 
capitalists ·themselves~ I am convinced 
that an. t~ese dynamiting crimes had their 
inspiratioti in· capitalist sources and their 
genesis· in capitalist camps. · I have many 
reasons for this which time and space· will 
not' riow pei1ttit' .·tile to. fully' set forth. J 
can but suggest a few of these, which tg 
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most of the readers of the REVIEW are 
suffici.ent in their suggestiveness : 

First, the war of the steel trust on all 
the iron and steel workers' unions and the 
deClaration of Morgan that the unions had 
to be destroyed. 

Second; tlte fate of the Amalgamated 
Association, the Lake Seamen's Union, 
and others which were crushed beneath 
the iron ·heel of the trust. 
. Third, the joining· of· these unions by 
the police spies and detectives of the Steel 
Trust, such as McManigal, who was per
mitted to continue his caFeer of crime for 
three years without being apprehended, 
arid if the. whole truth were known it 
would be found that McManigal, the cor
porati<!n hireling, who will be c.leared, if 
tried at all, is far more guilty than the 
MeN amaras and led them into crime in
stead of being their dupe. 

Fourth, the fight between the Erectors' 
Association and the independent contrac
tor~. , When the Whisky Trust was or
g~ized the war raged fiercely between 
tile trust and the independents and a num
ber of distilleries were blown up with dy
namite for the same reason that incited 
the war .of the night-riders in the tobacco 
growing states of the South. 

Certain it is that Otis and his Mer
chants ;;tnd Manufacturers' Association 
who had sworn to wipe organized ·labor 
from the Pacific coast had everything to 
gain and nothing to lose by the blowing 
up of the Los Angeles Times, while or-

. ganized labor had everything to lose and 
nothing to gain from this and similar out-
rages. _ 
· But even if Otis and his union-wreck
ing pals were totally innocent of any di
rect connection with the crime, it would 
still be the fruit of their own mad policy 
and the responsibility for it will finally 
lodge upon their own heads. The Times 
.explosion was one of. the echoes of Otis's 
declaration of war of extermination, one 
of the answers, sharp and fatal, to his 
tyrannis:al pronunciamento against union 
labor. It was also an answer, and ·not the 
last, to government by injunction. anti
picketing ordinances and other capitalist 
devices to ·stay the march of organized 
labor and keep the workers in bondage. 
It was likewise an answer to federal court 

decisions legalizing the kidnaping and 
and blacklisting of workingmen at. the 
command of their capitalist masters. 

And now a word to those who over 
their champagne and in sleeping cars and 
at the clubs and other cozy places, with 
their stomachs well filled, are demanding 
that we join them in denouncing the Me
N amaras "to rid organized labor of its 
enemies." If the MeN amaras had really · 
been the enemies of organized labor this 
gentry would not condemn them and they 
would not now be in prison. 

But there are some who are conscien
tious and who really feel that we ought 
to howl with the capitalist press against 
the MeN amaras "to clear the skirts of the 
labor movement," and to these we want 
to say that before they are qualified t0 
condemn the MeN amaras they must put 
themselves in their pl~ces. The McNam
aras were reared as wage-workers in thf' 
capitalist system. They were never taught 
in the delicacy and refinem·ent of things. 
Life to them has been a struggle in which · 
they and their class have always gotten 
·the worst of it. 

Who of those who are so fierce andre
lentless in condemning John MeN amara 
would dare to serve as a structural iron 
worker, suspended in midair on a swing-
ing beam, for a single d~y? 

It is impossible for these people to 
know the psychology of a worker who is 
compelled to risk his life every minute of 
the day to provide for his wife and loved 
ones. 

Every skyscraper is built at the sac
rifice _of an average of one structural 
worker for ~very floor in it. 

This worker joins the union to better 
his condition and he finds that it is a 
crime to be a union man. His union i~ 
attacked, he is discharged, put upon the 
blacklist and hounded from place to place 
until he is an outcast and in rags. His lit
tle home is broken up, his family is scat
tered, and possibly the daughter he loved 
with all his honest heart is in a house of 
shame. 

Have you, my friend, had these expe
riences, or any of them? If not, you are 

· not qualified to sit in judgment upon men 
who have been driven to these cruel ex
tremities and forced down to these infer-
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nal depths as thousands of honest men 
have been and thousands more will be in 
the class war that is being waged with 
increasing bitterness and intensity all over 
the civilized worM. 

The lesson of the MeN amara tragedy 
will not be lost upon the American work
ers. It will be one more experience add
ed to the many they already have and all 
of which are necessary to clarify their vi
sion, increase their knowledge and 
strengthen their determination to put an 
end to the svstem in which classes war 
on each other to death and destruction, 
and workingmen _ are imprisoned and 
hanged for crimes of which they are only 
the blind and deluded victims. 

In closing I want to. express my satis
faction that the lives of the MeN amara 
brothers have been saved. For this 
neither praise nor censure is due to the 
capitalist class. The self-confessed dyna
miters owe their lives to the Socialist 

movement. , The American Federation of 
Labor did not save them. 

Had it not been for the menace to the 
Otises of the impending Socialist political 
conquest of Los Angeles both the Me
N amaras would have been sentenced to 
the gallows. As to this, there is no shadow 
of doubt. 

There is in this incident food for re
flection for those who sneer at political 
action and decry the political power of 
the working class. 

If the MeN amara case teaches us any
thing it is that we must organize along 
both economic and political lines~ that 
we must unite in the same union and 
fight togetherJ and in the same party and 
vote. togetherJ and stick unflinchingly to 
that program, growing stronger through 
defeat as well as victory, until at last the 
triumphant hosts of labor crown the final 
class struggle with the glory of emanci
pation. 

The Passing of the McNamaras 
BY FRANK BOHN 

''HANG 'em!" "Hang 'em!". "Give 
'em the limit!" "Kill 'em!" were 
the murderous cries of the .mob 
of all classes when on December 

2nd black head lines declared that the Me
N amaras had confessed their guilt. The 
popular thirst for their blood was shared 
by most labor union leaders and by some 
Socialists. 

To the average American Citizen, to 
whom the old barbarian custom of "An 
eye fo-r an eye" is still good law, this un
controlled rage was the natural result of 
his sense of "justice." The MeN amaras 
have killed others, why not kill them? 
Scores of labor unions are said to have 
sent in urgent demands that they be pun
ished "to the extreme extent of the law." 
The rumor that admonitions were re
ceived urging the killing of all their rel
atives, including their old mother, has 
not been substantiated .. 

What about the theory of our inquiring 
into the causes of human conduct be
fore taking action? The blood cry raised 
against the McNamaras is simply a re
sult of the old-fashioned and ignorant · 
method of looking no further than the 
individual for causes and effects which 
are entirely social in their nature. 

What does. the McNamara case sig
nify? Why did these men do as they 
did? If any rp.ay be held accountable, 
who are they? And by far the most im
portant of all, what do these facts sig
nify in the development of the American 
labor movement? 

The history of the American labor 
movement for the past twenty years is a 
record of the murder of innocents. The 
newly developed plutocracy, flushed by 
revolutionary confidence and courage and 
an assured victory, has moved rapidly and 
steadily forward in its work of reorgan-
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izing, the'' iridustricll_ a.nd·' political life· of men l,ike · Sam Parks~ ':The professiomH 
Apterica .. As WaH Stre·et swung its sh~rp labor fakir'belongs: to 'the period 16f t'rari.;. 
a.~:c::m1 the leah hands with·whieh the· mid- sition merely and is· discarded when the 
dleiJ~lass clung despera:tely to 'its tittle trust' is ·completf~d. But 'l3:bpr ~'~l~aders" 

-allf that middle dass·· whined'·and whim.:. like Sam Parks got salaries ftom:t'!!~ big 
pered,•about ~law and order;" "justice'" interests such as·would rievet'rbe piiid _to 
and· Hthe golden rule." The trusts were labor fakirs who represent rnen w.hcfwdrk 
"crimes against society." As the 'middle in shops. The'rea.sbn 1or this' Ues ~n the 
class let gO' of :its'wealth; ·political power, fact that in ·building construction ; Hoth 
by that very· act, 5Ilpped 'away from· it. the middle class capitalist·and: the·tH·gait..; 
On 'December· ·5th · Attorney· ·General ized craft un'ionist can live longer:_ than· in 
Wickersham stated that ·"Johtt ;H.: Patter- any 'manufacti:ltirig • industry;· If· men,· go -
son and his a5sodates, by wr<mgfu:l and on strike in Pittsburg the Steel Trust 
illegal acts;-have destroyed·ruore than•lSO can close do'\vn· the Pittsburg· shops :and 
cash register· companies and now control have the wotkdone 'in PueblO;' Colorado; ~ 
more than 95\per cent of the trade;~' or· Windsor, Canada. But a: ·.•bujlding .· . 

"By wrongful and illega-l acts," says the which is to be put tip at 100• TeiJ.th_'str~t; 
Attorn~y-: General of the United States, New York, cannot be constru~ted itF St. 
~~a gr-eat tr:ust: has destroyed more than Lou'is or · Sari Francisco and ·then· im..:. 
orie 'hundred and fifty competing -eorn- p6rted.: 1It must be built right th'et~ on 
panies." This statement means that hun- the spot; · Under ;these conditions the 
dreds·of middle. class families have been, middle ·class has a much better chance!to 
by a single trust, crushed down into ;the secure contracts, to profit by local potit..; 
wage-working class or thrown ruthlessly ical influence and otherwise to compete 
upon the wayside to perish. And all these with the trust. Also, for this reason, the 
"wrongful and illegal acts" were simply building trades of their own strength and 
according to that old and ever valid higher volition can maintain a stronger hold on 
law-"Might makes right." the situation than the workers in any 

~~ ;:~sr~1~e~h~tfl~fxt:;Aifhis l~-~~~=k1i~~~f;~tion of Bridge 
connection bears directly upon the sub- and "Structural Ir~m Workers has been 

• ject now under discussion. Ma~~~ -ofiJh~ v,t~h~i -)fl~y {~raft unton to look the Steel 
trusts, during the time when they were Trusf m the face. . 
killing and. eating the middle class, com- Even before the tru~t :vas . oB_. a ed 

p. r? ... ·m.· i'.se ... ~ :with. · .. t.he ()ld·-.fa,·~.hio·n-.e .. d ... cra.ft. th.e Am. alg.amated'f\·s· so·····c. ·.tat10rt. ·.~f o_ •• untons; In fact, these anttquated craft Steel. Workers had been bro n and 
organiz~Hmuf could thrive only where d'riven; _Its teal power was lost"'in he 
tliey1 ~id. compromise with the ttust. Sam gt¢at· .Hom'estead .·strike. of' 1892.. At. that 
Parks was'~ struCtural iro_n worker. H.e titti;e Carfi.~gie ·and his. hirelings ·shdt and 
was a· "brother" of the MeN arnaras.' Sam starved its '' iri~mbers into submission. 
Parks was a· power of the Structural Iron Open:..shop· conditio11~r at Homestead.i and 
Workers' Union 'during that period when vicinity meant that close·d-shop tbnditions • 
the :great ~Otltractors and allied' interests elsewhere helped drive the little capitalists 
were crushing out their smaller rivals. who compromised with' the ·union to the 
Sarri Parks was p·aid by.·the big interests· wall. When the St~el' Trust came.~upon 8 
to . call, s~rikes . on the· jobs of_ the .little the scene . wh~t. was_· left of the 1\m.alga~ 
interests .and put them out of· business. mated Association .'was · qU:ickly snuffed 
When· 'the group of gteat construction out · The' next great utiidn for thtf Steel 
companies which made use of Sam 'did not Trust· to·_ .crush corn pletely was ·that. df 
rieed' his dirtr work in their business any the·'Lake Seamen. : Tron ore is first' 'and 
l()l}ger they sent :him to jail. Artd thus foremost of 'the prooucts:shipped. {jn the 
ended the first chapter.' By 1903, the }rear lakes .. The Steel Trust owned 'its ·own 
Sa~· Pcirks was·. sen~· to J>tison,· the Steel fleet 6£ ·ore . vessels. .· Jt forc:ed every' other 
Trust : wis. well . on ·its · way_ toward · the shipper O!l ·the lakes' to join it .ir1 blaek-
eQntrol 'of-the struc;turai iron work of the listing the Lake Seamen's' ·unibn; AU 
nation: And the Steel Trust never needed' that is now left of tfiat union are ·a 'fevi 
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old starved workers~ who, for SO cents a 
day, carry signs about the lake cities 
stating that the strike is still on. 

In its war upon organized labor the 
Steel Trust committed murders without 
number. Innocent men whom it im
prisoned are still languishing in jails and 
penitentiaries. It reduced the standard 
of living and drove to disease and- pre
mature death scores of thousands of work
ing men and their families. 

The roadway of the triumphal progress 
of the Steel Trust is smeared with blood 
and lined with the graves of its victims. 
All industrial 'and social life in Pittsburg, 
in Homestead, in McK·ees Rocks, in Gary, 
is simply organized pillage, organized 
starvation and organized murder. 

In the blackness of the night which 
pressed upon this broken and disheartened 
army of wage slaves, one single craft 
union for a time has been able to main
tain a se~blance of organization. It is 
the last to leave the field of battle. Its 
end has now most surely come. Against 
the steel armor and the high power steel 
rifles·of the greatest of trusts it remained 
to use the bow and arrow and the war 
club of craft unionism. These poor 
weapons have now fallen from its nerve
less hands. 

The MeN a mara brothers saw union 
after union collapse. They saw their class 
spit upon and then starved and murdered. 
They saw all the powers of a mighty gov
ernment, over which their class had not 
the slightest degree of control, turned 
ruthlessly against the workers. 

Other labor "leaders" became liars, 
traitors to their class and grafters upon 
the enemy. The MeN amaras, in their 
blundering and ignorant way, resolved to 
be trut to their class. When the Steel 
Trust used every force within reach to 
crush the working class, the MeN amaras 
sought to repel force by force. For men 
who had been receiving . $5 a day for 
eight hours to be forced down to $2 a 
day for ten or twelve hours meant death 
to the working class. The MeN amaras 
chose to die fighting. 

With every convention of morality 
known to their. minds despised and every 
law made for their protection broken by 
the enemy, how could any one, they 
argued, expect them to obey the law or 

accuse them of wrong-doing when they 
ignored the constraints of customary 
morality? 

Had the MeN amaras been wiser in their 
day they would have said to the workers 
in every branch of the iron and steel in
dustry, "Organize one union. Join the 
Socialist party. Organize that union of 
workers as the trust had organized its 
union of capitalists. Protect that union 
from the police powers of the state and 
from the injunction as the capitalists now 
protect their property from you-by gain
ing control of the political government. 
Do not organize to make peace. Organize 
to fight. The fight must go on until we 
completely possess and control the trusts. 
That we can do only thn;mgh one union 
and one. party and by means wholly dif
ferent from those used in the old craft 
organized pure and simply union. Throw 
away your old weapons and take for your
self weapons out of the armory of mod
ern science and scientific methods. Let 
us organize as a class against a class. 
Let us use every weapon we need for 
victory, discarding none. For the old
fashioned union to fight the trust is sui-:
cide. To attempt at present to use force 
against force would be worse than sui-:
cide. Let us peacefully educate ourselve$ 
and otganize ourselves unto that day 
when we have developed the power nee~ 
essary for an assured victory." 

But in the labor union world of th~ 
MeN amaras there was no such messag~. 
With Gompers they were good Dem~ 
crats in 1908. In ignorance and despair 
they turned to the only means whic~ 
seemed available to them. · 

In blowing up the Times building th~ 
MeN amaras killed nineteen non-unia,n 
men. This is suggestive of the methods 
of the antiquated unions. Their war has 
been one-tenth a war against the enemy 
and nine-tenths against unorganiz~4 
workers. An average craft union inak~s 
scabs through high initiation fees, high 
dues, closed books and discrimination .. 
Then when those whom the union can
not or . will not organize get the jobs it 
is at their peril. Most of the craft unions 
have among their membership a large pro~ 
portion who got in by taking the jol;ls 
of strikers and later, when they kept tbe 
jobs, being organized by the union. ln 
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view of these facts, the outcry against 
the scab is, nine times out of ten, a hol
low mockery. 

So the miserable end of the MeN amaras 
is a natural result of the decay of craft 
unionism among a working class which 
has, until now, lacked the insight and 
courage to build up a union which the 
times demand. 

But responsibility does not end with 
this conclusion. When the MeN amaras 
went to an average Socialist political 
meeting, what did they usually hear? 
Something like this : "The labor unions 
are dead. They have seryed their pur
pose. You have failed by striking. Now 
you must vote. Don't waste time fighting 
on the job. Wait until election day. Vote 
for what you want and you will get it." 

· ·From such lop-sided piffle as this the Mc
Namaras turned away in disgust and filled 
their suitcases with dynamite. ' Socialists 
who are too cowardly to teach the class 
war on the industrial field cannot now 
escape the censure of all right-thinking 
workers. And in 1911 ignorance of the 
situation on the part of Socialist speakers 
aHd writers is as inexcusable as cowardice. 

Yet the McNamara case cannot hurt the 
Socialist party in any way. They were 
Democrats and members of the Knights 
of Columbus. Had they been Socialists 
we would have been kept busy for years 
to come protesting that we do not favor 
their methods. As it is, we shall refrain 
from placing the responsibility upon 
Woodrow Wilson and W. J. Bryan or 
upon Cardinal Gibbons and the Roman 
Pontiff. 

Furthermore, the confession cannot in 
reality hurt our cause in California. The 
non-Socialist labor union vote in Los 
Angeles we had far better do without. 
When the workers of Los Angeles are 
ready to vote for Socialism ·we shall carry 
the city with or without the consent of 
the union officials. 

Gompers and Mitchell, or the average 
craft union leaders, in the place of the 
MeN amaras, would have played the part 
of weaklings ana grafters or slunk out of 
the fight altogether. Thousands of such 
have quit in despair or gone 'over to the 
enemy when the trusts- proceeded_ to 
smash the unions. The MeN amaras, 
strong but ignorant, woefully misguided 

but true to their class, threw themselves 
like fanatics into a hopeless and losing 
fight. Why could they not, in the hour 
when each, in his inmost self, was put to 
the crucial test, act like men and die as 
they had lived? From such a going out 
the revolutionary workers might have 
drawn that measure of comfort which 
comes from the reflection that members 
of the working class may be depended 
upon to suffer death for their cause. But 
their vision was too limited to inspire 
calm courage. Their confession is a dying 
groan from the lips of a dying form of 
the labor movement. 

The McNamaras were just as mis
guided, but no more so, than was John 
Brown. With twenty-one untrained fa
natics John Brown started a war upon 
the South and upon the government of 
the United States. Could Brown have 
been successful in freeing the slaves he 
would have been "right." Failure made 
him wrong. Were the McNamaras' old
fashioned union methods successful in 
bringing freedom to the working· class 
they would be "right." But such methods 
cannot win. Hence, for that reason, and 
for that reason alone, they are to be con
demned. The hearts of the MeN amaras 
were right. It was their heads which 
were in error. A pity that they might 
not have gone to their doom like their 
elder brother, who, when he marched 
down between the ranks of soldiers with 
loaded muskets, bowed his head and bent 
his back but once, and then to kiss the 
black child of a slave. · 

A few days later, at the grave of old John 
Brown, Wen dell Phillips, rising in the 
face of the bitter opposition of every 
cowardly, slavery-defending wage-worker, 
of every cringing, sniveling parson, of. 
every dough-face politician and every 
swindling, prostituted lawyer and shop
keeper who hastened to assure the South 
that they were "law abiding" and that 
they gloried in the death of John Brown, 
said to the whole dirty rabble what revo
lutionists may well repeat today: 

"John Brown had more right to hang 
_the governor of Virginia than the· gov
ernor of Virginia had . to hang John 
Brown. Virginia stands at the bar of the 
civilized world on trial." 
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The Growth of Socialist Sentiment 
in Alaska 

BY AN ALASKAN MINER 

T HE average Socialist looks on 
Alaska as a place where there is 
little orno industrial development 
and consequently a .poor field for 

the Socialist lecturer and organize~r; a 
place where Socialist talent and money 
would be practically a total loss. I shall 
endeavor to show that such is by no 
means the case. 

I~ is perfectly ture that the industrial 
development, thought by so many of the 

· coni'rades to be absolutely necessary to 
the growth of Socialist sentiment, is lack
ing here, but there is more intellectual 
freedom here than I believe is to be found 
1n any other section of Am-erica. 

We speak of countries being "ripe for 
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Socialism." We mean that these coun
tries are so well developed industrially 
that machine production has reached a 
high stage; that the national resources of 
these countries are controlled by compara
tively few of the people, and that the 
masses are so tightly held in the bondage . 
of wage-slavery that they will gladly lis
ten to what So~ialists have to say and 
jump at our doctrines as offering the only 
means of relief. 

If industrial development is really all 
that is necessary to the rapid growth of 
Socialist sentiment, why is England not 
in the lead in Socialism? She is surely 
"ripe"; at least I don't think anyone will 
be willing to go so far as to call her 
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"green." I think the answer is that the 
ruling class of Great Britain is wise to its 
own interest, and that the ruling class of 
other countries cannot teach them any
thing regarding the control of the work
ers. 

Along with the development of the 
machinery of production-the machine 
with which they shear the workers-they 
have caused to be developed almost 
equally a machine to hold· the workers 
still while the shearing process ··is under 
way; a machine so gentle in its grip that 
the average worker does not feel it, does 
not know he is being held at all. I ,refer 
to the pulpit, the press, the public schools 
and all the other :means employed to keep 
the Englishman quiet, to keep his mind 
in bondage, a more effective way ·of con
trolling him than all the other means they 
could possibly use. What is true regard
ing England is largely true when we 
speak of the United States. 

Many Socialists employed in the big 
centers of industry think that it is impos
sible for. a person to becom-e a real class
conscious revolutionist anywhere else. 
Their idea seems to be that to become a 
real Socialist-it is necessary -to work at 
some job in a big factory. No doubt this 
is often true, but not always. While the 
worker in the city and factory is learning 
that there is a class-struggle, he is also 
where he is likely to have his mind be
fuddled by "re{ormers," "labor fakers," 
capitalist preachers and all the dishonest 
horde of lackeys of the system that is ex-
ploiting him. . 

It may be urged that this is good for 
him, that it develops him, makes him 
keen, and that the man who is not sub
ject to these things will necessarily be 
dull and slow to see anything that is di
rectly in front of him. Maybe some com
rades can't imagine how men who have 
lived ten or fifteen years ·in this unde
veloped country can become Socialists, 
not having had the pressure of a highly 
developed industrial life to drive them 
to it. 

The Socialists here, as a rule, take very 
few capitalist papers or magazines. 
Many of them are prospecting a part of 
the time, often being alone for days, weeks 
or even months without seeing anything 
in the shape of a human animal. 

Men so situated do a great deal of 
thinking, and if it is not possible for such 
men to rid their brains of the accumulat
ed rubbish of early teaching, I think there 
is less hope of the city wage worker ever 
accomplishing it, surrounded as he is by 
all the distractions of modem civiliza
tion. I think the worker who has man
aged to clear his "garret" of dust and cob-

. webs is likely to "take" Socialism, if ex
posed to it, whether he is roaming the 
·mountains in . this northern solitude or 
working amid the whirr and rattle of ma
chinery in a Massachusetts factory. 

The Socialist here is more in the posi
tion of an onlooker than an active par
ticipant in the industrial struggle. He is 
far enough off not to be blinded by the 
smoke or deafened by the noise of the 
conflict. From his position here on "the 
top of the earth" he watches. earnestly the 
battle rage around the world and contrib
utes his mite toward the "cause." Alaska 
may not be industrially "ripe," but I be
lieve the people that live here are men
tally "ripe." 

As evidence of the kind of Socialists 
we 4ave here I will state that since the 
INTERNATIONAL SociALIST REVIEW changed 
from being a record of the "hairsplitting" 
matches of the "intellectuals" and devel
oped into a real workingman's magazine, 
filled with articles couched in language 
that the worker can easily understand
articles dealing with subjects of vital in
terest to him-I have heard not one word 
of complaint regarding the magazine. I 
think that is sufficient to show that we 
are not "half-baked," but that we are 
class-conscious and revolutionary. I don't 
know, but I imagine the milk-and-water 
kind don't appreci-ate the I. S. R. in its 
pres-ent form. 

lf more of our papers followed the lead 
of the REVIEW and printed less matter 
that is pleasing to craft unions and advo
cated industrial unionism} I believe the 
time would not be far distant when we 
would no longer have as a reminder that 
the workers are not united, the discour
aging "spectacle" of union trainmen haul
ing scabs, soldiers and thugs to defeat 
workingmen who are striking for better 
conditions in some other branch of indus
try ; a more inexcusable, shameful and 
traitorous act on the part of so-called 
union men it is impossible to find. 
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From Pick and Shovel to the Breaker 
BY 

EDGAR LLEWELLYN 

T HE wonderful transformation that 
has 'taken place in the mining, 
transportation and preparation of 
anthracite coal since the inception 

of that industry, employing 150,000 men 
and boys, has created a revolution· in the 
Tucawana, Luzerne, Schuylkill and North
utnberland counties of Pennsylvania. 

When this industry was· in its infancy· a 
man named Remy owned a tract of land in 
Trevorton, a town situated in the western 
end of the lower anthracite coal field. Un-
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derlying this land lay· a rich deposit of the 
finest anthracite coal. Mr. Remy mined this 
coal with a pick and shovel. He used also 
a simple hand-drill. He transported the 
c<;>al in a wheelbarrow, broke up large 
lumps with a sledge and waited for custom
ers. Mr. Remy prospered. He received 
the full value of his product and· he built 
himself a home within a 'stone's throw ·of 
the scenes of his labors. The total cost of 
his tools did not exceed ten dollars. · 

As the demands for coal increased· Mr. 
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Remy engaged men to help him supply the 
demand. He bought additional tools. The 
simple drill was superseded by a larger and 
better one. A screen was no ·longer used 
in breaking up the lumps of coal as an in
ventive genius had evolved a revolving 
roller with projecting teeth that broke the 
coal into pieces of a uniform size. This · 
roller was manipulated by men or women. 
Soon steam began to be used, the poor 
grades of coal being used under the boilers. 
This was the first instance of the substitu
tion of ste~m power for hand power in the 
n1ines. Mules were used inside the mines 
as the owners found it was cheaper to feed 
one mule than to pay wages sufficient to 
keep ten men in good working condition. 

Steam power accelerated coal mining and 
the coal burned under the boilers made pos
sible the use of steam power. The demand 
for coal grew by leaps and bounds. Now 
was the time for the entrance of the big 

, capitalist. 
At this time the Philadelphia ·& Reading 

Company were trying to secure control of 
the lower anthracite coal fields. Mr. Remy. 
found that he had struck a mass of rock 
running . across his fields and decided that 
he was nearing the end of his coal ·deposits. 
But the P. & R. Company engaged experts 
who assured them that beyond the small 
"fault" lying in Mr. Remy's coal beds lay 
millions of dollars worth of the finest· an
thracite coal. By persuading Mr. Remy to 
sign a cunningly worded document the com
pany secured his entire fields by promising 
to pay him one dollar a day for the remain
ing years of his life. 

Upon Mr. Remy's death friends appealed 
to the officials of the corporation in the hope 
of inducing them to provide for the widow. 
But Mr. F. B. Gowan, the president, who 
posed as a kindly Christian gentleman, ad
vised the committee that if he contributed 
one dollar to Mrs. Remy's support he would 
feel like a thief going down into the pockets 
of the company. He felt such a donation 
would be ROBBING THE STOCKHOLD
ERS. 
. When such incidents come to mind, do 
not forget the questions that are so often 
hurled at the socialist agitator by the busi
ness men of today~ "How will you PAY 
the OWNERS of industry when you take 
control?" 

Of course, the corporations immediately 
enlarged their operations in the coal fields. 
New gangways were. built above the old 
ones. Steel railroad tracks were built; 
more mules were put to work. The primi
tive breaker was replaced by one with a 
~apacity of 1,000 tons a day, 20,000 men 
'were employed to work in the mines. 

Eight ·miles away lay Shamokin where 
men could be secured. But the coal cor
porations did not propose to pay 48 cents 
(in ~dditional wages), to cover the daily 
fare from Shamokin to the mines. They 
solved the transportation problem and them
selves hauled the miners to and from work 
for 11 cents a. day. 

For a long time Sunday and all religious 
holidays fretted the mine owners. The men 
did not work, but gradually the miners who 
were greatly in need of more wages be
ganc to cut out church going and to work 
in the mines instead. 

One of the peculiar features of coal min
ing is the increase of the cost of producing 
coal. The longer a mine is worked the more 
it costs the owners to get coal out of it. 

·The transportation to the surface grows. all 
the time. The amount of water to be 
drained ·off increases. Additional roofing 
and supports are needed everywhere. Nat
urally the mine owners looked to improved 
machinery to keep down the increasing cost 
of mining coal, and the further elimination 
of human labor power for steam power run
ning improved machinery began. Com
pressed air or electric locomotives-eight 
ton locomotives-eliminated the mules. W a
ter is pumped out cheaper and faster by 
huge steam pumps. . 

Ventilation of mines has been cheapened 
by the installation of electric fans that run 
faster than the old style steam engine. The 
new motive power works practically auto
matically-so that the men working on 
these jobs were made unnecessary. The use 
of · reinforced concrete and steel beaming 
which is subjected to a scientific preserva
tive is prolonging the life of the mine sup
ports and reducing one item in the. cost. of 
mining coal. 

But it is in the preparation of coal that 
we see the machine displacing human labor 
power almost to the point of elimination. In 
the modern breaker, as· the coal falls out of 
the mine car, it is automatically separated, 
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the smaller pieces going to the sorting ma
chine and the larger falling onto a ma
chine running diagonally from the direc
tion the coal ·travels. Through the law· of 
specific gravity the coal is automatically 
separated from the slate. One of these ma
chines displaces sixteen boys. 

The smaller pieces of coal have been car
ried to the screens that no longer revolve, 
for the inventor has discovered that a flat 
screen operat~d · in an oscillating manner 
works better for coal screening, provided a 
stream of water is automatically. poured 
over it. · 

From the screens the coal is run into 
what is called the "jig" machine, water
tight, of from one to two ton capacity. The 
water is continually agitated by dashers 
and the coal being lighter rises to the sur
face and is carried off into chutes, where 
one or two boys complete the work. It took 
from twelve to fifteen boys to accomplish 
the work now performed by one boy and a 
"jig." 

Very often the product of the inventor 
displaces men and makes room for boy 
workers. Not so here. Here it is the boys 
who are going. The machines do the work 
formerly done by boys. A few men are 
hired to repair the machines and this is too 
heavy and too difficult for boys to perform. 

This explains why the coal companies 
did not fight the 14-year-law limit for the 
breaker boy. They no longer need them. 
Very benevolently then they permit the state 
law-making body to say that boys of four
teen or under shall no 1onger be employed 
as breakers. Verily are these company offi
cials humane when there are no profits at 
stake. 

Often I am asked, "What will the Social
ists do for the inventor ?" We will surely 
do more for him than do the coal companies. 
I shall cite two instances with which I am 
familiar. 

A man in the employ of the P. & R. Com
pany planned a method for reducing the 
cost of coal preparation. So good the com-
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pany thought it that it was put into use on 
every breaker. This workingman had la
bored incessantly for five months, during 
all his spare time, to perfect the process. 
When the general manager and his staff 
paid a visit of inspection to the mines, the 
humble workingman asked them what they 
thought of his invention. Then the great 
man patted him on the back after the man
ner of the successful politician, the day after 
election, and said, "Very fine, very fine!" 
But when the workingman made bold to ask 
what compensation the company intended 
to make him the haughty manager replied 
that he should be made foreman upon the 
next vacancy at the enormous increase in 
wages of $20.00 a month. This for his 
work in saving the company many hundreds 
of dollars every DAY. 

A foreman at one of these collieries in
vented a device for preventing the falling 
of mine ·cages (or elevators), whereby the 
lives of many wage slaves will be saved. At 
a trial test in the presence of the manager 
he proved beyond question that his was a 
real life saving device. It was the impres
sion of everybody th~t the invention would 
be installed in all the P. & R. mines. Visions 
of wealth and leisure filled the mind of our 

working class inventor for he had protected 
himself by having his device patented. But 
the manager knew this fact and the plans 
were dropped like a hot brick. The com
pany preferred to take the lives of its pro
ducers rather than pay this man a royalty 
for the product of his brain. 

I have seen the man work this great mine 
with his single pick and shovel and I have 
seen the mine pass from his hands into 
the hands of the P. & R. Company. I have 
seen ·gigantic steam shovels installed and 
weighing eighty tons of coal, supplant the 
labor of 300 men. I have seen coal mined 
lying near the surface of the earth by the 
use of the~e shovels, which help to keep 
down the value of coal and its price to the 
consumer. 

Not till recently was a market found for 
smaller sizes of coal such as pea, rice, bar
ley, buck, etc. This was formerly thrown 
onto the refuse pile, but the inventor has 
created the fire boxes and stacks wherein 
these small sizes are used for generating 
steam. The coal operators are able through 
the use of ·automatic machinery to reclaim 
the small sizes. While the heat value of 
this coal is very inferior many companies 
are not at all averse to mixing it with fresh 
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mineral coal just as the old grocer formerly 
spilled sand in his sugar barrels. 

The labor cost for reclaiming this coal 
does not exceed 27 cents a ton, and if any
body doubts the above statements, I shall be 
glad to furnish the names of companies 
that are freest in mixing the bad with the 
good. In some places the cost of reclama
tion is gotten down as low as 12 3-5 cents 
a ton. 

A story is told of an old man who was 
employed in one of the mine boiler houses, 

when a labor-saving ash handling device 
rendered unnecessary the work of several 
men. When the men told him about their 
dismissal he walked up to the new machine 
and shook his fist into its face (figuratively 
speaking), and said : 

"You can snort and puff and you CAN 
haul the ashes," he said, "but by all that is 
holy you can't VOTE and just as soon as 
we realize that we CAN organize and CAN 
vote, we can take you over and USE you 
to our own profit." 

We have traced the coal industry from 
the day when one man owned, mined, trans
ported and prepared the coal for market 
with tools costing less than ten dollars and 
we have seen it develop into an industry 
employing over 150,000 men and boys using 
tools costing more than $250,000. • 

Men of every nation are working in the 
coal mines. There are mechanics, carpen
ters, blacksmiths, machinists, trackmen, 
bricklayers, electricians, engineers and min
ers galore. They are doing the work in 
the mines. They are producing the coal. 
They are being paid small wages-a part 
of the value they are producing. They are 
working for a boss. 

This is because the capitalists own the 
mines and the machinery used in the mines. 
Socialism proposes that the men who oper
ate the mines and the other industries shall 
own them. That these men shall gain the 
reward of their labor. Socialism shall sweep 
aside all class lines. We will have no rich 
idlers nor starving workers. And happi
ness will dwell in the homes of every worker 
upon the face of the .earth. 
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Capital and L·abor 
A Short Catechism 

.. BY ARCHIBALD CRAWFORD 

Q
UESTION~ What is meant by the 
term "labor" ? 
Answer. Mind and muscle (i. e., 
power) capable of being applied· to 

the material resources of the earth to pro
duce wealth. 

Q. What is "wealth"? 
A. Things worth something-articles of 

value. 
Q. What is "value"? 
A. The result of labor economically ( i. 

e., wisely and without waste) expended 
upon things required by society for -its 
maintenance and satisfaction, mental and 
physical. 

Q. Does not land produce wealth with
out labor? 

A. No. Land is merely the valueless 
material out of which labor creates wealth. 

Q. How comes itJ then, that individuals 
become rich by becoming possessed of "land 
values"? 

A. What is called "land values" exists 
by virtue of the mere fact that labor exists, 
and fluctuates. in accordance with the de
gree of certainty that labor must inevitably 
use it (the land). "Land values" realized 
is prepaid surplus value, or money ad
vanced upon the calculation that much more 
money will be realized at a future period 
from exploited labor. 

Q. Does not machinery produce wealth? 
A. Not in itself. Machinery is a labor

created aid to labor. It supplements the 
muscle of labor. 

Q. And superior ability? 
A. Superior mental ability is a social 

quality and growth which does not belong 
to but manifests itself in the individual. 
Like machinery, it produces nothing in 
itself, but supplements the mind of labor. 

Q. Can you explain it more fully? 
A. Labor consists of two factors

mind and muscle. The former directs the 
latter, but both are absolutely necessary 
and interdependent. One cannot create 

values without the other, and neither is 
inferior nor superior. Both, in fact, are 
one and called "labor." Mind and muscle 
exist in degree among individuals, and 
mind particularly is a social product. It is 
manifest in all the works of man we see 
around us. The greatest mind is perhaps 
more than 90 per cent social and less than 
10 per cent (if at all) individual. It is not 
more surprising that one man should have 
a superior br_ain than that another should 
have a superior arm or muscle .. An individ
ual mind might contribute· but the merest 
iota ·to a great scheme and get almost the 
entire credit. Superior mental ability makes 
a superior laborer, but nothing can be 
thought into becoming wealth. It must be 
transformed by physical effort. 

Q. What is "capital"? 
A. Capital-i. e., the means of produc

tion-is wealth used to produce surplus 
values. 

Q. What do you mean by "surplus 
value"? 

412 

A. Value created by labor in excess of 
its hire is surplus value. "Surplus value" 
is that portion of wealth produced by labor 
which is appropriated by the capitalist (own
er of the means of production). It might 
be termed "unpaid labor" or "wealth of 
which labor is robbed." 

Q. What is "profit"? 
A. "Profit" is or should be "surplus 

value." The term is in practice meant to 
convey the idea of gain. Some employers 
include the value of their own labor with 
the "surplus values" appropriated from 
their hired laborers and call it "profit." 
With many small traders "profit" is the re
ward .of their toil, and in many cases they 
are underpaid, their labor not being "so
cially necessary" labor. In the cases of 
big corporations, the profits are less than 
the surplus values, because much of the lat
ter is written off in press subsidies, dona
tions to charities, churches, political parties 
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and other pillars of the capitalist system. 
The term "surplus value" is used in prefer
ence to "profit," because it has an exact 
~eaning. 
_ Q. What is "wages"? 

A. · "Wages" represents the price paid 
for the hire of labor. The conditions of 
wage, payment is that the laborer should 
create values in excess of the price paid 
for his hire. 

Q. Who owns capital? 
A. The capitalist class . 
Q. Has not the capitalist class as own

er of the means of production, the right to 
all labor produces by the help of its cap
ital? 

A. Certainly, if we admit the right of 
the capitalist class to own the means of pro
duction, which we don't. 

Q.. Why do you dispute the right. of the 
capitalist class to own the means of produc
tion-land, mines, machinery, factories, etc? 

A. Because land, the private property 
which first enslaved labor and led to its 
divorce from all forms of capital, was orig
inally stolen from aborigines who held it 
in common. The right of the capitalist 
class to these things was its might to take 
and hold. Labor's might to retake and 
hold is its "right." Labor alone has. a use 
for land and will come into its own. 

Q.- Has labor no moral right apart from 
its power to take and hold? 

A. It has. The capitalist class did not 
produce land and sources of wealth and 
has therefore no moral right whatever to 
claim ownership in these, especially when 
it~ ownership is a detriment and means of 
suffering and death to so many members 
of human society. · 

Q. Will not the capitalist class recog
nize the justice of this claim and hand over 
the means of production (life) to society? 

A. History and present tendency point 
the' other way. At .all times classes have 
fought to ·maintain their privileges irre
spective of what was or wasn't moral. 

Q. Can you provide a good example? 
A. A leaf out of Washington's life per

haps will serve. 
Q. To what do you refer? 
A. To Washington as a slave owner and 

· the analogy it provides to the "good and 
moral" owner of capital. 

Q. What are the facts? 

A. Washington owned something less 
than a thousand slaves: He freely expressed 
his abhorrence of slavery. When Lafayette 
bought an estate and freed the slaves on it, 
Washington wrote : "Your late purchase 
is a generous and noble proof of your hu
manity. Would to God a like spirit would 
diffuse itself generally .in the minds of the 
people." Yet Washington clung to his pri
vate ownership of human slaves as long as 
he lived, just as owners of capital do to
day. Many of the latter leave ·.wills be
queathing their property in whole or part 
to society, just as Washington left a will 
expressing his desire to have those slaves 
freed which he held in his own right~· but 
not until the decease of his wife. 

Q. But Washington in a letter to Jef
ferson declared it one of his first wishes to 
see a plan adopted by which slavery in 
America might be abolished by law. Is 
that not so? 

A. Sure. And even his superior intel
ligence and six subsequent years' presi
dency of the United. States did not evolye 
any plan. No modification of society has 
ever been planned. Society is a growth 
and in its development upsets the grandest 
theories and plans of mere men, this be
cause it obeys "economic" and not "man
made" laws. 

Q. Do you mean to suggest that we 
cannot be legislated into a new and grander 
form of society; that we cannot abolish 
private property by law? 

A. Not unless it registers a stage al
ready attained in economic development. 
Laws m<l:y go with economic development, 
but the latter will never follow legislatures 
or the ·plans devised by politicians. 

Q. Do not leading Socialists assert that 
capitalism will be abolished by legislative 
authority? 

A. To some extent, but that does not 
and will not alter facts. To use Washing
ton again for illustration. Referring to 
the abolition of slavery he wrote: "There 
is only one proper and effectual mode by 
which it can be accomplished, and that is 

. by legislative authority." It was, however, 
accomplished by nothing less than a revolu
tion. The same may happen again. 

Q. And how do you propose to abolish 
capitalism? 

A. By the "proper and effectual" mode, 
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which has a different meaning at different 
periods. We can orily organize the forces 
at our command and prepare for the 
course nature in the exercise of her divine, 
inexorable and irresistible laws will dic
tate. 

Q. What are the forces at your com
mand today and whence come they? 

A. As only the working class is exclu
sively and unquestionably interested· in 
abolishing capitalist domination, it is . ex
clusively and unquestionably the source of 
our revolutionary movement. Today the 
working class is manifesting its powers in 
(to the capitalist class) an alarming de
gree. The working class is being prepared 
by natural evoiution for its great work
or as it is sometimes described-its his
toric mission to overthrow the capitalist 
system of private ownership of things so
Cfally us~d and production for profit and 
substitute a new. society wherein things so
cially used · will be socially owned and 
wealth be produced for the use and enjoy
ment of society as a whole. 

Q. How is it being so prepared? 
A. The growth of the trust, with its 

corollaries-subdivision of labor and elim
ination of craft, destruction of small capital 
and elimination of the middleman, thus de
creasing the number who control the in
dustries and increasing the numbers and 
"consciousness" of the working class-is 
bringing us to a stage when the bulk of 
the ·workers, being reduced to a common 
level of misery and degradation, will ob
serve the enormous benefit to be derived 
from the change of ownership of the means 
of production from the few to all ·society, 

and the ease with which this desirable 
change might be accomplished, and will 
take the necessary action to inaugurate a 
new, and, it is anticipated, a happier era. 
In other words, co-operation is now a rap
idly developing feature of production and 
will inevitably force the same (co-opera
tive) principle upon all other phases of our 
social existence. We will co-operate to en
joy as well as produce. 

Q. What action can the working class 
take?' 

A. The working class is already taking 
action. The passing of trade unionism rep
resents the final destruction of privileged 
sects which were accustomed in defense of 
their privileges to fight, and thus enervate, 
the class to which all belonged. The growth 
of industrial or "class" unionism is the rec
ognition of all workers that all workers 
have a common cause to fightfor, and that, 
to win, all must stand together-engineer 
with sc~venger, clerk with chimney sweep, 
miner with railway man, farm laborer with 
shop assistant, for the overthrow of cap
italism. The Socialist Party exists to re
flect and serve the economic organizations 
upon the political field. 

Q. Will the emancipation of the work
ing class be won on the political or the in
dustrial field? 

A. It will be won. on both if it is to be 
won speedily and well. All depends on the 
wisdom of the fighters in using each field 
in just its proper proportion for just its 
proper purpose. But it will be won. 

Q. And your guiding principle? 
A. We express it with the phrase, "Co

operate with evolution; educate towards 
revolution !" 

• 
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COAL PASSERS COOLING OFF. 

A Sailor's Life 
BY WINDEN E. FRANKWEILER 

B ECAU. SE of the recent strike of 
seamen in England and general 
unrest among them, it undoubt
edly will interest the REviEW read

ers to hear something about the work
ing conditions on ocean steamers. 

The above photograph shows a part of 
the firemen's deck of one of them. This 
deck is closed toward the sea with a ience 
made of strong hemp rope. 

What do you think this fence is there 
for? To keep out the waves or to catch 
flying fishes? A few words will explain 
its purpose. 

It must be rem·embered that a large 
modern steamer has about 100 to 150 fur
naces (fires) and uses about 600 to 1,000 
tons of coal daily. The coal necessary 
for the voyage is stored in different parts 
of the snip. 

The boilers and coal-bunkers usually are 
situated below sea level and it is obvious 
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that the air in such a boiler room is hot 
and full of coal dust and filled with oily, 
disgusting smells. 

It is the work of coal passers to shovel 
the coal into small wagons, not unlike 
those that are used in coal mines. These 
bring it before the boilers. On their way 
there they sometimes have to pass 
through dark, small gangways between 
the boilers-mind you, between the boil
ers-which are often not high enough for 
a man to stand upright beneath. 

In order to keep up the high pressure of 
steam the firemen in · the meantime are 
hard· at work to shovel these enormous 
quantities 600 to 1,000 tons daily of coal 
under the boilers. 

Now you can imagine what it means 
to do such hard work under such hard 
conditions; but this isn't the worst yet. 

When there is only a weak wind or no 
breeze or the wind goes in the same direc-
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tiqn as the ship little or no fresh air 
passes through the air-tubes into the boil
er room. Or when the air is warm and 
damp like it often .is the Gulf stream, 
which is several ,hundreds of miles in 
width, the situation grows worse and even 
th~ electric air pumps-if there are any
bring no relief. 

On such occasions the atmosphere be
comes simply unbearable and sometimes 
dozens of men lose consciousness and 

. h<\ve to be brought to the open air to 
recover. 

The other workers who are strong 
en,ough to escape fainting become half 
crazy, so greedy for fresh air and ·cool
n~ss, that many of them at the end of 
their shift would jump overboard, regard
less of certain death. Only the above
mentioned fence prevents them from do
ing so. 

A bourgeois economist might call this 
fence a "protection" for the working men. 
The newspapers sometimes bring the 
news that some fireman jumped over
board, but they never go any deeper arid 
tell why. 

The steamship companies in their de
scriptive pamphlets tell the passengers 
that after four hours of work the men are 
"allowed" (as they term it) ari eight-hour 
rest. The simple reason is that it is im..:. 
possible to work any longer and for the 
man who goes deeper it means eight hours 
a day of exceptionally hard work under 
unusually bad conditions. 

¥!hen there is rough weather, which 
happens quite often and sometimes for 
several days in succession, the firemen 
cannot sit down on their little deck to get 
the same fresh air. This deck is not 
much above the sea level and is therefore 
flooded by the waves. The firemen on 
such occasions must go to their lodgings, 
where, on account of the rolling of the 
ship, they have a hard time to keep them
selves in their beds and are so deprived 
of the much-needed rest. 

By the way, if the boiler room is a 
"hell"' these bunks certainly are some 
kind of a purgatory. Usually they are in 
a comparatively small room, half dark, 
poorly ventilated, where sometimes 60 to · 
80 men live together. The place is so 
small that two, often three, beds are 
placed one above the other. 

As compensation for this work the men 
get about $15 a month and free meals and 
lodgings on the German steamers, while 
their English brothers get in the neigh
borhood of $25. 

Oil is used as fuel, which is making 
striking progress, in combination with the 
steam-turbine and will bring great 
changes. It will do away with this hard 
and degrading work, but also with the 
firemen· and coal-passers. While today on 
a large modern steamer about 300 to 400 
men are occupied in the engine room, 30 
to 40 men probably will suffice to do 
the same amount of work. 

Now a few words about the other men 
on board of a big steamer. . The sailors 
(deck 4ands) w.ork twelve hours a day
four hours' work alternating with four 
hours' rest. The payment of overtime, 
however, is usually unheard of. 

The cabin stewards have no fixed work
ing time at ail, from six o'clock in the 
morning till eleven at night they must be 
at the service of their passengers. Be
sides that, at least one-half-night's watch 
a week. 

Each complaint on the part of the pas
senger-founded or not~means a sure 
discharge for the steward. On the German 
steamers the stewards get about $10 a 
month, free meals and lodgings. Of this 
money they have to pay for missing or 
broken dishes and lost or stolen (some
times by passengers) knives and forks, 
etc., which sometimes amounts to $2 or 
$3. From this money they must also buy 
their uniforms and other things and finally 
yield some graft to pantry men and cooks. 
Usually nothing is left of these $10 and so 
the stewards depend ~ntirely upon the tips 
of the passengers, which they are not al
lowe·d to demand under penalty of imme
diate discharge, but for which they are 
heavily taxed in Germany. 

The stewards on the English· steamers 
get much better pay and besides are free 
during the stay of the ships in the home 
port. 

The difference of the treatment be
tween the German and English sailors 
originates in the fact that the latter 
mostly belong to the International Sail
ors' Union, while the former do not. 

Sailors know little or no family life. 
Those on fast steamers between Europe 

• 
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and North America see their families once 
every three to five weeks for a few days, 
while those on steamers plying between 
other countries or on sailing ships do not 
see their home-if they have any-for 
five or six months and sometimes not for 
several years. 

When a sailor is dissatisfied with "his" 
ship, he cannot leave it in a foreign port, 
and if he does he is arrested and brought 
back by force and has to continue to the 
home port. 

Bourgeois economists will prove by sta
tistics that the sailor's life is a healthful 
one because so few die while at work. It 

is for the simple reason that most of them 
give up their jobs when comparatively 
young and of course do not die active 
sailors. The firemen quit their jobs as 
soon as they have some other employ
ment, while the stewards and deck hands, 
because of the hard work and ever-chang
ing climate they pass through, are "worn 
out" at fifty. 

The average man on land thinks the 
sailors have an easy life, full of liberty, 
but they are utterly mistaken, for the 
crushing claw of capitalism clasps the 
seas as well as the land. 

THE YOUNG SOCIAUST MOVEMENT 
BY LOUIS WEITZ, ORGANIZER 

A general meeting of the Young Peo
ple's Socialist Federation of New York was 
held Sept. lOth, at the Terrace Lyceum. 
The meeting was well attended. Several 
important and decisive results were ob
tained: 

The meeting was opened by the organi
zer, and comrade Minkow later took it 
over, acting as presiding officer. The or
ganizer, recording secretary and financial 
secretary, rendered their reports. The 
recording secretary added the information 
that the federation, as at present consti
tuted, numbered some two hundred strong; 
with prospects of immediate gain. A glad 
surprise awaited us. Mrs. Ludwjg Lore 
addressed us. 

Though the manner of her delivery was 
masterful, the matter of her discourse was 
still better, in its logic, simplicity and use
fulness. In the introduction she placed 
especial emphasis upon the study of the 
young socialist movement abroad, since 
much could be learned from them, in the 
matter of avoiding errors, and finding out 
the best methods of organization. Com
rade Lore related the neglect by the Social
ist party of the young Socialist movement 

·there, at the beginning of its attempts at 
organization. She was thus drawing a 
parallel to our own Socialist party's for
mer neglect of this question ; which neglect 

has not by any means passed. Only in 
certain localities has the party given this 
subject due consideration. 

At the time that the idea of a young 
Socialist movement in Germany was con
ceived of, despite the party's gross neg
lect, some enthusiastic Socialists, tried as 
individuals, to spread the idea of its need, 
and the resulting organization which must 
necessarily follow, because of this need. 
The aid rendered by these handful of com
rades soon brought some surprisingly good 
results. 

The organization grew so steadily and 
rapidly that the government became 
alarmed at the impending danger. Govern
mental restrictions of all sorts were sad
dled on the backs of the young Socialists 
of Germany, in order to weigh them down 
to obedience and ignominious defeat. It 
was mainly by outlawing all political or
ganizations of young people that the gov
ernment thought to turn the trick. 

These tactics could result only in final 
failure, because the young Socialist move
ment had come to stay, and also because it 
was in harmony with the law of evolution. 
It is true, great suffering, on the part of 
these youthful revolutionists, was a natural 
consequence of their rebellion. 

The government, by its pestilent oppres
sion, had somewhat disorganized the young 
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people's forces. At this critical stage of 
the game, the trade unions, which are com
posed mainly of Socialists, resolved to take 
a hand in these affairs. The trade unions 
began to organize· them into industrial sec
tions, thus getting round the political re
striction. The spcialist party at last awak
ening to the realization of the importance 
of its yotmg Socialist movement, sent a 
committee to the young people, and this 
committee assumed the duties of instruc
tion. 

The proof that their power is growing 
can be seen in their numbers, and in the 
various activities in which thev are en
ga,ged. Their numbers, reck~ning by 
groups, is 147. These various groups each 
have their own club rooms, which are called 
homes. And as Comrade Lore remarked, 
they are really and truly homes in the best 
possible sense of that much abused word. 
A picture of one of these homes appeared 
lately in the Young Socialist Magazine of 
New York, and it was a sight fit to draw 
sighs of envy and admiration from all who 
saw it. Their representative press organ 
The Arbeiter Yugend, has a circulation of 
sixty-five thousand. But their anti-militar
istic demonstrations, after all, are the most 
wonderful part of their work, since the 
question of militarism is the all-important 
one in Germany. It is reported that dur
ing the late Morocco affair, in certain cities 
of Germany, demonstrations to the num~er 
of forty and fifty were held each night; 
the young Socialists engineering them. An
other good feature of their organization is 
the attempts to induce all their members to 
join their trade unions. 

The various other European countries, 
though inferior in their organization of 
young Socialists, are not by any means 
backward. Norway, Sweden, Denmark and 
Belgium are strong in this respect. France 
is exceedingly weak, due to the many con
flicting elements within the ranks of the 
Socialist Party itself. The lack of clear
ness as to its policies does not permit of 
any effective young Socialist organization, 
founded on concentrated effort, and one
ness of purpose. 

The foregoing is the substance of Com
rade Lore's remarks on the movement 
abroad. From it several lessons can be 
learned. Most important of ail is the fact 

that where the Socialist Party has a strong, 
working organization, there, too, the 
strength and growth of the young Social
ist movement is great. Where such is not 
the case, of course, the reverse is true. 
Many other conclusions may be inferred 
from a study of the movement abroad. But 
space compels me to proceed with Comrade 
Lore's criticism of the movement in the 
United States. 

Comrade Lore's criticism of the move
ment in America had necessarily to con
fine itself to what she knows of the or
ganization in New York and Brooklyn. 
In fact, it is hardly possible that there are 
a dozen locals in the United States, where 
the young Socialist movement has been 
started. The first imperfection named was 
that we lacked the true, working class 
spirit. That it rather smacked of an or
ganization of young philosophers, high 
school students, and the .like, instead of 
what it· should really be-an organization 
to better industrial conditions for the work
ing class. She admonished us because we 
paid more attention to philosophical .medi
tations than to the real work-assisting the 
Socialist Party in its battles for industrial 
freedom, by taking out the platform, by 
giving out literature, and attending pro
test demonstrations, and showing in every 
way that we are liberty loving in action, as 
well as in name. 

The only reply possible to this criticism 
is to remind Comrade Lore that this class
conscious spirit cannot be instilled within 
so short a time as the existence of our 
federation warrants, but that it will event
ually arrive. The criticism is based some
what on false premises, because we are at
tempting within our present capacities to 
do the agitation work referred to. But, 
unfortunately, not in as great a degree as 
might be desired. Time alone can remedy 
this defect. 

Comrade Lore did ·not by any means 
neglect the importance of educational work, 
but in addition cautioned us to give it its 
proper proportions ; and not let it be the 
only object of our qrganization. The need 
of party members to act as directors and 
to assist in numerous other ways was also 
touched upon. · 

At the conclusion of her speech, Comrade 
Lore gave us much advice of inestimable 
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value, some of which cannot be followed 
at present. The following is a portion of 
this advice: Suggestions as to better meth
ods of promoting sociability, especially at 
entertainments. That the young Social
ists, individually and as an organization, 
should support their own press. And lastly 
that they should agitate industrially, in 
trade unions and elsewhere. 

My object in writing this article is two
fold. First of all, I wish to impress upon 
the Socialist Party, the necessity of start
ing a national organization of young ·So-

cialists, and also to have our national or
ganizers mention this topic in their speeches, 
as was suggested by Comrade Lore. Sec
ondly, that wherever any organizations are 
already formed, or about to be formed, 
that they should try to avoid the errors 
of our cousins, the Germans, and others, 
and to get into closer touch with the So
cialist Party. If this article will be the 
means of injecting even the germs of this 
thought into the minds of the Socialist 
Party members, my task shall not have 
been in vain . 

THE CLOSED DOOR. 

By J. Edward Morgan. 

The door of Opportunity 
Is closed and stoutly barred, 

But the iron door, long mocking, 
Shall one day be unbarred, 

And crafty harftls shall tremble, 
From within a sound be heard 

• Of wail and hopeless pleading 

A sceptred hand has turned the lock; 
Within a sound is heard 

Of mirth and sumptuous feasting 
While without the myriads press 

And, pleading at the entrance, 
Cry: "Open unto us." 

Knocking at the door of Privilege 
With shout and deaf'ning din; 

Crying: "Open wide the bolted door 
And let the masses in ! 

Within is royal feasting 
For king Mammon's chosen few, 

Without we fall with famine, 
Oh, let us share with you." 

But the guarded door of Plenty, 
Is closed and double barred ; 

And crafty hands have turned the lock, 
Within a sound is heard 

Of ribald mock and jeering 
As without the myriads press 

And, pleading faint and famished, 
Cry: "Open ~to us." 

While without the myriads press 
Made mad by strength of famine 

Thundering: "Thus we make redress." 

Life's greed-ruled house of Plenty, 
With all its pilfered store 

Of Nature's wealth and art of man 
By Mammon lorded o'er, 

And shared among the golden few 
Must all its doors unbar. 

Nor brute's device nor will of man 
Shall ever close them more. 

For rebel arms shall storm the .doors 
And sceptred kingdom fall, 

The earth shall shake and tyrants quake, 
The slaves will take their all; 

And then no more the favored few 
Will gorge while myriads press 

And pleading at a bolted door, 
Cry: "Open unto us." 
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Sears, Roebuck & Company 

BY 

PHILLIPS RUSSELL 

WE Socialists have a good deal to say 
about production. We can give 
figures and facts pertaining to the 
subject at a rate which frequently 

reduces an argufying enemy to silence. But 
·what about distribution? Have we not rath-
er neglected the study of this important 
branch of modern industry in our keenness 
to inform ourselves on the more prominent 
science of production? 

It must be kept in mind that some day it 
is going to be up to the working class to 
take over the industries-the factories, the 
big workshops, the mines, the railroads, the 
great stores, etc.-and operate them for 
ourselves. Consequently we must be pre
pared. We must know as well as possible 
beforehand exactly what we are going to 
be called upon to do and how to do it. 

When in doubt, see how the big capitalist 
does it. It is to his interest to bring out the 
greatest amount of efficiency with the least 
expenditure of effort. 

One of the groups of capitalists that are 

pomtmg the way to efficiency in distribu
tion is the firm of Sears, Roebuck & Co., of 
Chicago, that bugaboo of the little mer
chant and petty business man. 

Sears, Roebuck & Co. are the biggest 
and best known mail-order retail distrib
uters in the United States, if not in the 
whole world. They have made their name 
known wherever the postal service can 
carry a catalogue, and that bulky volume, 
weighing two or three pounds and carry
ing the price and description of everything 
from a paper of pins to a furnished house, 
has made its insinuating way at some time 
or other into perhaps every community of 
the United States. Sears, Roebuck & Co. 
will handle your order for a buttonhook 
with the same facility and ease as for an 
automobile and they will send you the same 
grateful acknowledg-tpent by post card. 
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They are also manufacturers on a large 
scale, but most of the energy and attention 
of their 9,000 employes is given to distri-
bution. · 
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Sears, Roebuck & Co. do a business o.f 
more than $60,000,000 a year and at times 
their sales amount to as high as $250,000 
in one day. From 45 to 65 carloads of 
freight alone are daily hauled away from 
their doors. 

Yearly their business grows and daily 
·their sales climb higher and higher. Stead
ily they are making it harder and harder 
for the keeper of the general store at Cross 
Corners, as well as the small merchant of 
Kankakee, to make· a living. This is the 
day of Things on a Big Scale and it is up 
to the little man either to get in line or get 
out. For instance, only the other day the 
newspapers chronicled the fact that Mar
shall Field & Co., the great department 
store distributers of Chicago, had just 
bought the controlling interest in several 
of the biggest textile mills of North Caro
lina. What chance will the little retailer 
now have against ·Marshall Field & Co. in 
dealing in these textiles ? No wonder that 
statistics kept by the commercial agencies 

show that only 5 per cent of the persons 
who start a business eventually succeed ! 

In other words, 95 out of every 100 men 
who in these days put all their money, 
brains and energy into the founding of a 
new concern are foredoomed to failure ! 
They can't succeed. The cards are stacked 
against them. 

Now, Sears, Roebuck & Co. belong to 
the 5 per cent- that have won. Hence it is 
worth our while to discover the reasons 
why, to learn how they do things, to dis
cover upon what basis they have achieved 
their supremacy. 

Sears, Roebuck & Co. occupy a group of 
big buildings situated on several acres of 
ground on the west side of Chicago-where 
land is cheaper than in the business center 
of the city and where workers can be had 
in abundance. These buildings are, in ef
fect, merely huge warehouses where prod
ucts are stored until called for. 

By inspecting the Sears, Roebuck plant 
we can get a very good idea of what the 
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distributing centers of the new society will 
be like in the coming era in which produc
tion will be for use, not ior profit making, 
and in which distribution will be carried out 
for the comfort and convenience of all, not 
for the enrichment of the few who at pres
ent control it. 

It is a commonplace to describe a great 
store or factory as a beehive. The Sears, 
Roebuck plant really resembles one very 
closely. Each floor is partitioned off into 
so many rooms or cells, rising tier upon 
tier. These cells are divided into so many 
groups, each group being a department de
voted to the handling of one particular 
product. 

For instance, there is the clothing depart
ment. In one cell are great tables ·piled 
high with overcoats. Six hundred over
coats shipped make a fair day's business In 
another cell are endless racks of ready-to
wear suits. In a third is a regiment of tai
lors busy making these suits. They cut up 
one bolt of cloth at a time, do you think? 
Not by a considerable sight. From 50 to 
100 layers of cloth are spread upon a giant 
table at one time and an electric machine 
cuts out the different parts of 50 to 100 gar
ments at once like a hot knife through a 
pad of butter. 

One group of workers does the bast
ing, another does the sewing, a third 
puts in the lining and so on. Fifty 
men can do the work of 300 by the old 
way. Less and less labor power is wrapped 
up in a suit of clothes every year. That's 
the reason· you and I can get a hand-me
down for $9.75 that looks almost like the 
merchant tailor's $25 suit and wears just 
about as long. 

Suppose Sears, Roebuck .& Co. receive 
an order for one of these suits from James 
P. Jones, of Jonestown, Ark. The order is 
duly recorded by one of a thousand clerks 
and a requisition is sent to the ready-made 
clothing cell. Here a young man-there 
are very few old ones with Sears, Roebuck 
-this young man selects the proper suit 
from the huge stock and deposits it in a 
basket. A boy seizes this basket. Does he 
walk down seven flights of stairs and tell 
the people there to send it off to James 
Jones? He does not. He drops the bas
ket into a chute and down it shoots into 
the wrapping departm~nt, where another 

young man siezes it, places it in a neat 
pasteboard box and turns it over to a third 
young man who swiftly wraps it up. An
other boy comes along and dumps the pack
age into a chute again. Down it drops into 
the shipping department, sliding out on the 
floor, where one of a line of men reads the 
tag it bears. If it is to go by express, he 
shoves it over to one side ; if by freight, to 
another side. Again it is seized and prop
erly addressed and labeled. If it is an ex
press package, down it drops again into the 
express office-every company in the 
United States has an office in the Sears, 
Roebuck main building-whence it is im
mediately dispatched. 

Perhaps James' suit is part of a regular 
family order, comprising, say, a mantel 
clock, a family Bible, a horse bridle, three 
suits of flannel underwear, a bottle of per
fume, a case of canned oysters, a driving 
buggy, a woman's hat, a churn, a pair of 
baby's shoes, a coal stove, a half dozen 
shirtwaists and a carpenter's saw-to give 
a few items frequently received in one or
der. In that case all the articles are packed 
into one box when possible and sent by 
freight. This is the sort of order that 
will make half a dozen of the small dealers 
in Jones town gnash their teeth when they 
hear about it. It makes them realize their 
helplessness. 

Now, when this box for Jonestown is 
ready to go out, it is not put on a wagon 
and hauled to a distant railway depot. The 
furthest it travels before being loaded into 
a freight car is about 50 feet. Six railroad 
tracks run right under the big shed of the 
main building and the freight cars are 
backed clear up to the doors of the Sears, 
Roebuck shipping department. 

That is the way Sears, Roebuck & Co. 
achieved "success" ; that is, made money as 
distributers-they use as little labor power 
as possible. They employ no human labor 
where a mechanical device will do as well. 
They permit no employe to take 50 steps 
where five steps can be made to do. Their 
plant is virtually a great machine, and it 
works almost automatically. Just enough 
workers are employed as will keep the ma
chine running properly. There are 9,000 
employes at present. If we applied the Su
preme Court or "unscrambling eggs" proc
ess to the Sears, Roebuck plant and com-_ 
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pelled it to split up into small and compet
ing shops, . we would probably find, say, 
5,000 good-sized stores on our hands, em
ploying about ten persons each. In short, 
9,000 people are doing work that would 
have required 50,000 not many years ago. 
That is the same as saying that 41,000 per
sons have lost their jobs-forced out of em
ployment by the machine process. 

Not only do Sears, Roebuck & Co. em
ploy as little human labor as possible, but 
they pay for it at lowest rates. That is be
cause most of the labor they need in their 
business is unskilled, and unskilled labor is 
always plentiful and therefore cheap. It 
requires no high degree of training or in
telligence to copy off an order, to arrange 
a row of packages on a shelf or to pack a 
goods box, and work of that nature is about 
all that is required of most Sears, Roe
buck's employes. 

Pick up the Chicago papers and you will 
always find standing advertisements from 
Sears, Roebuck & Co. in the "help wanted" 

columns. The concern is always short
handed, principally because comparatively 
iew workers can endure the high speed and 
the low wages. As soon as they acquire 
a little experience they go elsewhere. 

I once met a man on a train out of Chi
cago who told me that his sister stayed nine 
years with Sears, Roebuck & Co., and when 
she left she was being paid $7 a week. 

Sears, Roebuck & Co. have built up a 
great fortune, then, out of the merciless ex
ploitation of their workers. Not that the 
latter are ill treated. On the contrary, the 
firm is most "benevolent" to its employes. 
It has provided restaurants where workers 
can obtain meals at a few cents. There 
are rest rooms for the women and girls 
and athletic grounds for the men and boys. 
There is even a beautiful little park, with 
a lake, gold fish and so on, for tired em
ployes. And, oh, yes-on a corner of the 
Sears, Roebuck grounds is a Y. M. C. A. 
building. The firm gave the land for it, 
also $25,000 towards its erection. The big 
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capitalists discovered some· years ago that 
the Y. M. C. A. is a good thing for the 
soothing and amusement of their slaves. 

Has Big Biz a reason for encouraging 
theY. M. C. A.? You bet it has! 

Sears, Roebuck & Co. put their money 
into the Y. M. C. A., into restaurants for 
their employes, and other "welfare work," 
for the same reason they put it into any 
other investment-because they expect it to 
pay .. 

Take the matter of cheap restaurants, 
for instance. Why do big employers go to 

·such pains to furnish low-priced meals to 
their employes? Let us see. 

A big corporation pays a girl worker, 
say, $4 a week. It provides for her and 
her sister workers a restaurant in which a 
fairly wholesome lunch can be obtained for 
eight cents, or SO cents a week. But sup
pose this girl had to go outside for her 
lunches and was forced to pay 20 cents 
each for them, or $1.20 a week. In that 
case the firm eventually would have to raise 

her pay 70 cents a week, or the difference 
between SO cents and $1.20. 

So with all the "philanthropy" of em
ployers. When analyzed it is always found 
to be a cold-blooded business proposition. 

Here, then, are 9,000 workers toiling 
faithfully away, nine and ten hours a day, 
distributing the things that other workers 
have produced. 

And over both armies of producers 
and distributers stand their employers, do
ing absolutely nothing, but absorbing the 
wealth as fast as their slaves pile it up. 

Could a crazier scheme 9f things ever 
have been invented? Could anything be 
more wretchedly farcical than the capital
ist system under which we live? 

·Sorrte day the workers in the Sears, Roe
buck and similar plants will quit being 
slaves. All together they will organize and 
unite with the producers and then good
bye to Sears, Roebuck & Co. and their 
class. They will have to go to work. 

•• 
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·The Enorntous Thefts of Texas Lands 
A Statement of Facts for the Large Number of 

Tenant Farmers in Texas 
BY GUSTAVUS MYERS 

Author of the "History of the Great American. Fortunes," ((History of the Supreme Court of the 
United States," Etc. 

[EDITOR's NoTE.-The striking and original facts compactly given in this article are but a few 
of an immense mass of facts, all taken from the official record's, embodied in Comrade Myers' 
forthcoming "History of the Supreme Court of the United :States." Every tenant farmer in Texas 
should receive a· copy of this important article. Further articles will follow addressed to the ten
ant farmers of other states.] 

GUSTAVUS MYERS. 

Y OU tenant fanners of Texas tilling 
soil, not an inch of which you own, 
wonder how it is that vast stretches 
of land are owned by capitalist· 

landlords, frequently absentee proprietors. 
To them the results of your labor flow. 

They do nothing; you do everything; but 
they own the basis of your existence, and 
you own nothing worthy of mention. The 
work that you do is for their benefit. How 
has it come about that they have the power 
of compelling you to turn over the bulk 
of the fruits of your produce to them? 
They are a part of the system that has put 
you in bondage, not the whole part, how
ever. Land is essential, but so are all of 
the varied tools of production, necessities 
and means of transportatjon and communi
cation indispensable to modern life. But 
primarily you are yoked to the land. 

Why? 
Because the land proprietors hold paper 

titles to the land you cultivate. Backed by 
the law, the courts and, if necessary, by 
armed force, these paper titles are more 
powerful than iron chains. Yet so worth
less at bottom are these paper titles that if 
they were to disappear the proprietary cap
italists would have nothing to prove their 
ownership which they hold not by useful 
occupation, but purely by a fiction of law. 
How and when and where did they or their 
predecessors get those paper titles? This 
article will tell you. 

The State of Texas contains 274,356 
square miles, or 175,587,840 acres-an area 
exceeding that of the original thirteen 
states. · Long before Texas became de
tached from Mexican rule, the gigantic 
thefts of its lands began. Starting in the 
year 1821, when Texas was still a province 
of Mexico, various promoters or coloniza-
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tion contractors ("empressarios") came 
forward with large plans of loot. 

Ostensibly, they publicly professed to be 
moved by a noble desire to colonize the 
Texas wastes. But one quality could not 
be claimed by most of them. That was the 
quality of "patriotism." Some of the con
tractors were Mexican, but the larger num
ber were Americans, and a more predacious 
crew of capitalistic adventurers it was im
possible to meet. The Mexican officials, 
lax, corrupt or secret accomplices, were 
more than accommodating. They grossly 
violated the Mexican laws, and fraudu
lently gave away great domains on mere 
promises of fulfilling certain conditions 
which were never carried out. 

From 1821 to 1832 thirty-three of these 
colonization contracts were made covering 
tens of millions of acres of the finest lands 
in eastern, southern and middle Texas. 

A number of the contractors were Amer
ican politicians and capitalists who, after 
obtaining by fraud all of the land that they 
could get east of the Mississippi, had moved 
on to pillage Tex:as. Some of them were 
heads of great land syndicates grabbing 
areas in different places at the same time. 
Among the ·colonization contractors were 
Moses Austin, Stephen Burnet, Joseph 
Vehlein, Lorenzo D. Zavala, Benjamin R. 
Milam, John L. Woodbury, John Cameron, 
General Thomas J. Chambers, Hewitson, 
Powers and others. Considering what fol
lowed, it is well to keep some of these 
names in mind. 

Each of these contractors or colonizing 
corporations was under contract to intro
duce so many specified families as settlers. 
According to the terms of these contracts 
or concessions, each bona-fide colonist was 
to get the ownership of a league and a la
bor of land (about 4,605 acres) and the 
"empressarios" were to receive, as com
pensation for their colonization work, cer
tain stated premium lands. 

The moment these contracts were signed, 
fraud on an immense scale began. In the 
first place, many of the contractors at once 
sold their imntense concessions to groups of 
New York, Boston and other Eastern cap
italists. 

Thus the Burnet, Zavala and Vehlein 
contracts became the property of a corpo
ration calling itself the "Galveston Bay 

and Texas Land Company." The huge 
frauds committed by this corporation, at 
the head of which was Michael B. Menard, 
are described at length in the "History of 
the Supreme Court of the United States." 
The records reveal how it bribed land com
missioners, stole vast areas of agricultural 
and timber lands and on one occasion bold
ly took 1,700 acres of water front property 
in Galveston. 

The officers of the "Galveston Bay and 
Texas Land Company" were such New 
York politicians and capitalists as General 
John T. Mason, George Griswold, Stephen 
Whitney, Dudley Selden and others. Whit
ney "made" $7,000,000, largely in his land 
operations, and all of the others got rich. 
Griswold was at the time concerned in an 
enormous successful grab of a claim of 
1,200,000 acres in Florida. 

Another New York corporation formed 
to exploit fraudulent Mexican concessions 
was the "Colorado and Red River Land 
Company," with offices at No. 8 Wall street, 
New York City. This company based its 
claims upon the colonization contracts made 
by the Mexican officials with J. C. Beale. 
It computed the area in its grants at twen
ty millions acres. 

These absentee capitalists had, of course, 
to make a show of introducing some set
tlers. A number of the capitalists were 
owners of packet lines bringing over im
migrants from Europe. Numbers of im
migrants were dumped into Texas, but in
stead of their getting the land each was 
entitled to, the settlers were usually com
pelled to sign a contract giving back one
half of their land to the contractors. 

The number of settlers brought in, how
ever, was insignificant compared to the im
mense number of fictitious awards made in 
the names of settlers that never existed or 
in the names of dummy settlers. 

When the colonization contracts were. 
made, commissioners were appoint~d by the 
·Mexican authorities to determine and 
award lands to the settlers and premium 
lands to the contractors. The notorious 
Samuel M. Williams, forger or abettor m~ 
forgery, adventurer and swindler, was the 
commissioner for the Austin colony; the al
most equally notorious George A. Nixon 
acted in the same capacity for the Burnet, 
Zavala and Vehlein grant~: the likewise 
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corrupt William H. Steele for the Nash
ville Company's colony; the commissioner 
for Martin DeLeon's colony was DeLeon's 
brother. Other corrupt commissioners act
ed for other colonization grants. 

The frauds committed at this time by 
these men, as was later proved by a legis
lative committee, were enormous. They 
were, in fact, so gigantic that the grabbers 
saw that the only way to retain the tens of 
millions of acres that they were stealing 
was to overthrow Mexican rule. Not a 
single one of their contracts or concessions 
was legal ; forgery and theft had been com
mitted on a vast scale. The fear that the 
central Mexican Government would sooner 
or later declare their fraudulent operations 
null and void, made the capitalists con
cerned nervous. They began to plot for 
the separation of Texas. 

These were the men who were behind 
the movement for Texas independence. It 
was they who engineered the agitation, and 
it was they who supplied the chief incentive. 

The records show that the Mason-Whit
ney-Williams combination advanced much 
of the money to Texas for carrying on the 
war for independence. This money was 
part of the proceeds of their land thefts. 
They were richly repaid for their "patriot
ism"; they received from Texas 1,329,0QO 
acres of its finest lands for their money 
advances. But this was far from being all 
of their "returns" for their glowing pa
triotism. Some of them made contracts to 
supply soldiers and ammunition. They 
never did so, but that omission did not pre
vent them from getting more land for these 
alleged services. 

Their fears that if Texas remained under 
Mexican rule their huge thefts of land 
would be annulled, were only too well 
grounded. General Santa Anna, president 
of Mexico, did, in fact, issue two sweeping 
decrees in 1853-1854 denouncing the vast 
concessions of land hitherto made as fraud
ulent. He declared them null and void, 
and ordered their restoration to the Mex
ican Republic. But by that time Texas as 
well as California and other territory had 
been wrested from Mexican rule. 

When the Texas Republic was est~b
lished what happened? Many of the fore
most land grabbers, or their associates, men 
such as Burnet and Milam, became the head 

officials of the Texas Republic. It was a 
land grabbers' government. 

If the frauds had been small, doubtless 
the Texas constitutional convention of 1836 
would have said nothing. But so stupen
dous were the frauds, and so many millions 
of acres had been stolen by absentee cap
italists, that the convention tried to confis
cate the plunder. Section D of the con
stitution prohibited any but citizens of Tex
as from holding land except by direct title 
from the republic. Section I was designed 
to annul an immense grant fraudulently 
given by the legislature of Coahuila and 
Texas to General John T. Mason. Under 
this spurious grant, uthe enormous amount 
of eleven hundred leagues of land [nearly 
five million acres] had been claimed by sun
dry individuals, some of whom reside in 
foreign countries, and are not citizens of 
the republic." These grants, it was de
clared, were contrary to the laws of Mexico 
and were pronounced null and void. 

But the grants were never voided. Why? 
Because the Supreme Court of the United 
States held in a certain case that before a 
constitutional clause could become effective 
a specific legislative enactment was neces
sary to carry it into force. The grabbers, 
being themselves members of the Texas 
congress, took good care that no such legis
lative act was passed. 

By 1838 not less than 20,000,000 acres 
of land had been patented under coloniza
tion contracts and various other grants. 
The report of .a Texas congressional inves
tigating committee disclosed the details of 
the stupendous frauds consummated. Of 
these details a few examples will be given 
here. 

Samuel M. Williams and two associates 
had made a claim for, and received, four 
hundred leagues of land ( 1,771,200 acres) 
in Nacogdoches, . Red River and Harrison 
counties. For what? They agreed to sup
ply a thousand men to fight the Indians. 
But John P. Borden, commissioner of the 
Texas General Land Office, testified that 
Williams and his associates had supplied 
only forty-one men. This being so, how 
was it that title papers to four hundred 
leagues were given? Borden was forced 
to admit two facts. One was that the title 
papers were forged ; the other fact was that 
Borden had received a present from Wil-
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Iiams of ten leagues of land, and each of 
Borden's two brothers had been the recip
ient of a gift of a league of land. 

The commissioner for giving titles at 
Nacogdoches was one Aldrete. Although 
it was proved that he was an impostor and 
had no real authority, yet in 1833-1834 Al
drete had issued titles to 150%· leagues of 
land ( 666,414 acres) in Liberty, Houston 
and Red River counties to alleged colonists. 
And who as commissioner had issued titles 
to John T. Mason? None other than the 
notorious Colonel James Bowie, of Arkan
sas land fraud fame, and on pretended 
authority, at that; in the year 1835 alone, 
Bowie had presented Mason with titles to 
ninety-five leagues of land ( 410,660 acres) 
in Harrison and Nacogdoches counties. 

General T. J. Chambers made a claim for 
"judicial services." He succeeded in get
ting sixteen leagues of land on one occa
sion, and twenty-three leagues on another 
(altogether 171,692 acres), near Waco and 
in other sections. Titles were issued to 
Chambers, although the former Governor 
Viecsa testified that he had never author
ized the concessions. 

George A. Nixon, commissioner for is
suing titles, granted titles in 1834-35 to 
eight hundred and seventy-one leagues of 
land (nearly four million acres) in Libby, 
Jefferson, Jasper, Sabine, Nacogdoches, 
San Augustine, Houston and Montgomery 
counties to the "Galveston Bay and Texas 
Land Company" on the Burnet-Vehlein
Zavala contracts. Nixon himself received 
a gift of eleven leagues of land by order 
of Steele, title commissioner for the Nash
ville Company. 

E. L. R. Wheelock, a surveyor, testified 
that in 1835 he accused Steele of acting 
without authority in giving titles, and that 
thereupon Steele became greatly agitated 
and refused to show the documents upon 
which he pretended to base his authority. 
Steele invited Wheelock "to join them in a 
combination to let no man who came have 
land, unless it was poor or refuse land, un
less they would let one of the company clear 
it out on shares." Wheelock swore that 
Steele tried to bribe him with an offer of 
seven leagues of land to turn over to Steele 
all of his field notes in blank. 

A typical example of how land was 
granted to bogus colonists was that of the 

commissioner for the DeLeon Colony, who 
gave his own son, Francisco DeLeon, a 
grant of a quarter of a league of land, and 
made an affidavit that Francisco possessed 
all of the requisite qualifications, although, 
as a matter of fact, Francisco was only a 
boy of ten years of age, and was attending 
school in Louisiana at the time. 

Borden, commissioner of the General 
Land Office of Texas, gave the investigat
ing committee an itemized list of a huge 
number of forged and antedated titles in 
the Nashville, V ehlein, Burnet, Zavala, 
Cameron and other grants. Not less than 
22,492,507 acres of the very best lands in 
eastern, southern and middle Texas were 
permanently alienated into the private own
ership of a few capitalists by means of the 
fraudulent methods which have been here 
given. The original papers in the cases of 
these fraudulent titles were carried off or 
destroyed, so there later was no eventual 
way of proving the forgeries. 

In 1842 more colonization contracts. were 
made with Castro, Mercer and Peter. Not 
one of them carried out their contracts; 
the al.leged settlers that they introduced 
were, as Governor Pease reported, bogus 
settlers; a large majority of the affidavits 
were made out in the names of boys of fif
teen, sixteen and seventeen years old. Nev
ertheless, bills were lobbied through the 
Texas legislature in 1850 and 1852 by 
which the Castro, Mercer and Peter· com
panies received a total of 4,496,806 acres. 

Immense numbers of fraudulent land 
certificates were issued under the act of 
1837 giving bounties and donations to sol
diers of the Texas war for independence. 
Few of the soldiers ever got any land, but 
millions of acres were grabbed by combina
tions of capitalists and politicians, including 
judges and other United States officials. 
When, in 1855, a move was under way to 
expose these colossal frauds, the Adjutant 
General's office at Austin, where many of 
the land archives were stored, was set on 
fire one night and burnt down. Thus the 
evidences of .the frauds were destroyed. 

These are but the merest glimpses of 
the crushing array of facts described at 
great length in the author's "History of the 
Supreme Court of the United States." In 
that work the details are given in full, with 
the references from the legislative and 
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court records. By the year 1858 fully 68,-
000,000 acres of Texas lands had been pat
ented to individuals, mostly absentee cap
italists. It was during the years in ques
tion that the lands in the older settled parts 
of Texas were stolen. But the thefts have 
continued elsewhere in Texas to this very 
day. Among many other facts dealing with 
more recent times, the "History of the Su
preme Court of the United States" de
scribes how those multimillionaires, the 

Farwells, of Chicago, got away with 3,000,-
000 acres of Texas land for the contract 
for erecting the state capitol at Austin, 
which was built largely with convict labor. 

Capitalism is theft. Its property repre
sents theft. If you seek to abolish theft, 
abolish the cause. This cause is the cap
italist system. And will you ever consent 
to pay the holders to recover what they or 
their predecessors obtained by forgery, per
jury, force, fraud and theft? 
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EDITORIAL 
Better Than Barricades. · We Socialists 

hope, as has been repeatedly emphasized, 
that the Social Revolution, and our minor 
victories leading· up to it, will be accom
plished by peac·eful means. We have no 
desire to squander our lives and bodies in 
armed conflicts with capitalist forces, be
cause one good, live energetic Socialist is 
worth a hundred dead ones. 

But there seems to be quite a feeling 
prevalent that we are not going to be 
allowed to march uninterruptedly into 
victory merely by obtaining a majority of 
the votes in successive elections. Down 
in our secret hearts it is probable that 
most of us believe the capitalists are not 
going to surrender their political power 
without a struggle. In fact, a conspicu
ous party official and an ardent supporter 
of what he calls "regular and lawful meth
ods" recently conceded that "it is not im
possible that before we reach the final 
stage an attempt will be made by the rul
ing classes to frustrate our victories by 
force, as, for ·instance, by attempting to 
steal a decisive election or preventing our 
elected representatives from taking 
office. 

"In which case," says the leader, "we 
will fight like tigers and mount the barri
cades, if need be." 

Exactly how he would fight our com
rade does not say, but leaves it to be 
inferred that he can be thinking of noth
ing better than the methods pursued by 
the· French burgeois and their working 
class allies in their Parisian street fights 
with the royalist forces years ago. 

It is well for Socialists to discuss this 
point and discusss it now. If the ·ruling 
class does some day attempt to frustrate 
one of our important victories by force, 
what are we going to do? What have we 
to fall back on? 

How long would an army of people, 
hastily summoned from office and fac
tory, last against trained servants like the 
police and the militia, armed with. riot 
guns and the latest death-dealing in-stru
ments of capitalist governments? Let us 
remember, too, that each of us adult citi
zens under the Dick military law is lia
ble to instant conscription and if we re-

fuse to shoot our brothers we can be shot 
as "enemies of the government.'' 

Is it possible that we have nothing bet
ter than barricades to fall back on? Let 
us take in illustration, for instance, the 
town of Gary, Ind., which is dominated by 
the Steel Trust. The workers in Gary, 
we'll say, have decided it is to their inter
est to control the city government for 
their own protection. They work through 
the Socialist Party and elect representa
tives of their class to all the offices. But the 
capitalist officials refuse to surrender the 
city government. . Or perhaps the angered 
Steel Trust threatens to close up its Gary 
mills and thus destroy the town. 

But the workers of Gary are aroused 
and determined. They say to the Steel 
Trust: "Interfere with us and we'll pull 
out every worker in this city. If neces
sary we'll stop work in every plant you 
own throughout the United States. We'll 
paralyze the entire steel industry." Fac
ing such action, would or would not the 
Steel Trust consider it wise to allow the 
Socialists in Gary to occupy their offices? 
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Of course, to bring the Steel Trust to 
its knees in this way would presuppose a 
wide industrial organization, comprising 
every worker in any way associated with 
the steel industry, in production and dis
tribution alike. 

Is not our economic power a mightier 
and more resistless weapon than all the 
guns and barricades in the world? 

The capitalists do not fear guns and 
barricades. They won't have to do the 
fighting. They will leave that to their 
hirelings-their police, their Cossacks, 
their hired thugs, their trained soldiery. 

One weapon only the capitalists have 
cause to fear, and that is the thing they 
are absolutely dependent upon-the labor 
power of the workers. Is not the with
drawal of that power better than barri
cades? 

What Kautsky said: "We have no 
ground to think that barricade. battles 
and similar warlike accompaniments will 
play a decisive role today."-The Social 
Revolution. 

What Marx said : "The Socialists dis
dain to conceal their views and aims. 
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They openly declare that their ends can 
be attained only by the forcible over
throw of all existing so~ial conditions." 
There is that dreadful word "forcible" 
right there in the Communist Manifesto. 
What did Marx mean by force? Guns? 
Childish. Dynamite? Hopeless. Force 
proceeds from power. There is only one 
kind of power that counts in the world 
today-labor power. 

Why Not Now? In our view political 
action through the Socialist Party not 
backed by the industrial organization of 
the workers will prove well-nigh futile 

· when some day the great crisis arises. 
But at present the framers of our party 
policies are careful to refrain from advo
cating such industrial form of organiza
tion. They call such advocacy "dictating 
to the workers" and are even disposed to 
read out of the party those who point 
out the necessity of the industrial union. 
"In time of peace prepare tor war." What 
is the objection, then, to preparing now? 

A Crushing Rebuke. The defeat of 
Referendum D, by a vote of 12,308 party 
members against 7,585, is a crushing and 
a well-deserved rebuke to the majority of 
the present National Executive Commit
tee of the Socialist Party. The facts are 
these : Local St. Louis some years ago 
was ruled by a group of politicians whose 
thirst for votes and offices was such that 
they resorted to fusion with a capitalist 
party. After a long and thorough in
vestigation, the Socialist Party of Missou
ri, by a referendum vote, revoked the 
charter of Local St. Louis, and issued a 
new charter to such party members in St. 
Louis as were opposed to fusion. But the 
fusionists did not yield to the vote of the 
majority. They maintained an organiza
tion of their own, and issued bogus dues 
stamps which their supporters pasted on 
genuine party cards. They also obtained 
several hundred questionable signatures 
to a petition inviting the N. E. C. to or
Jer a new party election in which the sus
pended members should be allowed to 
vote. The N. E. C., Comrade Carey dis
senting, voted to grant the petition. Lo-

cal St. Louis, now reorganized by the rev
olutionists, appealed to the National Com
mittee, and the action of the N. E. C. was 
reversed. The fusionists, through a small 
Missouri Local, then started Referendum 
D to reverse the action of the National 
Committee and sustain the N. E. C. The 
result of this vote shows that a majority 
of the members of the Socialist Party 
care more for Socialism than for offices. 

How to Conduct Party Elections. Our 
present method of election by plurality is 
open to grave objections. When seven 
members of a committee are chosen by 
ballot from among more than forty candi
dates, the seven highest being declared 
elected, it is almost inevitable that. the 
selection will be made by a comparatively 
small minority. The average member 
will naturally vote for seven candidates 
whom he knows either personally or by 
reputation. Probably he will have one or 
two personal friends on the list of candi
dates; he may vote for one lecturer whom 

·he has heard and whom he admires, and 
finally he is pretty likely to fill out his list 
with some or all of the candidates for re
election, simply because he is familiar 
with their names. This makes it ex
ceedingly difficult to dislodge a man who 
has once been elected to the N. E. C., and 
that fact reacts .on the official, making him 

. feel as if he ruled by divine right and as 
if any one opposing him were a traitor to 
the movement. The next National Con
vention ought to devise some method by 
which a committee can be chosen that will 
be fairly representative .of the wishes of 
the membership. If no radical change is 
desired, we might at least provide that 
only candidates receiving at least twenty 
nominations from locals in five different 
states shall have their names placed on 
the ballot. This would prevent the scat
tering of votes among candidates with 
no chance of election, and would make it 
easier to get rid of a chronic candidate 
for re-election. Another necessary change 
is to provide for regular meetings of the 
National Committee, whose authority has 
been usurped by the N. E. C. 



INTERNATIONAL NOTES 
BY WILLIAM E. BOHN 

Nationalism and Internationalism 
On November 9 August Bebel said in 

the German Reichstag: "You have said, 
you who support the government, that in 
forcing concessions from France by mak
ing a descent upon Morocco you have 
served the interests of all good German 
patriots. This is nothing new. It is 
merely a confirmation of a s-entence in 
the Communist Manifesto, published by 
Ma~ and Engels in 1847. It was pro
claimed there, as you proclaim today, that 
governments are nothing more than ad
ministrative committees of the propertied 
classes. 

"What the patriotism of the conservatives 
really amounts to we saw when the new 
fiscal law was under discussion; they were 
united in the support of a measure de
signed to collect the taxes out of the 
pockets of the poor and miserable. At 
that time they were very careful not to 
make any demands on property. They de
fended themselves against an income tax. 
All. this the government seems to have 
forgotten when it talks of patriotism and 
sacrifice for the fatherland." 

This speech of Bebel's would be ap
propriate just now in any of the par
liaments of Europe. For we are witness
ing today such a recrudescence of brutal 
and expensive nationalism as no one 
would have dared to foretell six months 
ago. If ever men cried, "peace, peace" 
when there was no peace, it is now. The 
gentle voice of the Hague Tribunal is 
drowned amidst the rattle of arms. The 
peace societies should take heart; they 
have business enough on hand to warrant 
large donations for many years to come. 

France and Germany have just signed 
an agreement not to fight; England and 
Germany are still growling at each other; 
Italy is pitching into Turkey; Russia has 
an expedition headed toward Persia, and 
Europe and America are watching eagerly 
for a chance to begin work in China. 

The most astonishing thing about all 
of these affairs is the frankness of every-
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body concerned. Modern capitalism has 
dropped the mask of idealism. Nobody 
pretends that God or righteousness has 
anything to do with the movements now 
going forward. 

Take the case of France and Germany 
for example. Both nations had been 
much wrought up by the outcries of pa
triotic journals and the long-continued 
"conversations" of professional diplomats. 
The situation was said to be very "deli
cate." ·The "honor" of both nations was 
at stake. But now the "conversations" 
are finished and the "honor" of the two 
nations, so it is said, has been saved. 

That of France has been re-established 
by the acknowledgment of her protecto
rate over Morocco; that of Germany has 
been rehabilitated by the cession of cer
tain slices of territory on the Congo. The 
"delicacy" of the operation seems to have 
been involv-ed in determining which of 
these great nations had the more insat
iable appetite for territory and "back
ward" subjects. 

The case of England and Germany is 
mere comedy for the present, but at any 
moment it may be turned into the most 
awful tragedy. The statesmen of these 
two lands are engaged in the dangerous 
game of fanning the savage chauvinism 
of their respective populations.· England 
was not involved in the Morocco affair. 
There was no reason why ·the English 
government should get excited. But 
nevertheless Lloyd-George and Earl Grey 
have issued one statement after another 
just to keep the English people from for
getting that they are to be ready to fight 
Germany at a moment's notice. The Ger
man government, to be sure, has not been 
a bit backward in the same sort of for
ward .. looking management. When the 
entanglement with France was being dis
cussed in the Reichstag the young crown 
prince showed his mettle by nodding ap
proval· whenever anything was said 
against England. England and Germany 
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are carrying on a contest for the mar
kets of the · world, and the two peoples 
must always be kept ready to fight, each 
one for the profit of its own group of 
patriotic exploiters. 

The descent upon Persia offers a num
ber of interesting aspects. Of course Per
sia is a "backward" nation and so ·ought 
really to submit to the process of foreign 
domination with more than the proverbial 
meekness of the sacrificial lamb. She can
not complain of neglect on the part of 
her more advanced neighbors. Russia 
and England have been whetting their 
knives over her for years past. But Persia 
certainly does show a lamentable lack 
of good manners. Two or three years 
ago she rose in revolution and over
threw a shah who had been supported on 
his throne by the power of Russian influ
ence. Since then Russia has been backing 
this overthrown shah in his fight to re
gain his throne. Meanwhile England has 
kept her hand in and demanded that con
cessions to her be kept about equal to 
those made to the Bear. Now Persia has 
some young capitalists of her own. It 
was they who engineered the revolution. 
In order to make sure that their govern
ment was carried on according to the best 
capitalist models they imported from 
America an energetic young business man 
and diplomat named Shuster. There is 
nothing "backward" about our country
man, Mr. Shuster. He knows what he 
was hired for, and he is doing it. . He 
is trying to run Persia for the Persians; 
that is, for the rising bourgeois class of 
Persia. In pursuing this policy he had 
occasion to disregard a concession which 
had been claimed by Russia. Russian 
Cossacks were ordered to the territory in
volved, and now a large military expe
dition is on its way from Russia to Per
sia. The English papers can't help ad
miring Mr. Shuster's courage, but deplore 
his lack of "diplomacy." A real diplomat 
would have managed the whole affair 
without any such awkward obstreperous
ness on the part of a "backward" nation. 

In China the powers really have not 
had a fair chance. The great yellow king
dom lies a long way off, and the revoltt
tion took even the most astute politicians 
off their guard. Of course the revolution 
is only the old story of bourgeois domi-

nation all over again. It is seldom in
deed that a hereditary monarch is really 
equal to the demands of the modern busi
nes.s world. Enlightened and enterprising 
Chmamen saw their country slipping out 
of their fingers. On the throne was a 
baby surrounded by a band of grafters as 
wicked and incompetent as could well be 
got together. Fortunately for China, it 
happened that the baby on the throne was 
a foreigner, a representative of a hated 
race of conquerors. It was easy to incite 
the people to insurrection against him and 
his advisers. So the revolution was soon 
got under way, and before foreign troops 
could be transported the revolutionists 
were in command of the situation. 

Russia, however, is said to be sending 
troops to China. Y 9u never can tell what 
may turn up in times of disturbance, and 
it is always well to be on hand when 
things are happening. 

But it is in the little matter between 
Italy and Turkey that the flower of cap
italistic patriotism is seen at its best. 
When the Italian government started the 
invasion of Tripoli it expected an easy 
thing of it. Turkey would be easy to 
conquer, and a great stretch of exploitable 
territory would be won. Turkey was 
easily shoved out of the way, but there 
were the miserable Arabs filled with that 
strange, wild "fanaticism" which so fre
quently leads miserable "backward" 
natives to fight for their sands and their 
palm trees. These miserable creatures, not 
knowing anything about modern war
fare, have surprised the world by putting 
up a great fight against the Italian invad
ers. 

The Italians, being civilized, have nat
urally shown them no mercy. Here is an 
account of their heroic method of con
quest from the pen of Mr. McCullagh, 
correspondent of the Westminster Ga
zette : "In order to protest against the 
murder of innocent men, women and 
children I have returned to General Ca
neva my pass as war correspondent. 
About 4,000 men and 400 women and 
children have been killed, of whom fewer 
than a hundred were guilty of having 
risen against the Italians. Cripples and 
blind beggars were shot in cold blood ; 
invalids whose houses had been burned 
down were left lying on the ground. Even 
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a drop of water was refused them. 
"I have personally viewed scenes of 

horror and taken photographs of them. 
There was not even a pretense of justice. 
The Arabian quarters of the villages 
raided were overrun by hordes of crazed 
I tali an soldiers armed with revolvers ; 
every Arabian man or woman was shot 
down. The officers were worse than the 
men. 

"The scenes enacted were worse than 
any Russian pogrom or Armenian mas
sacre." 

Speaking of this report and others like 
it, the English field marshal, Lord Rob
erts, remarked: "Such things are, un
fortunately, inevitable in war. Only those 
who have had experience of war in all 
its phases havt the right to judge of the 
expediency of them." 

Nevertheless, the working class has had 
the temerity to speak, not only against 
these monstrous horrors, but against the 
whole war being carried on by Italy and 
the war fever which is evident in most 
of the great governments of Europe. To 
be sure, there has been no actual upris
ing like that which struck terror to the 
hearts of the Spanish rulers two years 
ago. The Italian labor unions were un
able to place any real difficulties in the 
way of the mobilization and transporta
tion of the army. But they did their 
best. And in some form or other they 
have received the support of their fellow 
workers of all the continental nations. 
There have been imposing anti-war meet
ings in Paris, Berlin, Brussels and many 
other cities. Early in November the 
International Socialist Bureau sent out rt 

manifesto "to the workers of all nations." 
After a brief statement of the facts of 
the Italian attack upon Tripoli the posi
tion of the working . class is defined as 
follows: "In the presence of such an at
tack the international movement of the 
working class cannot be anything but unan
imous in its opinion. Our comrades in 
rtaly found themselves in accord with our 
comrades in the Ottoman empire in pro
testing against an enterprise as criminal 
as it is foolhardy, an enterprise more 
disastrous, perhaps, for the conquerors 
than for the conquered, an enterprise 
which threatens to plunge us into a gen
rr~ll war1 10 opc,ll a gulf hetween Tt:urop<' 

and the world of Islam, and, as last result, 
to furnish to the governments a new pre
text for making heavier the burden of 
armaments. 

"The expedition into Tripoli is, in fact, 
but one among many manifestations of the 
policy followed by all the great powers : 
if Italy has gone to Tripoli, England has 
taken Egypt, France and Spain are quar
reling about Morocco, Germany made the 
attack on Agadir, Austria-Hungary took 
Bosnia and Herzegovina, and to this com
plicity of example there has now been 
added the complicity of acquiescence. If 
the government of Italy dared to act, it 
was not without the consent of its allies. 

"Therefore, it is not only the policy of 
Italy, but th~ policy of all the great 
powers, that international Socialism must 
denounce before all the nations as a policy 
of savages, equally terrible to those who 
are the victims of it and to those who 
believe themselves its beneficiaries. 

"To this policy of brutality and violence 
the international proletariat must more 
than ever oppose all the forces of which 
it stands possessed. 

"Already our Italian comrades have 
done what they could under the existing 
unfavorable circumstances to protest 
against the expedition into Tripoli. They 
have fought, they will continue to fight, 
against nationalist brutality. 

"But it is necessary that their efforts 
be supported by the entire international 
movement. It is necessary that all our 
sections give proof of solidarity. 

"Workers of all lands, unite against 
war! Make demonstrations for peace, for 
disarmament and for the solidarity of 
nations!" 
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CATARRH OF THE STOMACH 
A Pleasant, Simple, 

Effectual Cure 
But Safe 
For It 

and 

COSTS NOTHING TO TRY 
Catarrh of the stomach has long been 

considered the next thing to incurable. The 
usual symptoms are a full or bloating sen
sation after eating, accompanied sometimes 
with sour or watery risings, a formation 
of gases, causing pressure on the heart and 
lungs and difficult breathing, headaches, 
fickle appetite, nervousness and a general 
played out, languid feeling. 

There is often a foul taste in the mouth, 
coated tongue, and if the interior of the 
stomach could be seen it would show a 
slimy, inflamed condition. 

The cure of this common and obstinate 
trouble is found in a treatment which 
causes the food to be readily, thoroughly 
digested before it has time to ferment and 
irritate the delicate mucous surfaces of the 
stomach. To secure a prompt and healthy 
digestion is the one necessary thing to do, 
and when normal digestion is secured the 
catarrhal condition will have disappeared. 

According to Dr. Harlanson, the safest 
and best treatment is to use after each meal 
a tablet, composed of Diastase, Aseptic 
Pepsin, a little Nux, Golden Seal and fruit 
acids. These tablets can now be found at 
all drug stores under the name of Stuart's 
Dyspepsia Tablets, and not being a patent 
medicine can be used with perfect safety 
and assurance that healthy appetite and 
thorough digestion will follow their regular 
use after meals. 

The plan of dieting is simply another 
name for starvation, and the use of pre
pared foods and new fangled breakfast 
foods simply makes matters worse, as any 
dyspeptic who has tried them knows. 

As Dr. Bennett says, the only reason I 
can imagine why Stuart's Dyspepsia Tab
lets are not universally used by everybody 
who is troubled in any way with poor di
gestion is because many people seem to 
think that because a medicine is advertised 
or is sold in drug stores or is protected by 
a trade-mark it must be a humbug, where
as, as a matter of truth, any druggist who 
is observant knows that Stuart's Dyspepsia 
Tablets have cured more people of catarrh 
of the stomach, indigestion, heartburn, 
heart trouble, nervous prostration and· run
down condition generally than all the pat
ent medicines and doctors' prescriptions 
for stomach trouble combined. 

Stuart's Dysp~psia Tablets is the safest 
preparation as well as the simplest and 
most convenient remedy for any form of 
indigestion, catarrh of the stomach, bilious
ness, sour stomach, heartburn and bloat
ing after meals. 

For sale by all druggists at SOc a box. 

Send your name and address today for 
a free trial package and see for your
self. Address F. A. Stuart Co., 550 Stuart 
Bldg., Marshall, Mich. 
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About the Investigation. 1 suppose you 

know that you are to be investigated. Com
rade Hunter has moved that a committee of 
the national committee be appointed to in
vestigate the publishing house of Charles H. 
Kerr & Co. So get your clerks to look sweet 
when the committee arrives. Of course you 
might return the insult by telling them to at
tend to their own business, but you won't, be
cause you want to advertise the company and 
I am sure this will do it. 

I am again reminded that the Socialist move
ment cannot be killed, but that it can or may 
commit suicide by playing the two ends 
against each other. Both ends are necessary 
and the middle too. Let us hope that the in
vestigation will not prove the national com
mittee a bunch of incompetents like the inves
tigation of Barnes by the N. E. C. 

CoMRADE STONE, A von, Colo. 
Going Some. Enclosed money order for 

more copies of the December number. Re
ceived the bundle at 5:30 p. m. and sold out by 
6 p. m. Saturday. 

CoMRADE INGLEHART, Weatherford, Okla. 
Wide-Awake Canton, Ill. Comrade ·Esther 

Edelson has a little story to tell of the com
rades in Canton, Ill., that is too good to keep. 
The Canton Socialists elected six out of nine 
aldermen at the last election and are going out 
to organize the county to carry it next year. 
When a stranger comes to town, the comrades 
are right on the job to get acquainted and of
fer any friendly assistance in their powers. 
The comradeship in their social life draws 
everybody to the local and the movement is 
growing in Canton by leaps and bounds. One 
reason why the local headquarters are so at
tractive is that the women have taken hold 
and shown the men how to make politics 
"clean enough" to suit them. 

Illinois Central Strike Makes Socialists. 
Since ·the Illinois Central strike has broken 
out, the Socialists of Freeport, Ill., have taken 
advantage of the attitude of the capitalist 
newspapers to ignore the strike situation, and 
have carried on a campaign of Socialist agita
tion and distribution of Socialist papers which 
gave the strike news. As a result, the strik
ers began taking the Socialist papers and the 
capitalist newspapers becalne alarmed and 
tried to catch the waning interest of the work
ers by printing strike news too. But the men 
were not to be caught again. The strike 
showed them just where to look for their 
friends, and they will not forget it. 

EsTHER EDELSON. 
In Fifteen Minutes. I am sending you 

money today to pay for the INTERNATIONAL So
CIALIST REVIEWS sent me. I sold them in about 
fifteen minutes and want more of the Decem
ber number as soon as they are issued. 

CoMRADE ALSPAUGH, Colorado. 

Will You Help?· ·I think everyone who care
fully reads Walling's great article on "Capi
talistic Socialism" in the November REVIEw 
will agree with me that that article, in fact 
the entire number, ought to be in the hands 
of every elected Socialist in America. 

Can't we get up a fund for the purpose of 
sending the REVIEW to each one of the elected 
officials of the party for a year? 
· The Appeal to Reason used to get up big 

funds for sending the Appeal to doctors, edi
tors, preachers and what-not. Can't we do 
something better than that in sending the 
REVIEW, beginning with the November issue, 
to the men and women who are representing 
the Socialist Party in legislative and adminis
trative posts? Let's help them to do the right 
thing by keeping their eyes on the real goal. 
I believe we ought to try and that we could 
spend no money in a better cause than in this 
one thing. It will take less than $100 to do 
it. Won't 100 comrades give a dollar apiece? 
I will give a dollar. Won't you, Mr. Editor, 
give the scheme a boost? 

Let's at least get that Walling article into 
every Socialist official's hands at once. We 
ought to get it into every Socialist's hands as 
well. A. H .. SPENCE, Oakland, Cal. 

Hot Stuff. Enclosed please find money for 
more REVIEWS. I sold all the other ones last 
night in ten minutes. They are the "hot stuff." 
Just let them come. 

CoMRADE GRIFFIN, Snyder, Okla. 
Good Work at Cobalt, Ontario. We are in 

receipt of a letter from Cobalt as follows: 
"Enclosed find P. 0. money order, for which 
please send me five hundred copies of Mary 
E. Marcy's "Shop Talks on Economics." I 
think you had' better ship them by express, as 
we want to get them distributed as soon as 
possible, and it may take some time to get 
them by freight. Address them to me care 
Miners' Union Hall. I would like to know if 
you could let us have Frank Bohn for a few 
weeks during this· election campaign. The 
elections take place on Dec. 11, so that we 
will need to get him here right away if he is 
to cover much of the district. Yours frater-
nally." M. ]. G. 

Haywood itl Ohio. The Ohio State Commit
tee has taken Comrade William D. Haywood 
for one month starting Jan. 15, to Feb. 15. 
Comrade Frank Bohn was in Ohio all open 
dates for December and, among many other 
efficient speakers that will speak in that state 
this winter, Robert La Monte has been en
gaged for the month of March. 

Haywood in Pennsylvania. "When Comrade 
Haywood finished and sat down the crowd was 
so interested and spellbound in his remarks 
that it remained seated to a person, and Com
rade Haywood had to come back." 

}As. H. HARPER, Beaver Falls, Pa. 

Ul 

• 



The Review in Factories.· Comrade Rosse 
and Bohan of Auburn have sent in 25 yearly 
REVIEW subscriptions during the past month 
which they secured from their comrades work
ing in the factory in that city. They have 
promised to send 25 more. This is the kind 
of work that counts in the movement. Hope 
our other friends in the factories and shops 
will get their friends interested in the "fight
ing magazine." Try their plan. We will send 
you samples free if you care to do so. The 
comrades mentioned refused to take any of 
our premiums. All they wanted was more 
factory readers for the REVIEW. Keep your 
eyes on Auburn. The bDys there are all wide 
awake. 

Stay Away from Oklahoma City. Oklahoma 
City today is a reeking,. seething mass of un
employed human beings, scrambling for a 
mere existence. The big boom is over; the 
reaction has set in. The bottom has dropped 
out. There is no work for one-half of the 
present population. 

* * * 
Here are some of the conditions m Okla-

homa City at present: 
Empty dwellings, about 800. 
Empty store rooms, about 200. 
Empty office rooms in various buildings, 

about 600. 
About 1,000 women and girls working for 

less· than $6.00 per week. 
About 372 children working for less than 

$3.50 per week. 

* * i< 

Working men of the world, to show you 
some proof of the above statement of the con
dition of Oklahoma City, thousands of people 
all over the United States have been duped into 
buying lots all over the city by smooth
tongued real estate grafters, on which lots 
they cannot realize 25 per cent of the original 
investment. Miles of these vacant lots sur
round Oklahoma City in every direction. 
These lots are absolutely worthless and even 
unfit for cultivation. . 

Business depression is appalling. The wage 
paid here is small. And this in the face of 
the fact that living expenses are as high here 
as any place in the United States. 

There are ten men for every job. 
D. C. CoBB, Secretary, 

Organizing Committee, Oklahoma City Trades 
and Labor Council. 

Capitalist Candidates on Socialist Ballots. 
Early after the November elections, in which 
our party was successful in so many sections, 
vague rumors of "Socialist fusion" were spread 
abroad, principally in the Eastern states. Spe
cific charges were made by correspondents of 
at least one New York capitalist newspaper 
that the names of Republican and Democratic 
candidates had appeared on Socialist ballots 
in certain localities in three different states, 
Ohio, Pennsylvania and New York. The RE
VIEW did not believe any such reports, but 
considered it worth while to get the facts and 
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lay all doubts at rest. The replies to our in
quiries, given below, show what cunning tricks 
are resorted to by both the old capitalist par
ties and how incessantly the Socialist Party 
must be on guard to prevent such skulldug 
gery. These communications plainly reveal 
what may be expected when our. party fails 
to name complete tickets. They also empha
size the fact that weak organizations can be 
easily imposed upon by such methods as are 
described here and that locals must make 
themselves powerful if they would stop capi: 
talist politicians from riding into office on 
top of a Socialist wave. This lesson must 
not be forgotten in the next election. 

How D. F. Dunlavy Got on the Socialist 
Ticket at Ashtabula. On July 14 the Socialist 
Party of Ashtabula, 0., selected candidates for 
a municipal ticket to be nominated at the pri
mary election on Sept. 3. As no Socialist was 
qualified for the office of city solicitor, no one 
could be found who would accept the nomi
nation, because the election laws require the 
nominee to sign a statement that he will serve 
if elected. 

The Socialist Party had no candid.ate for 
city solicitor and the space for the candidate's 
name was necessarily blank on the primary 
ticket. 

As time for the primary election drew nigh 
the Socialist Party had developed surprising 
strength and that blank space on our ticket 
was viewed by some of the old party candi
dates with envious eyes. 

The result of the primary election showed 
that no less than five different names had been 
written in our ticket and by coincidence the 
person who was nominated on the Republican 
ticket received the highest number of votes on 
our ticket and became the legal nominee. 

It is not a case of fusion. It is merely one 
of the paradoxes made possible by our capi
talist election laws. 

Local Ashtabula, Socialist Party, by R. W. 
EARLYWINE, Secretary. 

Tricking the Socialists in Pennsylvania. Our 
primary laws are so fixed that any political 
crook, representing the Republican or Demo
cratic parties can go into a polling booth, ask 
for a Socialist ballot and, if all offices are not 
nominated fer, write the name of some Repub
lican or Democrat in the vacant space and his 
name appears on the official ballot under our 
column. We have had a whole lot of trou
ble about this but positively have no way to 
protect ourselves in places where the organi
zation is weak. Where we have any strength 
and all offices are nominated for it is easy to 
blockad·e this game, but in the places above 
mentioned there are weak and practically help
less branches and this trick can be played 
upon them until they are strong enough to 
protect themselves. It is not a case of fusion 
or compromise. It is simply that the com
rades are the victims of political tricks. 

Pennsylvania is ruled by as rotten a gang 
of politicians as ever afflicted the earth and 
this is one of the results of their manipulat-

ing of the ballot laws. We have protested 
and, in fact, tried to invoke legal aid to elimi
nate this game, but the authorities decide that 
if a man's name is written on our ballot he is 
the nominee, where no other nomination has 
been made, so we are helpless in the matter 
and the only thing we can do is to keep on 
fighting for organization until we are strong 
enough, in every place, to nominate a full 
ticket wherever an election is to be held and 
if we can do that and only get three or four 
boys out to vote at the primaries, we are safe. 

RoBERT B. RINGLER, State Secretary of the 
Socialist Party of Pennsylvania. 

As to "Fusion" at Allentown. The present 
Ballot Law in Pennsylvania forces all town
ships, boroughs, cities and counties to elect 
their officials at the election held in the odd 
numbered years. Our candidates are nomi
nated by direct ballot at a primary election 
held about five weeks before the general elec
tion. In order to get a place on the primary 
ballot, a person wishing the nomination must 
file with the county commissioners a petition 
signed by a number of voters in his election 
district, the number varying according to the 
office desired, some requiring only ten signers 
and some fifty. In some election districts it 
was impossible for us to get enough comrades 
to fill our ticket. The law provides that at the 
primary election a voter can write the name 
of any person he wishes to vote for on the 
ballot, providing the man's name is not al
ready printed on it. 

The Republicans and Democrats, having 
access to the files in the court ·house here, 
knew just where we could not fill our ticket, 
and at the primaries had some of their hench
men vote the Socialist ticket and write the 
names of the Republican or Democratic can
didates on our ballot where we had no candi
date, and in some cases where we did have a 
candidate. 

That is how some of them got on our bal
lot, and the law also provides that a man get
ting on the ballot that way can't be forced off 
unless he goes before a notary and swears 
that he wants to get off. 

At the election the ballot was so large that 
it took some of the election boards all night 
to count the votes for.the different candidates. 
We tried our best to get all these men off our 
ballot, but the Pennsylvania law is more pow
erful than the constitution of our party at this 
time and the only thing we could do was to 
instruct our members to cut these men when 
they voted and announce that they were not 
members of our party and had been put there 
by crooked work at the primary election. 

Let me assure you that we have no love here 
for any other political party except the So
cialist Party. We expelled two of our mem
bers who voted at a Republican caucus in 
Whitehall township. 

$10 0 
MONTHLY and expenses to trustworthy 
men and women to travel and distribute 
samples: big manufacturer. Steady work. 
S. SCHEFFER, Treaa., M. X., Chica&o• 
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We are determined to build up a powerful 
organization here and the writer makes it his 
duty to get a copy of the National Bulletin 
for each member in this county and see that 
the member gets it. We want our members 
to know what is going on, so that when they 
get a national referendum they can vote on 
the question intelligently. 

The organizer also attends a branch meet
ing each night if possible, helping the mem
bers in their work. We issue a dues notice 
to each member who is two months in arrears, 
and we find we are going to have a good or
ganization as the result of it. We don't ex
pect another election to come around without 
having a full ticket in the field. You need have 
no fear of us fusing with any other party, as 
we haven't forgotten the Cossacks in this state 
yet, nor the men who raised their pay last 
year. We consider everything and everybody 
that lines up with the capitalist class our com
mon enemy, and wish every other local would 
do the same. 

DAVID WILLIAMS, County Organizer, Local 
Lehigh County, Socialist Party of Pennsyl
vania. 

Candidate for Congress. Comrade Con Foley, 
of Pottsville, Pa., has been nominated for Con
gress from his home district in Pennsylvania. 
Comrade Foley is one of the clearest thinking 
Reds in the American movement and the Penn
sylvania comrades cannot do better than elect 
him to serve and represent them. He is a staunch 
believer in industrial unionism and can be 
counted upon to fight to a finish in the interests 
of the working class. He is one of the men who 
has been tried and not found wanting. Comrade 
Foley is the man who made the scab slave drivers 
in his home town shut up shop in a wild effort to 
save their employees from the innocuous teach
ings of industrial socialism. And he will be able 
to do even better than that if he wins in the 
forthcoming election. Comrade Foley expects to 
accompany Comrade W m. D. Haywood on his 
lecture tour in P.ennsylvania the latter part of 
this month. We can assure the locals that they 
may expect a double treat in the advent of two 
such fighters as Foley and Haywood at the same 
time. 

Socialism in Canada. Most gratifying re
ports have lately been sent in by our Canadian 
comrades. The amazing growth of the whole 
Dominion in industry, wealth and population is 
the primal cause of this socialist activity. Cana
dian politics, long a matter of form, has lately 

·assumed great interest. .The Canadian Socialist 
Federation has now over fifty locals organized 
in the eastern provinces, of which forty are in 
Ontario. Comrade 'Frank Bohn of the INTERNA
TIONAL SOCIALIST REVIEW, upon the invitation of 
some of the Federation locals, has lately made a 
tour in Ontario. He reports an interest among 
the Canadian working class at ·least equal to that 
in New England and New York. Best of all is 
the news that the Federation and the Socialist 
party of Canada are making plans for unity. To 
t hi~ end they have flonbtle~~ he en influenced hy 

the successful unity movement in Great Britain. 
Our Canadian comrades are using great quan
tities of sound literature. They now have two 
papers, the Western Clarion of Vancouver and 
Cotton's Weekly of Cownasville, Quebec. As 
Canada comes rapidly abreast of the United States 
in industry and industrial progress, a united Can
adian Socialist party will keep step with the So
cialist party of the United States in the onward 
march of the working class toward the conquest 
of the continent .. 

New Rupture Cure 
DON'T WEAR A TRUSS 

Brooks' Appliance. New discovery. 
Wonderful. No obnoxious springs or pads. 
Automatic Air Cushions. Binds and 
draws the broken parts together as you 
would a broken limb. No salves. No 
lymphol. No lies. Durable, cheap. Sent 
on trial. Pat. Sept. 10, '01. 

CATALOCUE FREE, 

C. E. BROOKS, 
20 State St., Brooks Bulldlna,:Marahall, Mich. 

E'AlU:OUS SPEECHES 
of the 8 Chicago Anarchists 

in reply to why sentence of death should not be passed upon them de
livered in court, Oct. 7-8-9, 1886. Read their last message to the ,;ork
ing class; learn how these labor organizers stood in breach between capi
tal and laJ;l~r in that crisis, it will inspire and strengthen you in the 
present cnsll!. 

Endorsed by the Executive Boards of many Locals as "Beneficial 
to the Movement in General" and over 500 personal letters. 

"They thrill and inspire." "A splendid hiaiory of the early la
bor movement." "The greatest speeches ever delivered under similar 
circumstances." "Every wage earner should read them." I have 
received hundreds of these endorsements. Price 30c. Bound T&c. 

LUCY E. PARSONS, Publisher 
1000 S. Paulina Street, CHICAGO, U..L. 

RUBBER STAMPS, STENCILS, 
NOTARY & SOCIETY SEALS, 

SOLID RUBBER TYPE ETC., 
MANUFACTURED BY 

A. STENHOUSE & CO~, 
131 N. FIFTH AVE., CIDCAGO, ILL. 

Special prices to readers of this magazine.. 

AUCUST BEBEL HOUSE 
Steam Heated Rooms 

Re-opened at 211 NEW JERSEY A VENUE. N. W. 
(Capitol Hill) 

WASHINGTON, D. C. Comrades Wetherell & Berry 

$2 5 
WBBKLY andezpensesto men and women to 

. collect oames,distribute samples and advertise. 
~~::.:v C. H. Emery, M. T., Chicago, Ill. 



PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT 
Is Our Publishing House Co-operative? 

This question has been rais·ed by Robert 
Hunter, a member of the National Execu
tive Committee. He asks an official in
vestigation of the question. We go to 
press too early to know what action will 
be taken by the party organization, but 
we shall most certainly welcome an in
quiry, since we have nothing to cover up, 
while, on the other hand, our work would 
be doubled and quadrupled in the near 
future if our aims and methods were clear
ly understood by the entire membership 
of the Socialist Party. 

How We Began. The publishing house 
has been in business under the same name 
since the beginning of the year 1886; that 
is to say, it. is far older than the Socialist 
Party of America or any American Social
ist movement worthy the name. For the 
first seven years it was owned ·exclusively 
by Charles H. Kerr, who is still president 
of the publishing house. Its early publi
cations were mainly in the line of free 
thought, but in 1891 it began the publica
tion of literature in the interest of the 
People's Party, which surprised old-party 
pgliticians with a vote of over a million 
in 1892. In the year 1893 the publishing 
house was incorporated. Mr. A. U. Han
cock invested some capital, which was 
used for the purchase of a printing plant, 
the remainder of the stock being sub
scribed by Comrade Kerr. Mr. Hancock 
was compelled by ill health to retire from 
business within two years and the print
ing plant was sold, since which time the 
company has done a publishing business 
exclusively. 

The New Time. In 1907 Mr. Frederick 
Upham Adams, a prominent newspaper 
man, bought a half interest in the publish
ing house, and an auxiliary company was 
organized for the publication of a reform 
magazine called uThe New Time,.n which 
reached a high-water mark of 40,000 
monthly circulation during the year 1898. 
Owing, however, to a disagreement re
garding financial methods, Mr. Adams 
and Charles H. Kerr parted company 
toward the end of 1898; the former be 
came owner of a controlling interest in 

''The N ezv Time,') which survived only 
three or four months, while the latter 
again became owner of over ninety per 
cent of the capital stock of the book busi
ness. 

About this time the publishing house 
established fraternal relations with the 
Social Democracy, of which Eugene V. 
Debs and Victor Berger were directors, 
and by the middle of the year 1899 we 
were issuing no new books except along 
the lines of International Socialism. 

Books at Cost to Stockholders. About 
this time a plan was developed which 
solved the difficult problem of how to 
secure more ready money which was 
urgently needed for the purpose of bring
ing out the new books required by the 
Socialist movement. Many shares were 
sold to locals and individuals at $10.00 
each, usually paid for in monthly install
ments of $1.00 each, and the money thus 
raised was used to pay for the typesetting 
and electrotyping of new books. No divi
dends were paid or promised, but each 
subscriber to a share of stock was given 
the privilege of buying books at a dis
count of one-half from list prices, plus 
the cost of transportation. This has been 
and is a very practicar method of CO
OPERATION, by means of which the So
cialists of the United States, who in 1899 
had no literature worthy of the name. 
have within twelve years put all the most 
important works of International Social
ism within easy reach of American work
ers at only a fraction of the prices charged 
for similar works by capitalist publishers. 

A Heavy Load of Debt. The money 
raised from the sale of stock was not 
enough to pay for the books which had 
to be printed to meet the growing de
mand. Our credit had to be utilized to 
its fullest extent. Moreover, the lNTER
~ATIONAL SociALIST REVIEW. as edited 
during the first seven years of its exist
ence, was a steady drain on the resources 
of the publishing house. 

New Blood and Rapid Growth. The 
present editors of the REviEw took hold 
four years ago-in January, 1908. The 
paid circulation was then less than 3.000 
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monthly; today it exceeds 40,000, with 
every prospect for a rapid increase in the 
immediate future. We go to press too 
early to give a complete financial report 
for the year 1911, but it is safe to say 
that the cash receipts of the REVIEW for 
the year will exceed $22,000, while the 
book sales will exceed $38,000. Nearly 
the whole of this sum will have been ex
pended for wages, paper, printing, post
age, advertising, rent, taxes and miscel
laneous expenses, while the year's profit, 
amounting to not far from $2,000 on total 
transactions of over $60,000, will have 
been applied to the paying off of loans 
made during the difficult years of our 
beginning. 

As to "Fat Jobs." A sneering phrase 
is a very cheap form of argument, but 
it has its effect, and while no other So
cialist periodical makes its salary list pub
lic, the actual figures will be a quicker 
answer to sneers than pages of argu
ment. The salary of Frank Bohn &ince he 
has been with the publishing house has 
been $100 a month; the joint salary of 
Leslie H. and Mary E. Marcy has been 
$160 a month for the past year, and 
Charles H. Kerr has received $137.50 a 
month. As a partial offset to this im
mense sum he has, however, been pay
ing interest on a -debt of $3,400 for money 
borrowed by the publishing house-a debt 
which he assumed last year by arrange
ment with the directors, receiving there
for stock to the par value of $3,400, on 
which no dividends are paid. His total 
holdings of stock amount to $11,370, 
which represent his total earnings during 
twenty-six years. No other employe has dur
ing the past year rec·eived so much as 
$100 monthly. It will thus be seen exact
ly how fat are the jobs connected with 
the publishing house. 

How the Company Is Controlled.-It is 
organized under the corporation laws of 
Illinois-the only practicable way in 
which a co-operative company can be or
ganized in this state, and it is controlled 
by a board of seven directors elected an
nually. The present board, R. H. Chaplin, 
]. H. Greer, Marcus Hitch, Walter Hug
gins, Charles H. Kerr, L. H. Marcy and 
Charles Roux, were elected by a unani
mous vote at the anriual meeting in Janu-

ary, 1911. The holders of single shares 
constitute an absolute majority of the 
3,691 shares which had been issued up to 
D·ec. 1, 1911, and if they were not satis
fied with the management they could 
have changed it, but, as a matter of fact, 
there have never been more than a dozen 
votes cast in ·opposition to the board of 
directors that has been chosen. And that 
is for the very good reason that the pub
lishing house has been run in exactly the 
way the majority of the stockholders wish 
it to be run. When they desire a change, 
the remedy is in their own hands. 

The Haywood ~ectures. During the 
National Executive Committee election 
(not over as we go to press) there has 
arisen a sudden and peculiar misunder
standing with relation to the routing of 
Comrade William D. Haywood by this 
office. Friends may have imagined that 
Comrade Haywood has yielded to the re
peated andurgent requests of former Na
tional Secretary Barnes, acting under in
structions from the National Executive 
Committee, to become one of the author
ized lecturers on the National Lyceum 
Lecture Bureau, as did Comrade Frank 
Bohn under similar pressure, but we are 
glad to announce that Haywood preferred 
to continue lecturing under the auspices 
of the REVIEW. Tfie statement has re
cently been published broadcast by Com
rade Robert Hunter, that locals securing 
Haywood were compelled to pay the RE
VIEW $250 a night. We take pleasure in 
repeating here the terms we have made 
ever since Comrade Haywood began to 
lecture for us. Except in the West, where 
close dates cannot be arranged at this 
time, our terms for Haywood dates ar& 
the local's guarantee to take 500 admis
sion tickets to the lecture (each ticket 
being good for a three months' REVIEW 
subscription at 25 cents each, amounting 
to $125.00. Out of this sum we pay $25.00 
hall rent, supply all advertis.ing material, 
donate 200 copies· of the current REVIEW 
and pay all Haywood's expenses. The 
State Committee of Ohio is arranging 
dates in Ohio ·for Haywood from Jan. 15 
to Feb. 15. Arrangements for other states 
may be made through this office. It might 
be well if our friends, who believe in fair 
play, would ask Comrade Hunter upon 
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what foundation he based his published 
statements in this regard. 

Another "Printer's Error" ( ?). Com
rade John Spargo, candidate for re-elec
tion on the N. E. C., has made wide allu
sions recently in the party press to certain 
alleged circular letters which he claims 
were sent by this publishing house (at 
the "expense of the stockholders") to all 
Socialist Party locals in the United States 
urging the election to the N. E. C. of 
Comrades Haywood and Bohn. Now, the 
local of which you are a member has 
received no such letter, because none was 
sent, and we think it only fair that Com
rade Spargo he required to produce such 
letters, or copies of such letters, upon the 
request of your local, in order that com
rades may know whether or not he acted 
in good faith in this matter. 

An Odd N. E. C. Oversight. In the 
printed list of recommended Socialist 
books attached to the Lyceum Bureau Lee~ 
ture Tickets sent out by the N. E. C. in 
SEPTEMBER are found many books pub
lished by Charles H. Kerr & Co. In fact, 
all the best books therein, those recog
nized all over the world as the classics of 
Socialism, have been brought out by this 
company. Among these books you will 
find listed by the N. E. C. (prior to nomi
nation of candidates for the new N. E. C.): 

INDUSTRIAL SOCIALISM. 
by 

WILLIAM D. HAYWOOD 
and 

FRANK BOHN 

Of this book Debs says: 
A splendid pamphlet is Industrial Socialism, 

written jointly by William D. Haywood and 
Frank Bohn, and which I heartily commend to 
the working class and to all who are inter
ested in Socialism and in the group of vital 
questions which have sprung from our mod
ern industrial development. Every page of 
this pamphlet is clear, cogent, and convincing. 
The true revolutionary attitude of the work
ing class movement is here maintained. It states 
the industrial and political positions of the work
ers in plain, straightforward terms, in their own 
language, and is well calculated to open the 
eyes of the workers to the weakness of craft 
unionism and political Socialism, and impress 
upon them the necessity of proletarian soli
darity, both economic and political, and sup
plementary to each other, as the true basis 
of the revolutionary movement. The pamphlet 

is especially adapted to the educational prop
aganda of the working class and ought to be 
spread broadcast among the workers. 

Why This Change of Front? Now 
readers of the REVIEW, who are also read
ers of some of the Socialist newspapers, 
are perhaps guessing! We don't blame 
them! Is Industrial Socialism, by Bohn 
and Haywood, endorsed, advertised and 
circulated by the National Executive 
Committee in September and October the 
same book that has been placed on the 
Index Expurgatorius by the Party Popes 
along 'bout 'lection time? So many un
usual and subtle changes have taken place 
in the mental attitude of the Socialist 
Party N. E. C. during the months of 
November and December that we think it 
only fair to Comrades Bohn, Haywood 
and Kerr that every member of the So
cialist Party read the book and decide 
upon its merits for him or herself. Do 
your own thinking. The strength of the 
movement lies in the fact that the Social
ist Party is composed of thinking men 
and women, perfectly capable of coming 
to their own conclusion~. After you have 
read Industrial Socialism and discussed 
it at your local, we want you to write 
us what you think of the book. Price, 10 
cents a copy, postpaid; 6 cents a copy to 
members of locals if ordered through the 
secretary or literature agent. 

REVOLT 
THE VOICE OF THE MILITANT WORKER 

(MIIstef lnliJ, S 1 .00 1 Jar, Sl1 IIIID fir 50 Cllls) 

ARTICLES by_ W'1lliam EIUdish Walliu. Frank 
Bohn, Ed Moore. Jack wndon, W'illiam D. 
Haywood, Eugene V,. Debs, Rose Pastor Stokes. 

1_. G. PhelpiJ Stoke'!L_Auatin Lewis, Wllllam McDev
Itt, Anna Strunsky walling. Charles Edward Russell 
and many other Writers of note. The editorials by 
Cloudesley Johns already have attracted widespread 
attention, and should be read by every one inter
ested In the real development of the proletariaa 
re~olution. Ullnss 111 ..... catiiiS t1 

F. F. BEBERCALL, &ec'y· Treas. 
305 Crant Avenue. SAN FRANCISCO. CAL. 

SOCIALIST SPEAKERS WANTED ~ext year th~ social-Ist Party wdl need 
fifty times as many speakers as are now available. YOU 
may have the making o.f a speaker in you, but it will 
take work to bring it out. To learn how to go about it, 

· read The Art of Lecturing, by Arthur M. Lewis. Price 
50c, postpaid, and if you mention this advt. we will 
include a 3·months' subscription to the International 
Socialist Review. Charles H. Kerr & Co., 118 W. Kinzie 
St., Chicago. 
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DEBS: HIS LIFE, WRITINGS 
AND SPEECHES 

Look into the heart of Eugene V. Debs, and you will find written large upon 
it: THE WORKERS OF THE WORLD. And this book is a glimpse into the 
heart of the great Revolutionist. 

The life sketch, by Stephen Marion Reynolds, one of Debs' lif~-long friends 
and co-workers, is full of personal reminiscences that will inspire the heart of 
every Socialist. · 

All of Debs' writings and 
sp~ches which he thinks worth 
preserving appear in this book. 

How I Became a Socialist re
lates how actual battles with 
capitalists brought Debs to real
ize the Class Struggle. 

The American Movement is a 
condensed history 
of Socialism in the 
United States. 

The Reply to 
John Mitchell 
proves beyond a 
doubt that a "labor 
leader" who serves 
theinterestsof capi
tal is a traitor to 
the wage-workers 
who trusted him. 

The Growth of Socialism, The Federal Government and the 
You Railroad Men, Chicago Strike, 
Unity and Victory, Open Letter to Roosevelt, 
Liberty, Prison Labor, 
The Issue, The~Socialist Party and the Work-
t\.rouse, Ye Slaves, ing Class, 
Craft Unionism, Class Unionism, 
Industrial Unionism, Revolutionary Unionism, 

with the other contents of this book are the cream of Debs' writings and speeches. 
No man can know Eugene V. Debs and fail to recognize his splendid class loyalty, 
his love for the working class. And to read this book is to know our 'Gene. 

Extra cloth, stamped in gold, 515large pages, with 15 full-page illustrations. 

Price $1.00, postage included. 
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FRO_ltl GROCERY CLERK TO RAILROAD 
PRESIDENT-HOW IT REALLY HAPPENED 

In the three volumes of his History of 
the Great American Fortunes, Gustavus 
Myers has laid bare the secret of the 
Goose That Laid the Golden Egg. 

The Goulds, the Elkins, Vanderbilts, 
the Morgans, Russell Sage, the Astor 
family-how did these men, and other 
men of great wealth in America make 
their fortunes? 

Did they pick up pieces of string and 
save their wages when they were boys as 
we were taught in school? Or was it the 
systematic practice of bribery, fraud, 
thievery, and betrayed friends upon 
which the famous fortunes of today were 
built? 

Socialists are well aware of the hypo
critical piracies the gigantic buccaneers 
of high finance have practiced upon a 
blind public, but we all need the Myers 
books to drive home our arguments about 
the source of the Great American For
tunes. 

Not One Suit for Libel ·has been 
brought against Mr. Myers or this pub
lishing house by the multimillionaires 
whose shady deals have so ruthlessly been 
laid bare in these volumes; The grimy 
record of great wealth has been strewed 
through the legal records over the whole 
country. Sometimes the hunter was in 
turn robbed of his prey and sought 
litigation as a means for despoiling a suc
cessful despoiler of the swag. It is these 
public records that have made Mr. My
ers' books unassailable. 

Stories of the thrift and industry of 
Russell Sage do not go very far when we ~Russell Sage at the Ticker. 
read of the suit brought by his co-swin-
dlers whom he had robbed of the common loot. Place a copy of this book m the 
hands of your neighbors. Put copies in your public libraries. Put them in the local 
library. Discuss them at your Local. They are full of the data you need to convince 
your friends that the old idea that wealth was the product of thrift and industry is ex
ploded. 

Many books have been written about America's great financiers. They tell you how Russell 
Sage or some other great man worked three years at $10 a week. He saved his money. In the next 
chapter we find Russell buying up street railways or some other little bagatelle. He did not do it 
out of that $10 a week. Myers supplies the missing link. There are no long leaps from the humble 
grocery clerk to the railroad president in these volumes. 

Three volumes now ready; cloth, library style, each with eight fine portraits. Price $1.50 a vol
ume, $4.50 a set, postpaid. We give a REVIEW subscription for twelve months free with each 
volume if ordered direct from us. 

CHARLES H. KERR & COMPANY, 118 West Kinzie St., CHICAGO 
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WE INVITE 
EVERY THIN MAN AND WOMAN 

This is an invitation that no·thin man 
or woman can afford to ignore. We 
jnvite you to try a new treatment called 
usareol" that helps digest the food 
you eat-that puts good solid flesh on 
people that are thin and under weight. 

How can "Sargol" do this? We will 
tell you. This new treatment is a scien
tific assimilative agent. It increases cell 
growth, the very substance of which our 
bodies are made--puts red corpuscles in 
the blood which every thin person so 
sadly needs, strengthens the nerves and 
puts the digestive tract in such shape 
that every ounce of food gives out its full 
amount of nourishment to the blood in
stead of passing through the system un
digested and unassimilated. 

Women who never appear stylish in 
anything they wore because of their 
thinness, men under weight or lacking 
in nerve force or energy have been made 
to enjoy the pleasures of life--been fitted 
to fight life's battles, as never for years, 
through the use of "Sargol." 

If· you want a beautiful and well
rounded figure of which you can be justly 
proud-a body full of throbbing life and 
energy, write the Sargol Company, 678-
M Herald Bldg., Binghamton, N. Y., 
today, for 50c box "Sargol" absolutely 
free, and use with every meal. 

But you say you want proof! Well, 
here you are. Here is the statement of 
those who have tried-been convinced 
and will swear to the virtues of this 
preparation: 

REV. GEORGE W. DAVIS says: 
"I have made a fait.i:lful trial of the Sargol treatment 

and must say it has brought to me new life and vigor. I 
have gained twenty pounds and now weigh 170 pounds, 
and, what is better, I have gained the days of my boy
hood. It has been the turning point of my life." 

MRS. A. I. RODENHEISER writes: 
"I have gained immensely since I took Sargol, for I 

only weighed about 106 pounds when I began using it 
and now I weigh 130 pounds, so really this makes twen
ty-four pounds. I feel stronger and am looking better 
than ever before, and now I carry rosy cheeks, which is 
somethingJ could· never say before." 

CLAY JOHNSON says: 
"Please send me another ten-day treatment. I am 

well pleased with Sargol. It has been the light of my 
life. I am getting back to my proper weight again. 
When I began to take Sargol I only weighed 138 pounds, 
and now, four weeks later, I am weighing 153 pounds 
and feeling fine." · 

F. GAGNON writes! 
"Here is my report since taking the Sargol treatment. 

I am a man 67 years of age and was all rnn down to 'the 
very bottom. I had to quit work, as I was so weak. 
Now, thanks to Sargol, I look like a new man. I gained 
22 pounds with 23 days' treatment. I cannot tell you 
how happy I fee1." 

MRS. VERN IE ROUSE says: 
• • Sargol is certainly the grandest treatment I ever used. 

I took only two boxes of Sargol. My weight was 120 
pounds. and. now I weigh 140 and feel better than I have 
for five years. I am now as fleshy as I want to be, and 
shall certainly recommend Sargol, for it does just exactly 
what you say it will do." 

Full address of any of these people if you wish. 
Probably you are now thinking whether all 

this can be true. Stop it! "Sargol" does make 
thin people add flesh, but we don't ask you to 
take our word for it. Write us today and we will 
send you absolutely free a 50c package for trial. 
Cut off coupon below and pin to your letter. 
Please enclose lOc to help pay distribution ex
penses. _Take our word you'll never regret it. 

THIS COUPON GOOD FOR SOc 
PACKAGE "SARGOL" 

This coup:m and lOc to help pay distribu
tion expenses :entitles any thin person to one 
50c package '"Sargol" (provided you have 
never tried it). The:Sargol Company, 678-
M Herald Bldg., Binghamton, N. Y. 
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30 DAYS' FREE TRIAL 
Write for our free trial offer today-see how you can use this 

wonderful mechanics' and farm tool sharpener 30 days free without 
any obligations. Sharpen all your tools and then send it back at 
our expense if you don't want it. 5 years' guarantee. 

Luther Hummer Tool Grinder 
A workshop in itself-does all kinds of sharpening, grinding• 

buffing and polishing, and can be used as a jig, rip, and cut-off saw, 
lathe, force feed drill, etc., 30 attachments-30 days' free trial. 

The Hummer is all steel and iron construction, absolutely 
rigid and without vibration. Has bevel gear shaft drive, ball bearings, 
gravity lubrication, etc. Patent tool rests make it easy even for 
apprentices to sharpen twist drills, saws, chisels, etc. 

DIMO·(IRIT-"tbe wheel for steel" 
10 times more efficient than emery. 25 times faster than the 

grindstone-will not draw temper. Dimo-Grit, the newest artificial 
diamond abrasive, cuts steel away in tiny shavings-no need of 
cooling with water-cuts hardest steel as emery does copper. Dimo
Grit is especially adapted for steel. On the wheels of the Luther 
Hummer, turning 4.000 revolutions per minute, it makes any job of 
sharpening quick, easy work. 

30 Days• Free Trial 
Write today for our 30 days' free trial offer. You will be under 

no obligations. We will also send you an interesting 40-page illus
trated book, describing the Hummer, and containing McClure's 
Magazines' story of the discov~ry of artificial diamond abrasives. 
Write for Free Trial Offer today. 

LUTHER aRINDER MFO. CO. 
194 Stroh Bldg., Milwaukee, Wis. 

II 
1 2 

1-Fine Dimo-Grit wheel. 2-Coarse Dimo-Grit whee( 
3-Universal tool rest. 4-Chisel and plane bit guide' 
5-Dimo-Grit razor hone. 6-Dimo-Grit scythe stone. 
7-Dimo-Grit saw gummer. 8-Felt polishing wheel. 
9-Medium Dimo-Grit wheel. 10-Cloth buffing wheel. 
11-Dimo-Grit oil stone, 12-Dimo-Grit pocket hone. 
13M-Plane bit honing attachment. 14M-Twist drill 
sharpening attachment. 

You use good business judg
ment when you place your 

printing orders with an establish
ment which has the modern tools 
and the necessary skilled mechanics for 
proper execution of high-class work. 
your next order, large or small, try 

JOHN F. HIGGINS 
.. 
•• 

the 
On 

OLDEST STRICTLY UNION PRINTING 

376 West Monroe Street 
OFFICE IN CHICAGO 

Chicago, Illinois 
We have no printing office and can not receive orders for printing. Mr. Higgins does most of our work 
and we take pleasure in recommending him to REVIEW readers. CHARLES H. KERR & COMPANY. 

f • 
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No M tt whereyouare,'l"'hetheryouareaman a e r or a woman, twenty years old or 
seventy, living in town or in the 

country, all you need do is to tell us that you want it and it will 
be sent right out to you. You don't need to write a long letter, 
don't need to fill out any tiresome blanks, don't need to give any 
references or send any money or stamps. Simply tell us to send 
it. It makes no difference what your trouble is, whether you are 
sick in bed or just not feeling right-we don't ask your trouble 
and you need not write a word about it. All you need do is to 
tell us your name and address and we will send it to you, with· 
out a penny from you. This is how we are offering Bodi·Tone 
to every reader of this paper who is ailing or in poor health, this 
is how over a quarter-million sick people have already tried it. 
We are glad to send it to you, glad to give you a chance to try it, 
to le::trn what a great medicine we have made, to learn how 
chronic diseases can be cured with the right kind of medicine, 
containing the right ingredients. If it benefits you as it has 
benefited thousands, pay us a dollar for it. lfyouarenot satis
fied, don't pay a cent. We leave it all to you. We won't ask for 
pay afterwards or dun you. We know you will gladly pay for 
real benefit, for real health, real vigor, strength and comfort. 

B d• T doesjustwhatitsnamemeans-cures 0 J- one disease. by tuning an the body, Bodi
Tone IS a small, round, compressed 

tablet that is taken three times every day. Each box contains sev
enty-five tablets, enough for twenty-five days' use, and we send 
you the full boxwithoutapennyinadvance, so you can tryitand 
learn what it is, so you can learn how it cures stubborn diseases by 
helping nature to tone every organ and part of the body, Bodi
Tone is not a patent medicine. for its ingredients are not a secret. 
It contains Iron Phosphate, Gentian, Lithia, Chinese Rhubarb, 
Peruvian Bark, Nux Vomica, Oregon Grape Root, Cascara, Cap
sicum, Sarsaparilla and Golden Seal. Such ingredients guarantee 
its merit and explain why it cures. Bodi-Tone contains no nar
cotics or habit-forming drugs, nothing your family doctor won't 
sayisagood thing. Itdoesnotexcitethe body with alcohol, but it 
tones the body and cures it disorders with the remedies nature 
intended to tone and curethe body. Thus, Iron gives life and 
energy to the Blood, Sarsaparilla drives out its impurities, Phos· 
phateand Nux Vomicacreatenewnerveenergyand force, Lithia 
aids in the Kidneys, Gentian does invaluable work for the Stom· 
ach and Digestive forces, Chinese Rhubarb and Oregon Grape 
Root promote vigorous Liver activity, Peruvian Bark raises the 
tone of the entire System, Golden Seal soothes the inflamed 
membrane and checks Catarrhal discharges, Cascara gives the 
Bowels new life in a natural way, and Capsicum makes all more 
valuable by bettering their quick absorption into the blood. A 
remarkable combination that does wonderful work for health. 

Y N d It If you are tired of continual ou ee dosing without results, you need 
Bodi-Tone right now.If yo•Ir local 

doctor has done you no good, if the ordinary medicinal combina
tions he used have failed, give this modern scientific combination 
of special remedies a chance to show and prove what it can do for 
you. Its greatest triumphs have been among men and women 
with chronic ailments who had tried good physicians without 
lasting benefit, and for this reason all chronic sufferers are 
invited to try it at our risk. If there is anything wrong with your 
Kidneys. Bodi-Tone helps to restore tone to the Kidneys, helps to 
set them right. If there is anything wrong with your Stomach, 
Bodi-Tone helps to tone the Stomach. helps to set the wrong right. 
If there is anything wrong with your Nerves, your Blood, your 
Liver, your Bowels or your General System, the health-making 
ingredients in Bodi-Tone go right to work and keep on working 
day after day, producing results of the kind sufferers appreciate. 
If you have Rheumatism, Bodi-Tone helps to drive the Uric Acid 
from the system while it restores tone to the Kidneys, Stomach 
and Blood, thereby stopping Rheumatic poison and putting new 
activity into muscles, nerves and joints. Bodi-Tone should be 
used by all women suffering from Female Ailments, for its toning 
properties have been found especially valuable in such ailments. 

Indigestion and 
Bowel Trouble 

LONGTOWN, S. C.-Since using 
Bodi-Tone I am in better health 
than I had for ten years. I have 
taken medicine from five different 

i 
doctors and I can't tell 
the different patent 
medicines for Consti
pation and Indiges
tion, but none of them 
gave me relief for 
more than a few days. 
I felt the effects of 
Bodi-Tone in three 

days, and the benefit stayed with 
me. My life had become a burden 
to me, but it has been a pleasure 
since I took the first box of Bodi
Tone. I wish all who suffer as 
I did would take one box, for they 
would then know the happiness it 
has been to me. My return to 
health has given me comfort in 
my old age. MRS. M.J. WHITE. 

Dropsy, Liver and 
Kidney Troubles 

ASBURY, N. J.-1 was taken with 
Liver, Kidney and Bladder trouble 
in the fall of 1902, and the Kidney 
trouble caused Dropsy. I tried 

i 
everything far and 
near, butnothinggave 
me more than tem
porary relief. I also 
took X-ray treatments 
for six months and 
was very mucb disap
pointed, as it was sup
posed to do wonders. 

Since I took the first box of Bodi
Tone I have felt better than from 
anything I have tried in these 
seven years. I have used three 
boxes, and it has made me an en
tirely different man. I am 65 
;years of age. HENRY C. MOYLE. 

Had Rheumatism 
and Lumbago 

GRAND LEDGE, MICH.-I have 
been afflicted over six years with 
Muscular Rheumatism in my 
arms. It finally settled in my back 

l
and the doctor called 
it Lumbago. Then a 

;;~~l~~ou~~~e~\~~~~ 
not get around and I 
suffered intense pains 
at times all winter. I 
could scarcely walk. I 

· tookpatentmedicines 
with no results. Then I sent for a 
trial box of Bodi-Tone. From that 
time on my improvement has been 
remarkable indeed, and I can now 
walk better than in years. 

MRS. TA.YLOR HA.NCE. 

VVe Take the Risk--You Cannot Lose 
j Bodi-Tone cures conditions which are totally unlike, all in the same way, for the body in health 
has but one way to act-it goes to aU the body and makes it weU. It makes up and repays for 
past sickness with a strong and virile health that is often better than the sufferer knew for a long 
time before sickness began to trouble, for it makes the body right, with its maximum of strength, 
vigor and vitality. Bodi-Tone works what seems a miracle by putting tone where tone was needed. 
Write today, telling us you want it. get a box of Bodi-Tonepromptlyand try it. We take all the risk. 

Bodi-Tone Company, Dept. s. Chicago~ III. 

44/ 
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Don't Be a Wage Slave 
Make $3,000.00 to $5,000.00 a Year 

Be a Doctor of Mechano-Therapy 
We Teach You By Mall or In Clasa 

you tired of working for wages which barely keep body and soul 
together? Have you the ambition to enjoy the profits of your Gwn 
labor? To gain social prominence and financial independence? To 
go forth among your fellow men with your head up-an honored and 
respected citizen of your locality? 

THEN SEND FOR OUR FREE BOOK 
Entitled "How to Become a Mechano· Therapist." It tells how every man 
and woman, with an ordinary, common school education. can acquire a pro
fession within a few months which will insure financial independence for life. 

Ol)R BOOK-i• costs you nothing • .-----.---------1 

A Personal Word 
From the President of the College. 

Have you ever thought of going into 
~siness for yourself ! 

Then send for my FREE book. It will tell 

~~;, ~~~~~~huet~~n~~~~t~~\~~Y ~~If::6;~~: 
How YOU ca"n not only gain independence, 
but be a. benefit to humanity and a highly 
respected citizen with an income of e3,000 
to lli,OOO a year. 

All I ask is that you send me the coupon 
below for my FREE book. You can then 
decide, In the privacy of your own home 
whether you wish to embrace the oppor
tunity which I offer you, or whether you 
will continue to plod along the bal/lonce of 
your days slaving for others. • ,-

What is Mechano· Therapy? Wonderful Moner ·Making 
ofMii~f~g.~~~!fle ~~~~h~~rtd~:g:~i1~cf~ Possibilities 
~imilartoOsteopathy, butfarsuperior,be- FOR MEN AND WOMEN 
ing the latest, up-to-date method of treat- No matter what your occupation may be 
ing disease by the Natural Method. It heals Mechano-Therapy offers a. new field for 1m! 
~~r:,~t~!s~eals-ln accordance wlth Na· f{~;a~~lsogg~c;::\tnndd !~~ec~a~~~~df!~:n 
. ~he Mechano-Thilraplst Is a drugless phy- up Mechano-Therapy and many are today 

~~~~:sna~~~~t ~~~~;~~~:~~~~t~fic ~~~~;hd~: independent and earning big money. 
tionsoffood,ctrcumstance,idea,waterand READ WHAT OUR GRADUATES SAY 
motion. Statements of our graduates below verify 

The Mechano-Therapist is skilled In com- every claim we make. What these men and 
pelling the body TO DO ITS OWN.HEA:.;.ING women have done you may do. We do no' 
with its own force, rather than with poison- give addresses of people whose testimonials 
ous drugs of the old school practitioner. we print. I! you are interested we furnill!l 

them on request. CAN I LEARN IT? 
Have you asked yourself this question! 

We answer, unhesitatingly, YES. 
If you have so much as an ordinary, com

mon school education, you can learn. 
lf you have the ambition to better your 

condition-to earn more money-to have 

mN~~ ~~~~i"eihle0~~gl~a~ars ot patient 
study to learn Mechano-Therapy-we can 
teach you In a very short time, so that you 
may enter this profession-and when you 
do, you begin to make money. No text 
books are required, beyond those furnished 
by us. We supply all lessons and necessary 
text books J.ree of cost to you. No ap. 
paratus is used. You do not even need a 
place to work. All you reqUire 1s your 
two hand&. 

I Make $10 to $i5P;"r Dar and WoriE 
Sellen Daya a Week 

Dr. W. F. Lealie, M. T., writes; lam maltlnc 
from $10 to $15 a day and work Ieven daJI a 
week. I am busy all ihe $ime. '"' 

Makaa $25 to $30 Per Dar 
F. L. Stout, M. T. D •• writes: I now make 

as high aa '25 to $30 per day. I feel ihai 1D 
Mechano-Therapy there is financialauccesa for all 
who willpui forih~essary energy. -

$2.50 to $It fora Single Treatment 
P. w. Dyment, M. T., writes: In my year's 

practice 1 have never given a single treat
ment for less than $2.50 and the most was 16 

Income $I Ia Da~riJ a Blacbmftfl 
W. s. McClure writes: The possibilities of ihe 

Mechano-Therapiste are almosi unlimited. The 

We Teachyou l·nvour Own Home manwhoinducedmetotakeacourseinMechano-
Therapy was formerly a blacksmiih wiih 1m 
ordinary education. Today he is practicinc 
drugless healing wiih an average ineowe of •111 We can teach you an honorable and profitable profession in a few months, which wlll 

msure your financial independence for life. We can make you master of your own time
to come and go as you will-an hcnored and respected citizen, with an income of t3,000 to 
e~,OOO a. year. We teach you this pleasant, profitable profession by mall, right in your own 

:~~fff:~l~c'!t ~~ ;!l;~~i:~ec,e~~;~:;!~~~~~~e~~e~~:a~~~{f~Jfsi~e:~~~~Y~~~~ ~~:~;; 

per day. 
One of our mo~aaful Oraduatu. 

located in New York Ciiy, writes:-! cleared f80 
above all expense• in fo11r daya' $ime. 

BCft0t~1 si;;~l;t:I:n·g~~~ ~:~~n~~c~a~g;J!~~~~l~s~t~~tt~l ot? t~~~t~n~ngu~!~1h\:~~t~~~t._ _______________ .. 
dosing the system with poisonous drugs-that's all. We have taught hundreds of men and 
women who were formerly clerks-farmers-stenograpners-telegraph operators-insur
ance agents-railway employes-in fact, of nearly every known occupation-old men of 
70 years who felt discouraged and hopeless-young men of 20 years, who never had a 
day's business experlence-sala.rled men, who could see nothing In the future but to become 
Oslerlzed-laborlng men, who never realized that they had within themselves the 
abUJty to better their conditions. Write tor our FREE book, which explains all-today. 

SIMPLY SEND 
THE COUPON 
FOR THIS 

AMERICAN COLt.EGE OF MECHANO-THERAPY, 
lh•pt. 407, 120·122 Randolph Street, Chieago, Ill. 

GENTLE~IEN:- Please send your book, "How to become a 
Mechano-Therapist," !ree of cost to me. 

My Name .....•.•.•••••••••..•••............ ., ........ ,. ...•.•..•• 

My Poat 01Hoe~ ............................. '"' .......... u~ .. ···-

R. F. D. or St. No .................................. State ..••••.••• 
(Write name, iown and dab very plain) 

-.FREE BOOK 
Try to realize what this opportunity means TO 

TOC. If you are contented, and willing to 
drudge for others all your life for a mer& pit-

tauntcfi ~~~ ~~~~o~~t~~~ko~Y~;;hl~;~z;:t~~~-
anhood left-any ambition whatsoever to 
Improve your condition socially and finan
cially, learn this pleasant profession. It will 
make yon Independent for lite. . Ie is so easy-so 
VERY easy-to get all the details-without 
trouble or expense. Simply sign and send us 
the coupon now. 

AMEII I CAN COLLEGE OF IECHAIIO-THERAPY 
Dept. ,07, lll0·12ll Raadelph 8&., Chleqo. DL 
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Don't Be a Wage Slave 
Make $3,000.00 to $5,000.00 a Year 

Be a Doctor of Mechano-Therapy 
We Teach You By Mall or In Claae 

you tired of working for wages which barely keep body and soul 
gether? Have you the ambition to enjoy the profits of your Gwn 

labor? To gain social prominence and financial independence? To 
go forth among your fellow men with your head up-an hcnored and 
respected citizen of your locality? 

THEN SEND FOR OUR FREE BOOK 
Entitled "How to Become a Mechano· Therapist." It tells how every man 

woman, with an ordinary, common school education. can acquire a pro· 
within a few months 1(Vhich will insure financial independence for life. 

Ol,JR BOOK-i• costs you nothing • .---· -~--------1 

A Personal Word 
From the President of the College. 

All I ask is that you send me the coupon 
below for my FREE book. You can then 
decide, In the privacy or your own home 
whether you wish to embrace the oppor
tunity which I offer you, or whether you 
will continue to plod along the ba~nce of 
your days slaving for others. ~ ' 

What is Mechano· Therapy? Wonderful Money· Making 
orM:;~~fgg.~T~!fle ~fl1"o~[td;>.;g~1~~cr. Possibilities 
•lmllartoOsteopathy, butfarsuperlor,be- FOR MEN AND WOMEN 
Jng the latest, up... to-date method of treat- No m atter what your occupation may be 
ing disease by the Natural Method. ltheo.ls Meehan~ Therapy o1l'ers a n ew field for tm ! 

:~rZ:ti;!s~eals-1n a ccordance wlth Na· flci~~flsog;s~~i!la~~!~~ec~a~~~~d~~e~ 
The Mechano-Tharaplstls a. drullesephJt• up .Mechano-Therapy and many a re today 

~1~1::-a~~~:t ~~~~:~~~~:~~~~t~ftc c~~~rn~: independent and earning big money. 
uonsortood,clrcumstance, ldea, water and READ WHAT OUR GRADUATES SAY 

m~~~~~ecbano·Therapist is skilled in com.. ev8e~y~fa,~~t:,~~~':.r~~:~~'h~:o:e~e~!~ 
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ous drugs or: the old school practitioner. we print. Ir you are in terested we turnlah 

them on r equest. 
CAN I LEARN IT ? 

Have you asked yourself this question? 
We answer, unhesitatingly, YES. 
It you have so much as an ordinary, com· 

mon school education, you can learn. 
U you ha.ve the am baton to better your 

condition-to earn more money-to have 

m§~~ ~~~:i'~fe0~~~i:,:a.r~8.rs ot patient 
study to learn .Mechano-.f'herapy-we can 
teach you in a very short time, so that you 
may enter this profession-and when you 
do, you begin to make money. No te.:s:t 
books are required, beyond those furni shed 
by us. We supply all lessons and neeessa ry 
text books free ot cost to you. No a.p. 
paratus is used. You do not even need a. 
place to work. All you reqUire Is your 
two handa. 

I Make $10 to $i5""P;r Day and Worll 
Seven Daya a We•" 

Dr. W. 1'. Le11le , M. T •• writes; I am m.aklna 
from $10 to $15 a day and wort Ieven da11 a 
weet, I am busy all the ~ime. -, 

Mak .. $25 to $ :10 Par Day 
1'. L. S tout. M. T. D •• writes : I now make 

as hirb a• $25 to $30 per day. I feel tba* lD 
• echano-Therapy there i• financial •ucces•fOr Ill 
wlio will put; forib~s•ary enercJ. -

$ 2.50 to $1 for a S ln&Ja Traatmant 
P. W. D1mcnt. M. T., writes: In my year's 

practice 1 have never given a single treat
ment for less than $2.60 and the most was 16 

lncoma $11 • Day; f"ormarlJ a Blackomltll 

We Teach You in Your Own Home 
W. s. McClure writes: The poasibilities of the 

Mechano-Therapiab are almost; unlimited. The 
man who induced me to take a course in Mechano
Therapy w&s formerly a blacbmitb with an 
ordinary education . Today he is pradicin~ 
drugless bealiug wUb an averae-e income of '16 We can teach you an honorable and profitable profession i n a. few months, which wUJ 

tnsure your financial independence tor life. We can make you master ot: your own time
to come and go as you will-an he no red and r espected cltlzen, with an income or 13,000 to 
ert,OOO a year. We teach you this pleasant, profitable profession by mall, r Jght in your own 

pel'day. __ _ 

One of our mo• t Suocc••ful Oraduatea. 
located in New York Cit;y, writes:-1 cleared '80 
above all ezpense1 in tour daJ •' ti.mt. ~gd~tf:~l~c~r:o~cifdn;ci~~~e~e~:;~;;;g~~~~~e~~~~~a~~~lfhujfst~c:~not~y~~ersy~~~~~: 

scpt0i~1 s1!u;t~t~or~'g~~~s 1:!!ftn~~c~a~g;J~~~~~~s;t~:tt~ ot? t~~~~n:0gu~!~1~t:~~t'hU:~t:r.----------------• 
dosing the System with poisonous drugs-that's all. We have taught hundreds of men and 
women who were formerly c lerks-farmers-stenograpners-telegraph operators-insur
ance agents-raHway employes-in fact, of nearly every known occupation-old men of 
70 years who felt discouraged and hopeless-young men or 20 years, who never had a. 
day's business ezpertence-sa.larled men, who could see nothing In the future but to become 
Oslerlzed-labortng· men, who n ever r ealtzed that they had within themselves the 
ablllty to better their conditions. \Vrite for our FREE book, which explains all-today. 

SIMPLY SEND 
THE COUPON 
FOR THIS 

------____;,.,--~ ._FREE BOOK 
Try to realize what this opportunity means TO ~~~~~,W~I .ll!lBRIC!N COLtEGB OF MECIUNO.THBRAPY, 

U11pt. 4071 120·122 Raodolph Street, Cbleago, Ill . 

GENTLEMEN:- Please send your book, "Bow to become a 
.Mechano·Thera.plst," tree of cost to me. 

My Name .... . ... . ... ........ ... ............... . . ...... . . .... .... .. 

My Poat Omoe~ .. ... ............. , .... .. ..... . .... .... .. ·· -~· ·. , __ 

R. F. D. or St. No .••• .•........... . ......... . ...... State . ••••••. •• 
(Wri\e name, town and Ita~ vor1 plain) 

TOU. It you are contented, and wtlllng t o 
drudge for others all your ure for a mert~pit· 

¥fu"tc?i ;~~ ~~~~o:Jst~~~k~~Ym0n°;h1~;d':;t~~~."-
anhood left-any ambition whatsoever to 
Improve your condition socially and finan· 
ctally, learn this pleasant profession. It will 
make yo a Independent for llfr. . It is so easy-so 
VERY easy-to get aU the details-without 
trouble or expense. Simplveign an.L send us 
the ooupon now. 

IMEIICIN COLLEGE OF MECHINO-THERAPY 
Dept. '07, JliO· U I R&Ddolp~ St. , Cllle .. o, Dl. 



A Socialist History of the Human Kace - --
NO one E:ocialist has ever written any comprehensive history of the world. No one man can 

accomplish this task successfully, for the labor is too great for one man. But our co-operative 
publishing house has gradually brought together the essential parts of such a history. We 

sell each volume separately because few of the wage-workers who buy our books can afford to buy 
the entire history at one time. Each volume is strongly and handsomely bound in cloth; any of them 
will be sent by mail or exp:::ess, charges prepaid, promptly on receipt of price. 

Th E I ti• f M By Wilhelm Boelsche. e VO U 00 0 aD The story of man's descent 
from the lower forms of life. Simply told and illustrated 
with many pictures that help make the meaning clear. 
Darwin's theory brought down to date, with the complete 
PROOFS which were lacking when Darwin wrote. 
Price, 50 cents. 

The Origin of the Family, Private Property 
d th St t By Frederick Engels. This book an e a e startswithprimitiveman,justevolved 

from the common ancestor of man and the ape, and 
explains how hE> gradually shaped some of the institu
tions that have followed each other, ever changing 
through the changing years. Price, 50 cents. 

An • t S • ly By Lewis H. Morgan. The greatCleO OCle est scientific work ever" written by 
an American. It contains complete proofs of the startling 
theories explained by Engels. This with the two pre
ceding books will enable you to understand the progress 
made by man up to the beginning of written history. 
Price, $1.50. 

Th An • t L 1 By C. Osborne Ward. A e CleO OW Y history of the ancient working 
people from the dawn of written history up to the 
adoption of Christianity by the Emperor Constantine. 
'This is a wonderful book representing a life-time of 
swdy. It tells of the bitter struggles between mas
ters and slaves that began when slavery began and will 
never end till wage slavery ends. This book explains 
the origin of the Red Flag, also how Christianity, orig
inally a labor movement, was captured by the ruling 
class. Two large volumes of about 700 pages each; sold 
separately at $2.00 a volume. 

Revolution and Counter-Revolution ::~r!a~ 
history of the German revolution of 1848, in which an 
alliance of wage-workers and small capitalists was tem
porarily successful but was finally crushed. Price, 50c. 

Th C. ·1 W • F By Karl Marx. This e lVI ar ID ranee is a brief history of the 
glorious but ill-fated Paris Commune of 1871. Read in it 
how the wage-workers of Paris were for a few short 
weeks masters of the State, and how they were finally 
crushed by the united capitalists of France and Germany. 
Price, 25 cents. 

The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte 
By Karl Marx. How a politician much like Roose
velt made himself Emperor of France. Paper, 25 cents. 

History of the Great American Fortunes 
By Gustavus Myers. The true story of how the 
great capitalists of America made their start; not by 
practicing the capitalist virtues, but by stealing. Volume 
I, on the colonial times and the great land fortunes, tells
of the Astors and of Marshall Field. Volume II, on the 
great railroad fortunes, traces the source of the Vander
bilt and Gould fortunes. Volume III concludes the story 
of the railroads and describes the careers of Russell 
Sage, James J. Hill, J. Pierpont Morgan and others. 
Price of each volume, $1.50. 

Class Struggles in America ~y b~i ~- ~!:t::k 
with references for further reading, describing the 
struggles between rival economic classes throughout the 
history of the United States. Price, 50 cents. 

The Rise of the American Proletarian 
By Austin Lewis. An industrial history of the 
United States from the point of view of the wage
worker. Price, $1.00. 

B b M • By John Kenneth Turner. ar arous eXICO A clear and truthful narra
tive of conditions in Mexico before the overthrow of the 
tyrant Diaz. It shows the responsibility of American 
capitalists for the horrible slavery in Mexico which still 
continues under Madero. Illustrated with many photo
graphs. Price, $1.50. 

Th E I ti• f p ly By Paul Lafargue. e VO U 00 0 roper This book will help 
you understand the meaning of all the facts detailed in 
the volumes already described and to understand the 
capitalist system under which we live today. Price, 
50 cents. " 

Socialism, its Growth and Outcome :!~ :~: 
ris and Ernest Belfort Bax. An admirable review 
and summary of the whole course of human histo_ry, w~th 
a chapter entitled SOCIA_LISM TRIU~~HANT m 'Yh1ch 
the authors briefly outlme the Soctahst Repubhc of 
the future. Price, 50 cents. 

Our retail prices for these books are far lower than the prices asked by capitalist publishers _for 
books equally well printed. But our aim is not to make profits but to circulate the greatest possible 
quantity of the best Socialist literature. We therefore make these SPECIAL OFFERS: 

for $1 50 We will mail any $1.50 book or any three of the 50c books named above, and will 
• · also send the International Socialist Review one year. 

Or for $16 00 We will send by express prepaid the full set of books, and wil! also send 16 
• cards each good for the Review one year. The cards can easily be sold at 

$1.00 each, so that the books will cost you nothing. 

CHARLES H. KERR & COMPANY, 118 W. Kinzie St., Chicago, U. S. A. 
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The Rose Door 
The Story of a House of Prostitution 

by ESTEL L'E BAKER 

It is roughly estimated that there are over 500,000 women and 
girls in the United States who earn their living by the sale of their 
bodies. Much has been written about ''the oldest of all the pro

fessions;" investigations have 
been made; statistics prepared; 
judgments pronounced and rigor
ous means of suppressing prosti
tution have been attempted-to no 
avail. It has remained for Social
ism to discover the Cure for the 
Social Evil. 

Miss Baker's book is not a 
preachment, nor a theory or a 
"study," but a living, gripping 
story of the Actual Lives of four 
Women of the Streets, with all 
the heart hunger, the yearning 
for maternity, and the sordid com
mercialism with which the Public 
Woman is always at war. 

Read The Rose Door. Go down 
into the depths of pain and love 
and misery with your Sisters of 
the Street. .There you will find the 

cause of their degradation-and the cure for the great Social Evil. 

Get this book for your daughters and your sons. You need it 
and your neighbor will be a wiser and better man for having read 
it. Handsomely bound in cloth; illustrations by Ralph Chaplin. 

First edition quickly sold out; second edition ready. 
Price One Dollar; we pay postage. Address 

Charles H. Kerr & Company 
118 West Kinzie Street Chicago, III. 

For 50 cents extra. or $1.50 in all, we will include with The Ro•e Door 
a year's subscription to The International Socialiat Review, the biggest, 
~ Wt Ulu•trnted and mo•t Vital =<king clas• maga•ine in the w~ld todoy. 
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